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ABSTRACT 
 
Telomere Dynamics and Telomerase Independent Cell Survival in Arabidopsis thaliana. 
(May 2007) 
James Matthew Watson, B.S., Beloit College 
Chair of Advisory Committee:   Dr. Dorothy E. Shippen 
 
Telomeres are the nucleoprotein structures that protect the ends of eukaryotic 
chromosomes from being recognized as DNA double-strand breaks.  Telomeres are 
recognized by the ribonucleoprotein telomerase, a reverse transcriptase that catalyzes 
addition of G-rich telomeric DNA repeats to the 3’ overhang of the telomere.  The action 
of telomerase allows cells to overcome the end-replication problem defined by the 
inability of conventional DNA polymerases to fully replicate the end of the chromosome.  
Telomeric DNA tracts are maintained in a species-specific size range primarily through 
the competition between telomerase and the end-replication problem.  In many 
organisms, recombinational activities can function at telomeres outside of the wild type 
range, in some cases resulting in telomerase-independent telomere maintenance.  
Telomere rapid deletion (TRD) can dramatically shorten elongated telomeres.  
Elongation of telomeres below the normal range in the absence of telomerase is known 
as alternative lengthening of telomeres (ALT).   
 
Here we demonstrate that telomeres in Arabidopsis thaliana are also subjected to these 
recombinational activities.  Elongated telomeres in ku70 mutants are shortened by TRD.  
In contrast to other organisms, TRD functions on telomeres of wild type length.  TRD 
produces extra-chromosomal telomeric circles, which can serve as substrates for ALT.  
In Arabidopsis, ALT may require the byproducts of TRD, as telomerase mutants with 
 iv 
extremely short telomeres are unable to maintain telomeric repeats by recombination 
and instead secure their genome through an unknown mechanism.  Finally, we follow 
the fate of cells with telomere-to-telomere fusions.  Fusions are not propagated to viable 
progeny.  We propose that a G1 checkpoint dependent upon the checkpoint protein 
ATM arrests cells following the break of a single telomere fusion.  We design reporter 
constructs to follow the fate of individual cells with telomere fusions, and present initial 
characterization of their expression.  We find no evidence for the propagation of 
telomere fusions in somatic cells, though later generation mutants will provide a better 
test of this hypothesis.  This work begins the study of the fate of cells with telomere 
fusions in Arabidopsis.  Furthermore, it sets the foundation for studying recombinational 
shortening and elongation of telomeres in Arabidopsis and the effects of these 
processes on telomere length regulation.   
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A BRIEF HISTORY OF TELOMERE BIOLOGY 
Telomere biology begins with Herman Müller in the 1920s.  Working with Drosophila 
that had been mutagenized with X-rays, he realized that the terminus of the 
chromosome had properties distinct from the rest of the chromosome.  He never found 
mutants where the end of the chromosome had been deleted.  Because the end of the 
chromosome had distinct properties, he decided that it needed a special name, and 
called the end “telomere.” 
 
In the 1930’s and 40’s, Barbara McClintock was studying the fate of dicentric 
chromosomes in maize.  During anaphase, dicentric chromosomes can be pulled to 
opposite spindle poles.  Eventually, the force pulling the chromosome apart results in 
the dicentric chromosome breaking.  As one cell loses terminal DNA during this 
process, markers on the end of the chromosome will be lost in this cell lineage.  The 
newly broken end can then fuse again, creating a new dicentric chromosome.  This 
process is termed the breakage-fusion-bridge (BFB) cycle.  Interestingly, her work 
showed that while BFB cycles can occur during development of the maize endosperm, 
it did not appear to occur during development of the embryo.  She termed this process 
“chromosome healing.” 
_________ 
This dissertation follows the style of Molecular and Cellular Biology. 
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Thirty years later, following a great deal of work on the structure of DNA and its  
replication, James Watson and Alexei Olovnikov independently described the “end-
replication problem” FIG. 1.  DNA polymerases require RNA primers to initiate 
replication.  While the leading strand replication machinery can replicate to the terminus 
of the chromosome, the lagging strand machinery requires an RNA primer to be placed 
at the extreme terminus.  Watson and Olovnikov realized that the conventional 
replication machinery would have no way to fill in the gap left following removal of this 
primer and this would result in the loss of terminal sequences after each cell division.  
Over several generations, the erosion of the chromosome terminus would be 
catastrophic for any organism that didn’t have a means to overcome this problem. 
 
While studying DNA amplification in the ciliated protozoa Tetrahymena, Elizabeth 
Blackburn discovered that the ends of Tetrahymena mini-chromosomes ended in 
repeats of the hexa-nucleotide sequence TTGGGG (19).  Several reports followed 
detailing similar sequences at other ciliates (138, 207).  Jack Szostak then teamed up 
with Elizabeth Blackburn to transform Saccharomyces cerevisiae with linear molecules 
capped by Tetrahymena telomere repeats.  Normally, linear molecules transformed into 
yeast recombine, but those capped by Tetrahymena telomeres remained stable as 
linear molecules (257).  Using an elegant strategy, they then ligated yeast DNA to a 
linear molecule that had Tetrahymena repeats on only one end, and isolated fragments 
that remained stable following transformation into yeast.  Using this approach, they 
were able to clone telomeres from budding yeast.  Though an irregular repeat (TG1-3), 
the yeast telomere sequence was remarkably similar to the sequences from ciliated 
protozoa.  This sequence was added to the terminus of the Tetrahymena telomeres on 
 3 
 
FIG. 1.  The end-replication problem. 
A) A mini-chromosome with a single origin of replication represented as a blue circle.  
B)  At the beginning of replication, RNA primers (arrows) are laid down.   Lagging strand 
primers are dotted, while leading strand primers are solid.  C) Replication begins from 
the RNA primers and continues until it reaches a terminus or an RNA primer.  D) RNA 
primers are removed and fill-in synthesis occurs.  Removal of the terminal RNA primers 
results in loss of DNA from the 5’ ends of the daughter strands. 
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the other side of the transformed DNA elongating that side of the linear DNA molecule 
(241).   
 
The telomeric sequence of a higher eukaryote was first cloned from Arabidopsis 
thaliana (TTTAGGG) by Eric Richards (227).  This discovery was rapidly followed by the 
identification of the human telomeric DNA sequence, TTAGGG (195).  All mammalian 
telomeres examined to date possess the TTAGGG repeat.  While most plants contain 
the Arabidopsis type repeat, there are exceptions (2), including some plants which have 
the human telomeric sequence (286). 
 
Though it appeared that these telomeric sequences somehow provided an end-
protection function, it was still unclear how they were maintained.  Once again using 
ciliated protozoa, Carol Greider and Elizabeth Blackburn identified an enzymatic activity 
that would add telomeric repeats to a telomere repeat containing primer in vitro.  This 
enzyme is now known as telomerase and is the primary mechanism in eukaryotes to 
maintain telomeres and overcome the end-replication problem. 
 
TELOMERASE 
Telomerase is an unusual ribonucleoprotein reverse transcriptase (RT) capable of 
extending telomeric repeats.  Minimally, the enzyme consists of a catalytic reverse 
transcriptase subunit TERT (telomerase reverse transcriptase) and an integral RNA 
template TER (telomerase rna) (52). 
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TERT is a specialized reverse transcriptase.  It contains seven RT domains common to 
all known RTs, as well as a telomerase-specific domain T (158, 202).  While TERT is 
generally conserved at the amino acid level among organisms, TER contains almost no 
sequence conservation.  Furthermore, TERs range dramatically in size between 
different organisms (150 nucleotides in ciliates to 1300 nucleotides in yeast) and are 
transcribed by different RNA polymerases (RNA pol III for ciliates and pol II for yeast 
and vertebrates, reviewed in (43).   
 
In most organisms, telomerase is a processive enzyme, capable of extending DNA 
primers by more than 2 kb in a standard (non-PCR based) reaction in vitro (96).  The 
general model for enzyme activity involves three steps: 1) binding of single strand G-
rich telomeric DNA by TER and TERT; 2) TER-templated addition of nucleotides to the 
3’-end of the DNA; 3) translocation and repositioning of the active site upon reaching 
the template boundary FIG. 2. While ciliate and human enzymes are highly processive, 
mouse and yeast enzymes produce much shorter products in a standard elongation 
assay (49, 220).  In addition to regions within TERT itself (118, 164), telomerase 
processivity is governed by multiple factors in vivo.  Changes in the composition of the 
holoenzyme (95), interactions with proteins at the chromosome terminus (149), as well 
as regions within TER (66, 142, 179) all affect telomerase processivity.   Telomerase 
activity is confined to S phase, although the exact timing of telomere replication is 
somewhat different in humans and yeast (183, 295).  Because telomerase is only able 
to extend one strand of the chromosome, lagging strand replication machinery is 
required for complete replication of telomerase-extended telomeres (65, 70, 223). 
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FIG. 2.  The mechanism of telomerase extension. 
A) The first step of telomere elongation involves binding of the telomerase holoenzyme 
to the 3’-overhang on the chromosome terminus.  The template sequence within the 
telomerase RNA serves as a template and positions telomerase in the correct register 
for synthesis.  B) Extension occurs through reverse-transcription by the catalytic subunit 
TERT.  Synthesis continues until the end of the RNA template.  C) Once synthesis 
reaches the end of the template, telomerase translocates, repositioning the RNA 
template for an additional round of synthesis.  The Arabidopsis telomeric repeat and the 
predicted template sequence for the telomerase RNA are shown. 
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In most organisms, telomerase activity is restricted to specific stages of development.  
One of the most unusual examples is in the ciliate Euplotes crassus, where TERT is 
encoded by three separate genes that are expressed in a developmentally programmed 
fashion (124).  The protein encoded by EcTERT-2 is expressed only during the stage of 
development where telomeres are formed de novo on the organism’s mini-
chromosomes.  Expression of EcTERT-2 occurs concomitantly with a change in the 
higher-order structure and biochemical properties of the enzyme.  Following this 
developmental stage, the EcTERT-2 gene is degraded and TERT is synthesized from 
the other two genes.  At this stage, de novo telomere addition is inhibited and short 
telomeres are maintained during vegetative growth (124). 
 
Although most organisms encode only a single TERT gene, its expression is highly 
regulated.  In humans, TERT mRNA is expressed only in highly proliferative stem cells 
and the germ line (135, 294).  Similarly, in Arabidopsis, TERT mRNA expression is 
confined to cells of the germ line (flowers and root tips) and un-differentiated callus 
tissue (75).  Although TERT is expressed in all tissues in the mouse, deletion of a single 
allele of TERT results in telomere shortening (161).  Thus, telomerase is haplo-
insufficient in mice.  In addition to its regulation at the transcriptional level, TERT is 
negatively regulated by phosphorylation in both plants and mammals (161, 300).  
Furthermore, TERT mRNA displays complex splicing patterns in both rice and humans 
(110, 133), and at least in humans, one splice variant is capable of functioning as a 
dominant-negative protein, inhibiting telomerase activity (51). In contrast to this tight 
regulation of TERT mRNA, TER is constitutively expressed in humans and mice (21, 
72). 
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While TERT and TER are sufficient for telomerase activity in vitro, several proteins 
associated with the telomerase holoenzyme are also necessary for its function in vivo.  
In S. cerevisiae, Est1p, Est3p, and Cdc13p are essential for telomerase activity in vivo 
(157).  EST1 is capable of binding to TER and recruiting telomerase to the chromosome 
end via a direct interaction with Cdc13p (213, 305).  Additionally, EST1 serves a role in 
either activating or stabilizing telomerase at the chromosome end (258).  EST1 
homologues have been identified in both humans and Arabidopsis.  In humans, hEST1a 
has been associated with telomerase activity, and appears to play a role in both 
chromosome capping and regulating telomerase activity (224, 253).  The role of two 
putative Est1 genes in Arabidopsis remains unclear, although no telomere defects have 
been observed in mutants (R. Idol and D. Shippen, unpublished data).  No homologues 
of Est3 have been identified outside of yeast, and its exact role remains a mystery.  
Cdc13p is discussed in more detail below. 
 
In addition to the EST proteins in yeast, at least two chaperones, p23 and hsp90, are 
stably associated with telomerase in humans (80, 116), and inhibition of hsp90 results 
in loss of telomerase activity.  The H/ACA box RNA binding protein Dyskerin is also 
associated with telomerase activity (37, 191).  Mutations in either dyskerin or TER lead 
to Dyskeratosis Congenita, a human disease characterized by decreased telomerase 
activity and shorter telomeres (191, 279).  The human protein TP1 associates with 
human telomerase, and antibodies to this protein can immunoprecipitate telomerase 
activity (105).  TP1 shares sequence homology with p80, a protein associated with 
telomerase activity in Tetrahymena (53).  Disruption of p80 in Tetrahymena does not 
disrupt telomerase activity, but it does lead to telomere elongation.  Finally, proteins in 
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several organisms have been identified that associate with telomerase and contain a La 
motif.  p43 in Euplotes (5), p65 in Tetrahymena (290), and the La antigen in human (78) 
have all been found in direct association with telomerase activity.  While the exact 
function of these La motif containing proteins is unknown, depletion of p65 in 
Tetrahymena results in telomere shortening and a loss of telomerase RNA 
accumulation (290), suggesting a role in telomerase biogenesis.  The La antigen is 
involved in biogenesis of RNA polymerase III transcripts (291), supporting this model for 
its role in telomerase biogenesis.  Interestingly, Euplotes p43 seems to play a role in 
modulating the processivity of telomerase, suggesting La proteins may play additional 
roles beyond telomerase biogenesis (4). 
 
This complex level of regulation prevents two deleterious outcomes.  First, telomerase 
is generally inhibited from extending non-telomeric DNA substrates (139).  DNA double-
strand breaks, if healed by telomerase, would result in terminal deletions.  Second, the 
gradual loss of telomeric DNA during somatic cell division in mammals limits replicative 
lifespan for cells in culture.  This phenomenon is termed the Hayflick Limit.  While 
expression of telomerase in fibroblasts allows cells to overcome this limit and divide 
indefinitely (24), it also provides a mechanism for cancer cells to proliferate indefinitely.  
Telomerase is expressed in over 95% of all primary tumors examined (135).   
 
In the absence of telomerase, telomeres gradually shorten due to the end-replication 
problem.  If the shortening continues unabated for several generations, telomere 
dysfunction occurs, resulting in the loss of cell proliferation and the appearance of 
chromosome fusions (FIG. 3 and refs. (22, 167, 230).  In Arabidopsis, genomic  
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FIG. 3.  The response to dysfunctional telomere in mammals and plants. 
In the absence of telomerase, telomeres shorten due to the end-replication problem 
until they reach a critical “uncapped” length.  In mammals, uncapped telomeres are 
recognized as DNA double strand breaks, and a signaling pathway starting from ATM or 
ATR results in activation of p53, leading to either senescence or apoptosis.  In 
Arabidopsis, there is no p53 homolog, however recent evidence suggests that ATM can 
also recognize and signal a response to telomere fusions, though which protein or 
proteins it activates is unclear.   
p53 
ATM ATR or 
Sensecence Apoptosis Repair 
BFB Cycles 
ATM ? 
? 
Cell Proliferation 
Block (Senescence?) 
Telomere Shortening 
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instability and phenotypic abnormalities begin in the sixth plant generation of a 
telomerase deficiency.  However, plants continue to proliferate with worsening 
phenotypes for up to four more generations.  Plants eventually arrest at a terminal 
vegetative state.  Telomere dysfunction results in telomere-to-telomere fusions, which 
can be assayed in Arabidopsis by taking advantage of unique sub-telomeric sequences 
found in this organism (108).  Telomeres in wild type Arabidopsis range from 2-5 kb.  
When telomeres reach approximately 1.2 kb, they become unstable and are 
increasingly likely to fuse to another telomere (Heacock et al. in preparation).  The 
minimal telomere length, below which fusion is inevitable, is approximately 350 bp 
(108).   
 
In contrast to the situation in Arabidopsis, telomerase knockouts in mice survive for a 
maximum of six generations with genetic defects becoming apparent as early as the 
second generation (22).  Loss of reproductive efficiency begins in G4, with severe 
defects in the male germline evident by G5, and in the female germline at G6 (147).  
The difference in the generation of onset is likely due to an increased cell proliferation 
required for the male germline (67).  The decrease in germ cell viability results from 
massive apoptosis, and this loss of germinal tissue can be rescued by deletion of p53, 
resulting in two additional generations of mice (46).  However, the increased 
proliferation is associated with a substantial increase in genetic instability, eventually 
resulting in loss of cell proliferation.  The difference in cellular response to telomere 
dysfunction between mice and Arabidopsis may be due to the absence of a p53 
checkpoint protein in plants, and the continued proliferation is likely due to the 
differences in development; the plant germline is set aside late during development 
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perhaps allowing for slowly dividing cells in the somatic tissue to escape telomere loss 
due to cell proliferation (230). 
   
DOUBLE-STRAND TELOMERE BINDING PROTEINS 
The sequence-specific nature of telomeric DNA not only provides a substrate for 
telomerase, but also provides a specific chromosomal address for a host of telomeric 
DNA binding proteins.  This interaction between telomeric DNA and its associated 
binding proteins is how the chromosome end acquires its protective cap; this essential 
capping function is why Herman Müller was unable to isolate terminal deletions in 
Drosophila. 
 
The length of the telomere tract varies among organism (discussed below), but a 
conserved feature of all telomeres is a short 3’, G-rich overhang at the extreme 
terminus (112).  Thus, telomeres consist of both a double-stranded (ds) region, and a 
single-stranded (ss) end.  Telomere binding proteins can therefore be categorized 
based on their affinity for either the ds or ss telomeric DNA.   
 
The S. cerevisiae protein Rap1p was the first ds telomere binding protein identified (55, 
163, 170).  The study of temperature-sensitive alleles and over-expressing mutants led 
to the conclusion that Rap1p is essential for both chromosome end-protection and 
negative regulation of telomerase activity.  The regulation of telomere length by Rap1p 
is mediated by two Rap1p interacting factors, Rif1p and Rif2p (103, 293).  Rif1p and 
Rif2p are recruited to yeast telomeres via their interaction with Rap1p.  Deletion of 
either protein results in a slight increase in telomere length, while double mutants have 
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dramatically elongated telomeres (293).  Rap1p and Rif1p are conserved in 
Schizosaccharomyces pombe as well as in humans (123, 154, 245), although their 
functions are slightly different.  In contrast to budding yeast, Rap1p in S. pombe and 
humans does not bind to telomeric DNA directly, but is instead recruited through ds 
telomere binding proteins discussed below (123, 154).  The role of Rap1p  as a 
negative regulator of telomerase is conserved (123, 169, 189).  Rif1p functions as a 
negative regulator of telomere length in S. pombe, but it does not interact with Rap1p in 
this organism (189).  RIF1 does not appear to play a role in telomere length regulation 
in humans, but instead is needed at dysfunctional telomeres (245, 298).    
 
In S. pombe and humans, Rap1p is recruited to telomeric DNA via the homologous 
major ds telomere binding proteins Taz1p and TRF1, respectively.  As expected based 
on their association with Rap1p, Taz1p and TRF1 are negative regulators of telomere 
length (56, 273).  TRF1 is further regulated through its association with four different 
proteins: Tankyrase 1 and Tankyrase 2, TIN2, and PINX1.   Tankyrase 1 and 2 are poly 
(ADP-ribose) polymerases that catalyze the ADP-ribosylation of TRF1 (248, 249).   This 
post-translational modification of TRF1 decreases its ability to bind telomeric DNA.  
Consistent with this function, overexpression of tankyrase 1 leads to loss of TRF1 at the 
telomere and a global increase in telomere length (248).   In contrast, TIN2 is a negative 
regulator of telomere length (136) that modulates the interaction between Tankyrase 1 
and TRF1 (301).  TIN2 stabilizes the interaction of TRF1 and Tankyrase, but inhibits 
ADP-ribosylation of TRF1.  In addition, TIN2 plays a critical role in connecting TRF1 
with other telomere binding proteins (reviewed in (64). The final TRF1 interacting factor, 
PINX1, interacts directly with telomerase as well as TRF1 and like TIN2 is a negative 
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regulator of telomere length (306).  In contrast to the other TRF1 associated factors, 
PINX1 regulates telomerase activity by modulating the interaction of TERT with TER, a 
function that is conserved between yeast and humans (11, 155). 
The S. pombe ds telomere binding protein is Taz1p.  It shares a high degree of 
sequence conservation with TRF1 and similarly functions as a negative regulator of 
telomerase (56).  In addition to its role in telomere length regulation, Taz1p is critically 
important for the proper localization of telomeres in S. pombe during meiosis; taz1 
mutants have dramatically reduced spore viability (57).  Furthermore, Taz1p plays a 
direct role in assisting DNA replication machinery during telomere replication (190). 
 
The final well characterized ds telomere binding protein is the human protein TRF2.  In 
contrast to the roles of Rap1p, Taz1p, and TRF1 in regulating telomere length, TRF2’s 
primary function is telomere end-protection (130).  Most work with TRF2 has been 
performed using a dominant-negative version of the protein that forms a heterodimer 
with the endogenous protein.  This heterodimer is unable to bind telomeric DNA, 
resulting in depletion of TRF2 from the telomere and a concomitant increase in telomere 
fusions (274).  Physiologically, this de-protection of the chromosome terminus results in 
either p53-dependent apoptosis or cellular senescence (127).  Such cellular outcomes 
are similar to what is observed when telomeres become critically shortened in the 
absence of telomerase (46), indicating that the senescence induced by telomere 
shortening may be due to loss TRF2 from the telomere. 
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SINGLE-STRAND TELOMERE BINDING PROTEINS 
Although ds telomere binding proteins are critical for the proper function of telomeres, 
any activity that affects telomeres, be it telomerase elongation, nuclease attack, or 
fusion to a DNA double-strand break, happens at the extreme terminus.  As previously 
mentioned, the terminus consists of an evolutionarily conserved 3’-overhang (reviewed 
in (284).  The length of the overhang varies from 3-5 nucleotides in yeast, to hundreds 
of nucleotides in humans (284).  Single-strand telomere binding proteins associate with 
this 3’-overhang, and the functions of the ds telomere binding proteins must ultimately 
be transduced to the ss telomere binding proteins located at the terminus. 
 
The S. cerevisiae ss telomere binding protein is Cdc13p.  As judged by its name, it was 
originally isolated as a cell-cycle defective mutant (285).  A genetic screen to identify 
mutants in telomerase extension independently uncovered a temperature-sensitive (ts) 
allele of CDC13 (named cdc-13-2est (206)) that was defective in telomere maintenance.  
Cdc13p binds ss yeast telomeric DNA both in vivo and in vitro (156, 206), and functions 
in end-protection (89) and positive- and negative-regulation of telomere length through 
the coordinate regulation of leading and lagging strand telomere synthesis (41).   
 
At the non-permissive temperature, ts alleles of Cdc13 display extremely long 3’-
overhangs due to exonucleolytic digestion of the C-rich strand (175).   Single-stranded 
DNA is detected more than 8 kb away from the telomere, indicating a highly processive 
attack in the absence of Cdc13p.  The 3’-overhang is normally generated in a cell cycle 
regulated manner, even in the absence of telomerase, indicating that the normal 
overhang is also a product of exonuclease digestion (287, 288).  Cdc13p is therefore 
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believed to limit the amount of ssDNA generated by exonucleases to an appropriate 
length.   
 
The capping role of Cdc13p is mediated by an associated protein, Stn1 (92).  Like 
∆cdc13, loss of Stn1 function leads to cell-cycle arrest and the generation of long ss 
DNA (92).  While deletion of ∆cdc13 is lethal, this phenotype can be overcome by 
fusing Stn1 to the minimal telomere binding domain of Cdc13p (213).  The Cdc13p 
binding domain alone is insufficient to rescue ∆cdc13 lethality, indicating that the 
primary function of Cdc13p in end-protection is the recruitment of Stn1 to the telomere 
(213).  An additional protein, Ten1, is recruited to the telomere via an interaction with 
Stn1 and is additionally required for telomere end-protection (91).  Indeed, the essential 
role of Cdc13 can be completely bypassed by overexpressing a truncated form of Stn1 
along with Ten1 (217).   
 
Cdc13p is additionally involved in telomere-length regulation, by both positively and 
negatively regulating telomerase’s access to the telomere.  Cdc13p recruits telomerase 
to the chromosome end via a direct protein-protein interaction with Est1, a component 
of the telomerase RNP (213).  Negative regulation of telomerase is mediated by Stn1 
and Ten1 (41, 91, 92).  Interestingly, the same region of Cdc13p responsible for 
recruiting Est1 is also responsible for the recruitment of Stn1 (91, 213), suggesting that 
there is a direct competition between Est1 and Stn1 for binding to Cdc13p and the end 
of the chromosome.   Current models posit a multi-step reaction, wherein Cdc13p 
initially recruits Est1 to the telomere, resulting in telomere extension.  The Stn1-Ten1 
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complex displaces Est1p ands allows for lagging-strand synthesis to fill in the extended 
telomere (reviewed in (168).  
 
The ss telomere binding protein in other eukaryotes is Pot1.  It was originally identified 
in S. pombe based on sequence similarity to the ciliate end-binding protein TEBPα (14).  
TEBPα and Pot1 share reasonable sequence similarity over an N-terminal DNA binding 
domain, but neither protein shares any primary sequence similarity to Cdc13p.  Despite 
this, structural studies have shown that all three proteins interact with telomeric DNA via 
an oligonucleotide/oligosaccharide binding (OB) fold (117, 148, 192, 212). 
 
Deletion of Pot1 in S. pombe results in immediate cell death, with a few cells surviving 
by circularizing their three chromosomes (14).  Overexpression of a dominant-negative 
form of Pot2 in Arabidopsis similarly results in catastrophic genome instability (240).  
Work by several labs suggests that Pot1 is critical for chromosome end-protection in 
mammals as well (107, 115, 275, 296, 299), but the exact function of Pot1 in protecting 
mammalian telomeres remains unclear (reviewed in (13)).  Pot1 plays an important role 
in regulating telomere length.  Similar to Cdc13p, Pot1 both positively and negatively 
regulates telomere length (50, 132, 149, 162).    
 
Work in S. pombe suggested that the amount of Pot1 bound to the chromosome end 
was key for deciding whether telomeres would be elongated or shortened (33).  Pot1 
bound to the extreme 3’-overhang of a telomeric substrate in vitro leads to inhibition of 
telomerase activity, while moving Pot1 one repeat inward results in an increase in 
telomerase processivity (149), thus Pot1 can function as a negative or positive regulator 
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depending on its exact binding location.  Interestingly, Pot1 can localize to telomeres via 
an interaction with TRF1, completely independently of the DNA binding domain of Pot1 
(162).  However, in the absence of the DNA binding domain, Pot1 is unable to properly 
regulate telomerase activity at chromosome ends, and telomeres become extensively 
elongated.  Thus, Pot1 is likely to transduce the negative regulatory signal of TRF1 to 
the extreme terminus of the chromosome.   
 
DNA REPAIR PROTEINS 
One of the major functions of telomeres is to prevent the natural ends of the 
chromosomes from being recognized as DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs).  It was 
somewhat paradoxical that many proteins involved in the recognition and repair of 
DSBs are actually required for the proper function of telomeres (reviewed in (178, 289).  
The non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) pathway for DNA repair is the primary 
mechanism responsible for fusion of dysfunctional telomeres (40, 108, 251).  Major 
components of this pathway include the KU70/KU80 heterodimer, which recognizes 
DSBs, and Ligase IV, which catalyzes the ligation of broken ends.  Surprisingly, the KU 
heterodimer plays an important role at telomeres in many organisms.   
 
In yeast, KU is localized to telomeres and rapidly transits from this repository when 
DSBs are detected elsewhere in the genome (177).  Deletion of KU results in short, but 
stable telomeres (27), and its loss increases nuclease and recombinase activities at 
telomeres (26, 94, 219).  In yeast, KU additionally associates with the TER subunit Tlc1, 
and this interaction is important for localization of telomerase to the telomere in a cell-
cycle dependent manner (74, 216). 
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The role of KU in higher eukaryotes is less clear.  In Arabidopsis, KU is a negative 
regulator of telomerase; its deletion results in extensive telomerase-dependent telomere 
elongation (85, 232).  Similar to yeast, it also appears to play a role in protecting the C-
strand from degradation, as loss of both TERT and KU results in much faster telomere 
shortening and extended 3’-overhangs (231). 
 
The role of KU in mammals is more confusing. In mice, some groups have reported little 
change in telomere length (36, 235), while others have shown telomeres shorten in the 
absence of KU (61, 235).  The situation is similarly muddy in humans, where groups 
have reported either extensive shortening of telomeres (121, 199), or no change (269).  
Similar to yeast, human KU also appears to physically interact with telomerase (264).  
Although its role in regulating telomere length is unclear, KU clearly inhibits telomere-
telomere fusions (61, 121, 199, 235). 
 
Additional interesting components of the NHEJ machinery are the site-specific 
nucleases Artemis and Apollo.  Mutation of Artemis results in a form of severe 
combined immunodeficiency (SCID) in native Alaskans (194).  This disease results from 
the inability of Artemis to properly open DNA hairpins formed during V(D)J 
recombination (171).  Artemis is a site- and structure-specific nuclease, changing its 
biochemical properties based on protein-protein and DNA-protein interactions (171).  
Cells deficient in Artemis display a radiation-sensitive phenotype as well as a low level 
of telomere-telomere fusions (234).   While Artemis has not yet been directly localized 
to the telomere, a related protein, termed Apollo, has been recently identified as a 
TRF2/RAP1 interacting protein in human cells that localized directly to telomeres (82, 
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151, 272).  Knockdown of Apollo results in DNA damage responses and telomere 
fusion, a phenotype that is exacerbated when combined with dominant-negative alleles 
of TRF2 (151, 272).  Purified Apollo protein possesses 5’-to-3’ exonuclease activity, and 
may therefore be involved in properly forming 3’-overhangs (151). 
 
Two other proteins involved in telomere biology as well as DNA damage recognition are 
the protein kinases ATM and ATR (Tel1 and Mec1, respectively, in S. cerevisiae).  ATM 
and ATR are master regulators of DNA damage checkpoint; activation of either proteins 
leads to cell cycle arrest in all phases of the cell cycle, and in response to a diverse 
range of DNA damage signals (1).  While there is significant overlap in the types of 
damage that triggers signaling by these two proteins, ATM can be considered a first 
responder to DSBs, while ATR signals damage during replication or damage that 
inhibits replication.   
 
In yeast, Tel1 and Mec1 are required for efficient telomerase activity; telomeres in either 
single mutant are short but stable, while the double mutant is completely incapable of 
maintaining telomeres and they gradually shorten due to the end-replication problem 
(233).  A dominant negative form of ATM in human cells also displays telomere 
shortening (247), and mice doubly deficient for ATM and TER display enhanced 
proliferation defects that result in early death, though the effect of ATM deficiency on 
telomere length is unclear (221, 292).  ATR mutants in mammals are lethal, prohibiting 
functional studies (28, 29).   
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Tel1 and Mec1 are recruited reciprocally to telomeres during specific stages of the cell 
cycle (259).  Consistent with its predominant role in responding to replication damage, 
Mec1 is recruited to yeast telomeres in late S-phase, while Tel1 is localized throughout 
the rest of the cell cycle.  In humans, the association of ATM with telomeres following 
replication is actually necessary for telomere capping; inhibition of ATM activity during 
this stage of the cell cycle results in telomere fusions (276). 
 
Null mutants of ATM and ATR are viable in Arabidopsis (88), and their deletion does not 
result in changes in telomere length (277).  The double mutants are completely sterile, 
and exhibit a low level of anaphase bridges, but still maintain proper telomere length 
(60, 277).  However, when combined with a tert mutant, atr mutants exhibit an 
increased rate of telomere loss, and atm mutants display an early onset of chromosome 
instabilities, despite no change in the loss of telomeric DNA relative to a the single tert 
mutants (277).  Thus, in Arabidopsis, ATR is required for telomere maintenance while 
ATM is important for protecting critically shortened telomeres from fusions. 
 
T-LOOPS 
How telomeres mask themselves from being recognized as DSBs is still unclear.  
Indeed, it appears that following replication, human telomeres must be transiently 
recognized as a DSB for their proper protection (276).  A likely mechanism for this 
protective aspect is the formation of a higher-order nucleoprotein structure termed the t-
loop (98).  In this structure, the 3’-overhang folds back upon and invades duplex DNA, 
forming a displaced-loop at the junction FIG. 4.  T-loops are a conserved structure, and 
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have been observed in mammals, plants, ciliates, fission yeast, and trypanosomes (39, 
98, 196, 198, 266).  While no direct evidence for this structure has been obtained in  
budding yeast, experimental evidence shows that the terminus is associated with 
internal sequences, suggesting a fold-back structure is possible (62, 99). 
 
Formation of t-loops in vitro requires the presence of TRF2 and a 3’-overhang (98).  T-
loop structures are stable following DNA crosslinking and protein removal, suggesting 
that the structure involves specific DNA-DNA interactions that are initially formed with 
the help of TRF2.  These structures can be obtained by crosslinking DNA in vivo prior to 
DNA extraction, demonstrating that they are formed naturally in the cell.  Finally, single-
strand binding protein bound specifically to the loop junction, indicating the presence of 
ss DNA at this location, and consistent with the formation of a displaced-loop (98).  The 
amount of DNA located in the looped region varies by organism, but is generally 
proportional to the total size of the telomere tract (reviewed in (284). 
 
TRF2 lacks an apparent helicase activity, which would presumably be necessary for 
strand-invasion of the 3’-overhang.  TRF2 associates with the DNA repair complex 
MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 (MRN), specifically during S phase, when a t-loop would have to 
be unwound for replication.  The t-loop must be re-formed to provide chromosome end-
protection (307).  This suggests that TRF2 can mediate t-loop formation via interactions 
with associated proteins.  Though not required for T-loop formation in vitro, TRF1 has 
been shown to bend telomeric DNA, perhaps assisting in the folding of ds telomeric 
DNA for T-loop formation (16, 17, 97).   
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FIG. 4.  The t-loop structure of telomeres. 
A) A linear model of a telomere with the 3’-overhang is shown.  The G-rich strand of the 
telomere is shown in red and the C-rich strand in blue.  B) The t-loop structure.  The 3’-
overhang has folded back upon and invaded the duplex DNA, displacing G-rich DNA. 
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How T-loops mediate end-protection is not entirely clear.  Sequestration of the 3’-
overhang inside a duplex structure essentially removes the end, presumably masking it 
from NHEJ activities (64).  Additionally, TRF2 interacts with ATM at a conserved serine 
residue that is auto-phosphorylated in response to DNA damage (10).  TRF2 binding 
can inhibit this auto-phosphorylation (128), providing a specific anti-damage signal at 
the telomere.  Confusingly, ATM phosphorylates TRF2 in response to DNA damage, 
and phosphorylated TRF2 localizes transiently to DSBs (260).  Thus, the interaction 
between ATM and TRF2 is complex, and likely mediated by additional factors. 
 
TELOMERE LENGTH HOMEOSTASIS 
Different species maintain their telomeres at widely different lengths.  For example, 
some ciliate telomeres are less than 50 nucleotides, S. cerevisiae telomeres are tightly 
maintained at approximately 350 bp (261), Arabidopsis telomeres range from 2-8 kb 
(239), human telomeres range between 5 and 15 kb (143), mice telomeres vary by 
breed but range between 10 and greater than 60 kb (308), and telomeres in tobacco 
range between 20 and 166 kb (256).  Telomere length homeostasis is thought to be 
maintained primarily through a competition between the end-replication problem and the 
action of telomerase, with telomerase acting preferentially on the shortest telomeres in 
the population (reviewed in (119).  As mentioned previously, several of the ds telomere 
binding proteins (TRF1, Rap1p, and Taz1p) function as negative regulators of telomere 
length, likely through a “protein-counting” mechanism. 
 
The protein counting mechanism was originally proposed based on work done by 
Marcand, Gilson, and Shore (174).  The authors inserted a URA3 marker into the S. 
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cerevisiae genome, which was flanked on the centromere distal side by telomeric 
repeats.  The construct integrated by homologous recombination and the distal 
telomere tract was extended by telomerase until it became wild type length (300bp).  
The authors inserted additional telomeric DNA on the centromere proximal side of the 
URA3 gene, and the length of the distal telomere decreased by approximately the same 
length.  This indicated that the telomeric DNA centromere proximal to the URA3 
cassette was counted as bona fide telomeric DNA.  The authors extended this work by 
fusing Rap1p to the Gal4 DNA binding domain and replacing the centromere proximal 
telomeric DNA with Gal4 binding sites.  Targeting of Rap1p in this way was sufficient to 
reduce telomere length.  Thus, the amount of telomeric DNA is “counted” by the binding 
of ds telomere binding proteins.  Large numbers of ds telomere binding proteins result 
in telomerase inhibition, and this inhibition is relieved as telomeres shorten and the 
number of ds binding proteins bound to the telomere decreases.  The protein counting 
mechanism has been recapitulated at human telomeres by work with TRF1 (7).  
Furthermore, telomerase has been demonstrated to preferentially extend shorter 
telomeres in Arabidopsis (239) and mice (160), suggesting that this is a conserved 
mechanism for regulating telomere length. 
 
This work was recently extended by Teixeira et al. (261), who demonstrated that in 
yeast, regulation of telomere length is achieved via a switch between telomerase-
extendible and -nonextendible states.  The authors crossed a clonal line of telomerase-
deficient yeast carrying a marked telomere with a wild-type strain.  Telomerase adds 
imperfect repeats (TG1-3) in yeast, so by sequencing telomeres from individual progeny, 
the authors were able to measure how many nucleotides were added to a given 
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telomere.  They found that the amount of telomeric DNA added to a given telomere was 
highly variable, and did not correlate well with initial telomere length.  In contrast, the 
probability of being extended by telomerase increased markedly as telomeres 
shortened.  The authors then deleted the Rap1p interacting proteins Rif1p and Rif2p, 
negative regulators of telomerase and telomere length.  In this background, telomeres 
were extended by approximately similar amounts as in the wild type situation, but the 
frequency of extension was increased at all telomere lengths.  Thus, the negative 
regulation of telomerase by Rap1p and its associated factors in yeast is mediated by 
whether or not telomerase is allowed to extend a given telomere. 
 
One of the major remaining questions is how the negative regulatory signal is sent from 
the ds binding proteins along the duplex telomeric DNA to the ss binding proteins 
located at the terminus of the chromosome.   In humans, Pot1 is recruited to the 
telomere via a bridging protein, TPP1 (159, 302).  TPP1 binds both POT1 and TRF1, 
and TPP1 knockdown results in telomere elongation.  Furthermore, POT1 mutants 
lacking the DNA binding domain lose the ability to negatively regulate telomere length 
via TRF1 (162).  POT1 can function as either a negative or positive regulator of 
telomerase activity in vitro (149), so how the association with TPP1 and TRF1 results in 
specifically negative regulation remains unclear.   
 
ALTERNATIVE LENGTHENING OF TELOMERES 
Telomeres must maintain a minimal length to protect the end of the chromosome from 
fusion via NHEJ, apoptosis, or senescence (reviewed in (18).  Not surprisingly, chronic 
telomere dysfunction due to loss of telomerase selects for cells that are capable of 
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overcoming the end-replication problem through alternate means, thus restoring proper 
chromosome end-protection.
 
In yeast, the absence of any of the EST proteins results in gradual loss of telomeric 
DNA, and eventually the cells senesce.  However, a small number of cells are able to 
escape this fate and continue growing despite the absence of telomerase.  This 
renewed growth potential is accompanied by dramatic structural changes to their 
telomeres (166).  These survivors were dependent upon RAD52, a protein required for 
essentially all homologous recombination in S. cerevisiae.  Two classes of survivors 
were identified.  In the first class, a repetitive sub-telomeric element normally located at 
approximately two-thirds of the telomeres became dramatically amplified.  These Y’ 
elements spread to most chromosome ends, and formed tandem arrays.  Between 
these elements were short stretches of telomeric DNA, and the extreme terminus also 
consisted of a short stretch of telomeric repeats.  In these Type I Survivors, the terminal 
telomeric DNA along with the short stretches between the Y’ could account for as much 
as 4% of the total genomic DNA.   
 
In contrast, Type II survivors did not amplify Y’ elements.  Instead, telomeres in these 
cells ended in extremely heterogeneous tracts of telomeric repeats.  These telomeres 
slowly shorten due to the end-replication problem, and rare elongation events result in 
extension of the telomere (262, 263).  The Type II survivors, once formed, are stably 
maintained.  In contrast, Type I survivors have a high tendency to convert to Type II, 
and if the two survivor types are grown in culture together, Type II survivors out 
compete Type I survivors (263).  While both Type I and Type II survivors are dependent 
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upon Rad52p, they can be distinguished by other genetic requirements.  Type I 
survivors require Rad51p, while Type II survivors require Rad50p.  
 
The genetic requirements for these survival pathways suggest that breakage-induced-
replication (BIR) could be the mechanism of survival in these cells.  In BIR, a broken 
end invades a homologous region, and replicates from the homologue to the end of the 
chromosome, resulting in non-reciprocal transfer of DNA sequences (140).  The genetic 
requirements of BIR include RAD52, and either RAD50 or RAD51 (172, 244).  Further 
experiments with terminal deletions derived from telomerase dysfunction demonstrated 
that these terminal deletions could be repaired by BIR (100). 
 
One problem with BIR as the mechanism for survival is that telomeres become 
elongated very quickly, much faster than could be accounted for by BIR off other short 
telomeres in the cell.  One possible explanation is that a single telomere is rapidly 
elongated through a different mechanism, and this telomere then serves as a substrate 
for elongation by other telomeres.  Rolling-circle amplification from extra-chromosomal 
telomeric circles (ECTCs) would provide the cell with a single elongated telomere.  
Evidence for ECTCs was first discovered in the mitochondria of some yeast, where the 
genome is not circular, but linear (265).  Later work demonstrated that the telomeres of 
these linear mitochondrial genomes were likely maintained via rolling-circle 
amplification, with the ECTCs serving as the substrate (205). 
 
Further support for ECTCs serving as rolling-circle amplification substrates has come 
from work in Kluveromyces lactis.  Similar to budding yeast, K. lactis mutants deficient 
for telomerase are able to form survivors.  K. lactis lacks sub-telomeric Y’ elements, so 
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all survivors are similar to Type II survivors of S. cerevisiae, they contain long, 
heterogeneous stretches of telomeric DNA.  These survivors are also strongly 
dependent upon Rad52p, demonstrating that the mechanism of survival is 
recombinational (186).  In yeast cells with two distinct types of telomeric repeats, 
survivors generated specific patterns of elongated telomeres.  These patterns were 
distinct between cells, but within the same cell, the telomeric pattern at each 
chromosome was the same (203).  Similar results could be obtained by transforming 
cells with a circular plasmid containing a URA3 marker.  If two different circular 
molecules were transformed into cells, elongated telomeres within a given cell would 
contain DNA from only one of the two circles (203).  This mechanism of survival was 
termed the Roll and Spread Mechanism.  In this model, a single telomere becomes 
dramatically elongated via rolling circle amplification from ECTCs.  The elongated 
telomere then serves as a substrate for BIR by the remaining telomeres in the cell.  
Indeed, when a single telomere containing a specific repeat type is elongated, the 
sequence of the elongated telomere spreads to all other telomeres in 90-95% of cells 
examined.  In contrast, when the marked telomere is the same size as other telomeres 
in the cell, it spreads to all other chromosomes in only about 10% of all cells, consistent 
with random selection (268).  Thus, an elongated telomere will preferentially serve as a 
BIR substrate for other telomeres in the cell. 
 
Telomerase-independent telomere elongation has also been described in telomerase 
negative immortalized mammalian cells, where it is termed ALT, for alternative 
lengthening of telomeres (30).  ALT cells have very heterogeneous telomeres that 
range from both longer (>20 kb) to shorter (<1 kb) than normal human telomeres 
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(reviewed in (113), and are therefore similar to Type II survivors and survivors from K. 
lactis.  ALT cells are also distinguished by the presence of ALT-associated PML bodies 
(APBs) (303).   APBs contain telomeric DNA, the ds telomere binding proteins TRF1 
and TRF2, as well as a large number of proteins associated with recombinational 
activities, including Rad50p, Rad51p, and Rad52p (reviewed in (113).  Telomeres in 
ALT cells shorten slowly due to the end-replication problem and then are dramatically 
extended, with documented increases of more than 23 kb (197).   
 
The molecular mechanism of ALT has been difficult to determine, although some 
evidence suggests it functions in a similar manner to Type II recombination and the Roll 
and Spread mechanism in K. lactis.  In ALT cells where a single telomere had been 
tagged with a specific DNA sequence, the DNA tag spread to other chromosome ends 
over several population doublings (68), consistent with a BIR mechanism.  Additionally, 
recent data have demonstrated the presence of ECTCs in ALT cells (38).  Finally, over-
expression of a PML protein, Sp100, resulted in loss of APBs and inactivation of the 
ALT mechanism.  The highly over-expressed Sp100 sequestered MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 
(the MRN complex) into Sp100 aggregates (122).  Thus, ALT in human cells may also 
occur through a roll and spread mechanism. 
  
TELOMERE RAPID DELETION 
As proper telomere function is essential for chromosome stability, selection for 
telomerase-independent mechanisms of telomere maintenance was not entirely 
unexpected.  More surprising, however, has been the discovery that there are 
mechanisms in several organisms that function to shorten elongated telomeres.  
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The end-replication problems is thought to shorten telomeres at the same rate, 
regardless of the length of the telomere (173).  It was surprising then, that in a C-
terminal deletion of Rap1p, telomeres became very heterogeneous.  Following a 
marked telomere showed that telomeres were both getting longer, as well as 
undergoing dramatic, stochastic shortening events termed TRD for telomere rapid 
deletion (153).  Further work used a telomere where a single HaeIII site had been 
inserted into the telomere tract.  When telomeres containing this restriction site 
underwent TRD, the restriction site was never lost or rearranged.  This demonstrated 
that DNA lost during TRD was lost from the extreme terminus of the telomere (32).  
Genetic requirements for this process include RAD52 and at least some components of 
the MRE11/RAD50/XRS2 complex (32, 153).  Deletion of either component of KU 
results in an increase in the frequency of TRD (219), as does deletion of HPR1, a 
protein responsible for repression of intra-chromosomal recombination (153).  The 
authors propose a mechanism whereby a t-loop structure is formed at elongated 
telomeres.  Rad52p and the MRX complex promote branch migration of the t-Loop 
structure, forming a Holliday junction that can then be resolved, resulting in a shortened 
telomere and an ECTC (FIG. 5 and ref. (169).   
 
Support for such a model has been recently obtained in two studies in human cells.  In 
the first study, EM examination of telomeric DNA from ALT cells demonstrated large 
numbers of ECTCs.  The size of the ECTCs observed in these cells was roughly equal  
to the size of the t-loops (38).  In the second study, cells over-expressing a dominant-
negative allele of TRF2 displayed dramatic loss of telomeric DNA, losing 20% of the 
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. 
 
FIG. 5.  Telomere rapid deletion. 
A)  Telomere in the t-loop conformation.  B) Branch migration of the displaced-loop, 
resulting on formation of a Holliday junction.  Strands that will be exchanged are colored 
in a lighter shade, and the plane of cleavage is indicated by arrows.  C) Holliday 
junction resolution results in a shortened telomere and an extra-chromosomal telomeric 
circle (ECTC).
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duplex tract.  These deletion events occurred post-replicatively, and preferentially 
shortened telomeres replicated by leading strand machinery.  Deletions were 
dependent upon NBS1 (a member of the MRN complex) and XRCC3, a putative 
Holliday-junction resolvase.  Finally, expression of the TRF2 mutant resulted in the 
appearance of ECTCs (280).   
 
Work on an STN1 mutant in K. lactis suggests that ALT and TRD may in fact be 
regulated by similar proteins.  In stn1-M1 mutants, telomeres become dramatically 
elongated and heterogeneous.  This elongation does not require functional telomerase, 
but does require Rad52p, similar to telomerase-independent survivors in many 
organisms.  Restoration of a wild type allele of STN1 in the mutant background returned 
telomeres to their wild-type length, suggesting that TRD functions in this background to 
restore appropriate telomere length (120).  Thus, STN1 may function as a regulator of 
both TRD and ALT.  However, STN1 homologues have yet to be identified outside of 
yeast. 
  
ARABIDOPSIS AS A MODEL FOR TELOMERE BIOLOGY 
The flowering plant Arabidopsis thaliana has proven to be a useful system for the study 
of telomere biology.  A multi-cellular higher eukaryote, Arabidopsis has a small, 
sequenced genome (8), and is extremely genetically tractable.  Several stock centers 
contain different mutant lines, including T-DNA insertion (6) and EMS mutagenized (54) 
lines, allowing one to quickly screen a gene of interest for mutations.  Furthermore, 
Agrobacterium mediated transformation is extremely easy and efficient (47).  Due to its 
relatively short life-cycle, several generations of mutants can be analyzed over a short 
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period of time.  Furthermore, this short life-cycle along with ease of crossing and 
classical genetics allows for the generation of compound mutants, with septuple 
mutants being currently reported (150) 
 
With regard to telomere biology, Arabidopsis has several advantageous features.  
Telomeres range from 2-5 kb in many ecotypes (239).  This small telomere size 
facilitates length analysis as conventional agarose gels can be used to accurately 
measure telomere length.  This is in contrast to humans and mice, where pulsed field 
gel electrophoresis (PFGE) or fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH) are needed to 
measure telomere length due to the larger telomere size in these organisms.  
Arabidopsis contains only 5 chromosomes, for a 2n content of 10 and 20 telomeres.  
This is the second lowest number of telomeres in a model system, with S. pombe being 
the smallest with only 6 telomeres arms.  Additionally, unique subtelomeric sequences 
are located on eight of the ten chromosome ends, allowing analysis of individual 
telomeres and facilitating the development of unique methods for measuring telomere 
length and studying telomere-to-telomere fusions (108). 
 
Somewhat surprisingly, telomerase activity is regulated similarly in Arabidopsis and 
humans, with only highly proliferative tissue and the germ line displaying activity (75).  
Mutants in telomerase expression in Arabidopsis may have functional homologues in 
humans, making it a useful model for understanding telomerase expression and 
activation (226).     
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One of the most important features of Arabidopsis is its extreme tolerance to genomic 
instability (230).  Arabidopsis tert plants survive for ten generations, with over 50% of 
anaphases in terminal plants displaying dicentric chromosomes.  Furthermore, terminal 
tert cells do not undergo apoptosis in Arabidopsis, a striking contrast to cells in mice 
(147).  The lack of an apoptotic response allows the study of cells that would otherwise 
apoptose in humans.  Many proteins involved in telomere biology in humans are lethal, 
including all three members of the MRN complex (reviewed in (270), ATR (28) and 
TRF1 (129).  While a homologue for TRF1 has yet to be identified in Arabidopsis, atr 
(60), mre11 (34), and rad50 (86) are all viable mutants in Arabidopsis, facilitating the 
functional analysis of these proteins in telomere biology.  
 
OVERVIEW 
In this dissertation, I explore the role of recombinational activities at telomeres in 
Arabidopsis.  In Chapter II, I discuss the results of experiments designed to generate 
Arabidopsis cells that could continue proliferation in the absence of telomerase.  
Interestingly, in two different cell lines examined, an alternative form of telomere 
maintenance was not observed.  Instead, these cells lost all telomeric DNA.  Despite 
this loss, cell growth remained relatively unperturbed and these cells were able to 
proliferate for greater than three years in culture.  Possible explanations for how these 
cells were able to continue proliferating are discussed. 
 
In Chapter III, I investigate whether a TRD mechanism is capable of functioning at 
Arabidopsis telomeres.  By restoring proper telomerase regulation in ku70 mutants with 
elongated telomeres, I observe frequent TRD events as telomeres return to wild type 
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length.  Interestingly, these TRD events are not dependent upon proteins known to be 
important for this process in other organisms, namely MRE11 and XRCC3.  Finally, I 
demonstrate that TRD functions at telomeres even within the wild type range.  While 
there is no obvious relationship between TRD and telomere length above 2 kb, the 
frequency of TRD drops precipitously when telomeres fall below the 2kb length.  As 2 
kb is lower end of wild type telomere lengths, this finding suggests that TRD may 
regulate telomere length in wild type plants. 
 
In Chapter IV, I explore the fate of cells within the plant that have undergone telomere 
fusions.  I propose that chromosomes broken after a telomere-to-telomere fusion are 
not subjected to further fusion events, but are instead arrested in G, likely in an ATM 
dependent manner.  By crossing late-generation telomerase mutants with plants 
heterozygous for tert, I demonstrate that telomeric fusions are not propagated to the 
next generation when telomerase is present.  In contrast, both pollen and embryos 
derived from plants deficient in telomerase display telomere fusions.  In an attempt to 
distinguish whether these fusions arise de novo or are propagated to progeny when 
telomerase is absent, I design constructs to assay for the presence of fusions, and 
provide initial characterizations of their expression. 
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CHAPTER II 
TELOMERASE-INDEPENDENT CELL SURVIVAL IN Arabidopsis 
thaliana* 
 
SUMMARY 
Telomerase is the reverse transcriptase responsible for the maintenance of telomeric 
repeat sequences in most species studied.  Inactivation of telomerase causes telomere 
shortening and results in the loss of the telomere’s protective function, which in 
mammals leads to cell cycle arrest and apoptosis.  Experiments performed on 
Arabidopsis thaliana mutants lacking telomerase activity revealed their unusually high 
tolerance for genome instability.  Here we present molecular and cytogenetic analysis of 
two cell lines (A and B) derived from seeds of late generation telomerase-deficient A. 
thaliana.  These cultures have survived for about three years and are still viable.  
However, neither culture has adapted mechanisms to maintain terminal telomeric 
repeats.  One of the cultures (B) suffers from severe growth irregularities and a high 
degree of mortality.  Karyological analysis revealed dramatic genomic rearrangements, 
a large variation in ploidy, and an extremely high percentage of anaphase bridges.  The 
second cell line (A) survived an apparent crisis and phenotypically appears wild-type 
with respect to growth and morphology.  Despite these indications of genome 
stabilization, a high percentage of anaphase bridges was observed in the A line.  We 
                                                 
*Reprinted with permission from Watson, J. M., P. Bulankova, K. Riha, D. E. 
Shippen, and B. Vyskot. 2005. Telomerase-independent cell survival in 
Arabidopsis thaliana. Plant J 43:662-674.  Copyright © 2005 by Blackwell 
Publishing Ltd. on behalf of the Society for Experimental Biology. (282). 
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conclude that the restructured chromosome termini provide the A line a partial 
protection from end-joining repair activities, thus allowing normal growth. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Maintenance of genome stability is essential for cellular survival.  The integrity of 
chromosomes is assaulted by both endogenous and exogenous forces, with the most 
damaging lesion being DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) (271).  In budding yeast, a 
single DSB is sufficient to arrest the cell cycle or cause cell death (15).  Improper repair 
of DSBs is a primary cause of genome rearrangement and can result in both gain and 
loss of DNA.   
 
Telomeres are the nucleoprotein complexes at the ends of eukaryotic chromosomes 
that distinguish natural ends from DSBs (18).  In most eukaryotes telomeres are 
composed of long repetitive arrays of short G-rich sequences that are extended by the 
telomerase reverse transcriptase (250).  In the absence of telomerase, telomeres 
shorten with each cell division due to the end-replication problem (208, 281).  When 
telomeres shorten to a critical length, cells cease division and enter senescence (167).  
If forced to continue dividing, telomere ends become recognized as DSBs and a period 
of crisis ensues, resulting in genomic instability and, in mammals, apoptosis (59). 
 
In most human somatic cells, telomerase activity is undetectable, and telomeres 
shorten with each cell division (104, 135).  However, the majority of human tumours are 
telomerase positive (242), and telomerase activity is important for tumour survival (101), 
particularly tumours with short average telomere lengths (304).  Telomerase deficient 
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mice survive until the sixth generation (G6), but begin showing genomic instability in G4 
(22).  While the terminal phenotype of telomerase knockout mice is delayed in p53 
telomerase double knockout lines (46), late generation mutants show an increase in 
epithelial cancers resulting from breakage-fusion-bridge cycles (9).  Dysfunctional 
telomeres fuse to one another, producing dicentric chromosomes that break during 
anaphase to produce ends that will fuse again, only to be broken in the next mitosis.   
 
Telomerase is not the only means of capping chromosomes and overcoming the end-
replication problem.  Several alternative processes have been described, the most well 
studied being in Drosophila melanogaster.  Drosophila lacks telomerase and canonical 
G-rich telomeric repeats.  Instead, chromosome ends are composed of 
retrotransposons (152) and are bound by the highly conserved protein HP1 (215), which 
protects chromosomes from being recognized as DSBs (71).  HP1 is associated with 
heterochromatin (12), suggesting that in the absence of canonical telomeres, 
Drosophila has adapted unique chromatin structures to cap telomeres.    
 
Even in organisms that normally use telomerase for telomere maintenance, telomerase-
independent mechanisms are revealed when telomerase activity is disrupted.  In 
Saccharomyces cerevisiae mutants deficient for components of telomerase, at least two 
distinct mechanisms of telomerase independent telomere maintenance allow cells to 
survive (166, 263).  Both are recombinational in nature and require genes in the RAD52 
epistasis group.  Type I survivors dramatically amplify the copy number of sub-telomeric 
Y' elements and stabilize chromosomes through short telomeric tracts (166).  In 
contrast, Type II survivors fail to amplify Y’ elements and instead have extremely 
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heterogeneous tracts of telomeric repeats, stretching much longer than telomeres in 
wild-type cells (263).  Telomerase-independent survivors have also been identified in 
some immortalized human cell lines, including a small percentage of cancer cell lines 
that lack detectable telomerase activity (31).  The cells that undergo Alternative 
Lengthening of Telomeres (ALT) possess extremely heterogeneous telomeres.  Several 
lines of evidence suggest that they are maintained through recombination (68, 122). 
 
Experiments in Arabidopsis thaliana lacking telomerase demonstrate that this plant is 
much more tolerant to genomic instability than mammals (231).  Arabidopsis telomeres 
consist of 2-8 kb tracts of TTTAGGG repeats that are maintained by telomerase (239).  
Like humans, telomerase activity in Arabidopsis is confined to highly proliferating cells 
and the germ line (75).  The gene encoding the Arabidopsis telomerase catalytic 
subunit (AtTERT) has been cloned, and AtTERT mRNA expression mirrors enzyme 
activity (76).  Remarkably, plants harbouring a T-DNA insertion in AtTERT survive for 
ten generations, although their telomeres shorten at a rate of 250-500 bp/generation 
(76, 230).  Beginning in G6, defects in vegetative and reproductive tissues appear and 
are accompanied by genome instability as seen by an increased incidence of anaphase 
bridges.  Telomerase mutants survive for up to ten generations despite increasing 
cytogenetic and phenotypic abnormalities (230, 246).  Cytogenetic analysis of 
sequences at the junctions of fused chromosomes in G8 telomerase mutants show that 
rDNA loci are over-represented approximately 10-fold more than expected for random 
fusion events, and are frequently translocated to ectopic positions in the genome.  This 
finding suggests that several rounds of breakage-fusion-bridge cycles have occurred in 
late generation telomerase mutants (246). 
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In this study, we present initial characterization of two telomerase-independent callus 
cultures derived from progeny of G8 telomerase mutants that have survived for about 
four years.  Molecular analysis indicates that these cells no longer maintain telomeric 
DNA as neither culture has detectable terminal telomeric repeats as assayed by FISH 
and Southern blotting.  One culture, which we have named the B line, has been 
propagated for nearly three years.  This culture suffers from severe growth irregularities, 
including a loss of typical morphology and a high mortality in numerous callus sectors.  
Karyological analysis shows that the B line has a high variation in measurable 
chromosome parameters (ploidy, number of FISH signals from rDNA and centromeres), 
as well as frequent anaphase bridges.  The second line, termed A, has been cultured 
for more than four years and survived an apparent crisis.  This line is phenotypically 
stable and fast growing.  In contrast to the B line, the A line is homogenous with regard 
to measurable karyological parameters, suggesting that it has a stabilized genome.  
Remarkably, the A line still shows a high percentage of anaphase bridges.  We 
speculate that the A line has restructured chromosome termini to provide partial, but not 
complete, protection from DSB repair activities.   
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant material and establishment and maintenance of callus cultures.  Arabidopsis 
thaliana ecotype Columbia gl1-1 wild-type and G8 tert mutants were used (230) to 
establish callus cultures.  Plants were cultured in a climate chamber at 22°C at long day 
(16 h) light conditions.  The A line culture was initiated February 2001.  Seeds from G8 
telomerase mutants were surface sterilized by rinsing with 70% ethanol before 
incubating for 7 min in 50% bleach/0.1% Triton X-100.  Seeds were rinsed 3 times with 
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sterile water and placed in 50 mL Erlenmeyer flasks containing liquid 0.5x MS media 
supplemented with 3% sucrose (182).  Flasks were shaken at 100 rpm at room 
temperature in the dark.  Roots were harvested at three weeks and were finely chopped 
and placed in MS media supplemented with 0.5 mg/L 2,4-D (2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic 
acid), 2 mg/L IAA (indole-3-acetic acid), 0.5 mg/L IPAR (N6-(2-isopentenyl)adenosine 
riboside) and 3% sucrose.  Root material was shaken at 150 rpm at 23ºC in the dark.  
Cultures were subcultured weekly by adding 100 mL fresh media to 50 mL culture.  One 
mL undiluted culture was spread onto solid media of the same composition containing 
2.8g/L phytagel.  Calli grown on solid media were transferred to fresh media every 4 
weeks.  After six months, all material was transferred to MS media supplemented with 
0.5 mg/L 2,4-D, 0.05mg/L kinetin, and 3% sucrose.  Solid media was further 
supplemented with 2.8g/L phytagel (termed Callus Induction Media).  The B line culture 
was initiated July 2002 by germinating seeds directly on CIM.  Calli were maintained on 
this media and transferred to fresh media every 4 weeks.  For DNA damage response 
experiments, callus was transferred to CIM media supplemented with the indicated 
concentration of bleomycin, menadione, or methyl-methane sulfonate (MMS) (Sigma). 
 
DNA extraction, TRF analysis, TRAP assays, and Bal31 digestions.  DNA 
extraction was performed as previously described (25).  TRF analysis was performed by 
digesting approximately 1 µg genomic DNA with Tru9I for hybridization with telomeric 
probes, or with SpeI and PvuII for hybridization with sub-telomeric probes to 
chromosome arms 2R and 5L (239).  Digested DNA was separated by electrophoresis 
through agarose and transferred to nylon membrane.  Hybridization was carried out for 
16 h at 55ºC for telomeric probes, and 65ºC for subtelomeric probes.  Blots were pre-
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hybridized in hybridization buffer (0.25M NaPO4 pH 7.4, 7% SDS and 1 g/L BSA).  
Washing conditions maintained the same temperature as hybridization.  Two 10 min 
washes with 2xSSC, 0.1%SDS were followed by two 10 min washes with 0.2xSSC, 
0.1% SDS.  Southern blots were scanned with a Storm Phosphoimager and analyzed 
with ImageQuant software.  For reprobing, blots were stripped with 0.4M NaOH for 30 
min at 42 ºC, followed by a 30 min wash with stripping solution (200mM TrisCl pH 7.5, 
0.1xSSC, 0.1% SDS) before hybridization, again as described above.  TERT 
genotyping, protein extraction, and TRAP assays were performed as previously 
described (Fitzgerald et al., 1996).  Seven µg of genomic DNA was digested with 10 
units Bal31 (NEB) in 500 µL total volume.  One hundred µL was removed at time 0, and 
at 5 min intervals thereafter.  Bal31 was then inactivated at 65ºC for 20 min in the 
presence of 20 mM EGTA.  DNA was ethanol precipitated and digested for 
subtelomeric analysis as described above. 
 
Slide preparations, analysis of anaphase bridges, and measurement of integrated 
DAPI fluorescence.  Intact terminal inflorescences and calli were harvested and 
immediately fixed in ethanol: acetic acid (3:1).  Pistils excised from young floral buds 
and calli were enzymatically macerated with 0.5% pectolyase and 0.5% cellulase and 
squashed in 50% acetic acid as previously described (114).  To visualize 
chromosomes, slides were stained with DAPI (4`, 6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, 1 µg/ml) 
and mounted in Vectashield (Vector).  Each slide was scored for anaphases and the 
ratio of aberrant anaphases counted.  Squashed mitotic preparations from plants (wild-
type and G8 tert mutants) and calli (wild-type, A-line and B-line) were quantitatively 
stained with DAPI  mounted in Vectashield).  The images of individual nuclei were 
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acquired by a CCD camera (AxioCam; Zeiss).  All the images were captured using the 
same time interval (0.12 s).  Integrated DAPI fluorescence was determined as a multiple 
of the area and intensity of pixels for individual nuclei using ImageSpace software 
(Molecular Dynamics) run on a O2 workstation (SGI).  Fluorescence in situ hybridization 
on these nuclei was performed after post-fixation as described below.  
 
In situ hybridization.  For bicolor FISH the probes were labelled with SpectrumGreen-
dUTP (marker for the centromere, i.e., BAC F21I2 obtained from ABRC, Columbus, 
Ohio) and Cy3-dUTP (rDNA probe, the 2478 bp fragment of tomato 25S rDNA;(137).  
Squashed mitotic preparations of pistils from wild-type and G8 terminal plants and wild-
type, A-line, B-line calli were digested with RNase A (Promega, 100 mg/ml, 1 h at 37°C) 
and pepsin (Sigma, 100 mg/ml in 0.01 N HCl, 10 min) followed by subsequent washes 
in 2xSSC.  After postfixation in 3.7% neutral formaldehyde (10 min) and washing in 
2xSSC, the slides were dehydrated in an increasing ethanol series and air-dried.  The 
hybridization mix (30 µl per slide) consisted of 30 ng SpectrumGreen-labeled F21I2 
BAC DNA, 10 ng Cy3-labeled rDNA probe, 10% dextran sulfate, and 50% formamide in 
2xSSC.  Hybridization mixture was applied on slides, covered with plastic coverslips, 
and the slides subjected to heat denaturation and gradual lowering of the temperature 
to 37°C using a PHC-3 thermal cycler equipped with a flat plate (Techne).  After 
incubation at 37°C for 18 h, slides were washed under stringent conditions  (42°C, 
0.1xSSC) and mounted in Vectashield with DAPI (1 µg/ml).  Hybridization with telomeric 
TTTAGGG peptide nucleic acid probe (PNA) was performed as in the case of 
fluorochrome-labelled probes.  Hybridization mix (15 µl per slide) contained 7.5 ng Cy3-
labeled telomeric PNA probe, 5% dextran sulfate, 60% formamide in 2xSSC and sterile 
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water.  Slides were subject of heat denaturation and incubation as described above.  A 
stringent wash was done in 0.1xSSC with 0.5 % Tween 20 at 42°C three times at room 
temperature for 5 min.  Slides were mounted in Vectashield with DAPI (1 µg/ml). In the 
presented illustrations DAPI is illuminated in red, Cy-3 in yellow, and SpectrumGreen in 
blue for better resolution.  Fluorescence was visualised using an epifluorescence 
microscope (Olympus AX70) and signals were captured with a CCD camera (AxioCam; 
Zeiss) and evaluated using ISIS software (MetaSystems, Germany). 
 
RESULTS 
Isolation and growth characteristics of telomerase-independent cell cultures.  To 
determine whether Arabidopsis can activate a telomerase-independent mechanism of 
cell survival, we selected for telomerase-negative cells that could be maintained in a 
suspension culture.  We initiated a suspension culture from roots of G8 tert mutants.  
G8 tert mutants have telomeres ranging in size from 0.5 to 2 kb, and an abundance of 
telomere fusions (108, 230).  This culture, started in February of 2001, is referred to as 
the A line.  A second telomerase-independent cell line (B line) was initiated in July of 
2002 using a slightly different protocol.  In this case, G8 tert seeds were plated directly 
onto callus-inducing media and the resulting calli were transferred to suspension 
culture.  Cells were subcultured either weekly or bi-weekly depending on the visible 
density of the culture.     
 
Initial growth of the A line in suspension was slow, with passages occurring every two 
weeks until the sixth passage (P6), when cultures reached high visible density on a 
weekly basis.  To monitor the growth characteristics of cells in the culture, one mL of 
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suspension culture was plated onto solid media where calli could be observed.  As seen 
in FIG. 6A, calli from P3 were large, white and fluffy, indicative of healthy growth.  
However, beginning in P4, massive browning occurred, and growth slowed.  Calli 
derived from P5 were very small and by P6 no calli were obtained.  While calli from P7 
and P8 exhibited slow growth, they displayed a wild-type like fluffy white appearance.  
The calli derived from P9 were indistinguishable from wild-type in growth and 
morphology.  During this same period in culture, wild-type suspensions consistently 
produced large numbers of calli, which did not undergo browning (data not shown).  To 
date, the A line has been propagated for 49 months and continues to retain the growth 
characteristics and appearance of wild-type cells.  
 
To test whether the sustained growth of the A line cells was due to a reactivation of 
telomerase activity, PCR was used to verify that the cells retained the T-DNA insertion 
in the TERT gene.  As seen in FIG. 6B, PCR with all three primers produced  
a single band from wild-type cells corresponding to the wild-type allele.  In contrast, 
DNA from the A line did not produce the wild-type band.  Instead, a product 
corresponding to the mutant allele carrying the T-DNA insertion was produced.  
Confirmation that telomerase had not been activated was obtained by performing TRAP 
(telomere repeat amplification protocol), a PCR-based assay that detects telomerase 
activity.  As expected, extracts prepared from wild-type leaves displayed little or no 
activity, while extracts prepared from highly-proliferative wild-type callus showed robust 
telomerase activity (FIG. 6C).  Telomerase activity was undetectable in extract from A 
line cells, demonstrating that A line cells survive in the absence of telomerase.  
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FIG. 6.  Characteristics of A line cultures. 
A) Callus induced from G8 tert mutants was analyzed for its growth properties at the 
indicated passages, B) for the presence of a T-DNA insertion in TERT, C) and for 
telomerase activity.  PCR primers for genotyping are diagrammed in B; the wild-type 
reaction produced a 500 bp product from primers Tert6 and Tert7, while the mutant 
reaction produced a 700 bp product from Tert6 and LBCD-6.  Each reaction contains all 
three primers.  
B
 
A 
C 
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In contrast to the A line, early growth of the B line was robust with passages occurring 
mostly on a weekly basis.  However, beginning around P20, growth declined noticeably.  
Although B line cells have been maintained for 30 months, they continue to grow more 
slowly than either the wild-type or A line cultures, and calli derived from the B line show 
large and abundant sectors of browning.  We hypothesize that the B line has not yet 
enabled survivors with wild-type growth characteristics. 
 
The A and B lines lack terminal telomeric DNA.  Terminal restriction fragment (TRF) 
analysis was performed on DNA extracted from P6 callus as well as subsequent 
passages to examine the length of the telomeric DNA tract.  As diagrammed in FIG. 7A, 
Tru1I digests immediately adjacent to telomeric DNA.  Hence, the length of the 
telomeric DNA tract can be monitored by hybridizing a Southern blot with a telomeric 
DNA probe.   
 
As expected, telomeres from wild-type plants of the Columbia ecotype appeared as a 
smear, ranging in size from 2-5 kb (FIG. 7B, lane 1).  In addition to the terminal  
telomeric repeats, there are several blocks of internal telomeric DNA sequences in 
Arabidopsis (228).  Under our digestion conditions, interstitial sequences appeared as 
diffuse bands migrating below 500 bp.  Disrupting telomerase led to progressive 
telomere shortening and telomeres in G8 mutants ranged in size from 0.8 to 1.2 kb 
(FIG. 7B, lane 2).  Remarkably, even in the earliest passage of the A line examined, P6, 
the telomeric DNA smear was absent, and only interstitial repeats could be detected 
(FIG. 7B, lanes 3-6). 
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FIG. 7.  Telomerase-independent calli lack telomeric DNA at chromosome ends.   
A) Scheme of TRF analysis.  The wavy line represents telomeric DNA repeats, the 
rectangle subtelomeric DNA, the line the telomeric probe, and the arrow the Tru1I 
restriction site.  B) TRF analysis of initial passages of the A line culture C) and a more 
recent TRF from A and B line calli that have survived in culture for >3 years are shown  
Internal telomeric DNA is indicated by the asterisks. 
B A A C 
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The minimal functional telomere length in Arabidopsis is approximately 350 bp (108).  
Since telomeres in this size range would be masked by the signal from interstitial 
repeats, TRF analysis was also performed with DNA digested with HaeIII.  A different 
restriction pattern for the interstitial repeats was produced, but no signal consistent with 
terminal telomeric DNA was observed (data not shown).  These data argue that 
telomere tracts are absent from chromosome termini in A line callus. Similar results  
were obtained for B line cells (FIG. 7C).  Taken together, these data indicate that 
telomerase negative-callus have not activated a Type II or ALT-like mechanism for 
telomere maintenance, as both of these mechanisms produce heterogeneous tracts of 
telomeric DNA that surpass the length of wild-type telomeres (31, 263).   
 
In situ localization of telomeric DNA sequences.  To further examine architecture of 
chromosome ends in telomerase-negative cells, we used fluorescent in situ 
hybridization (FISH) with a peptide-nucleic acid PNA probe to assess the distribution of 
telomeric sequences in wild-type callus and in the telomerase deficient A and B lines. 
As expected, wild-type cells yielded a regular pattern with twenty telomeric signals 
corresponding to the number of chromosome ends (median value) (FIG. 8A). The A and 
B lines were remarkably similar with approximately the same median values: six 
telomeric signals in B line (FIG. 8B) and eight in A line (FIG. 8C).  Similarly to late 
generation tert mutants, anaphase bridges were detected in A and B line cells.  The 
distribution of telomeric sequences on anaphase figures is apparent for both the B (FIG. 
8B) and A (FIG. 8C) cell lines.  Some telomeric signals localized at the point of rupture 
of the chromatid, while other telomeric signals corresponded to internal portions of the 
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FIG. 8.  Comparison of telomeric FISH pattern. 
Comparison of FISH pattern with telomeric probe (yellow) on wild-type (A), B line (B) 
and A line (C) callus nuclei counterstained with DAPI (red).  A) Wild-type nuclei yielded 
twenty telomeric signals.  B) An anaphase figure with multiple bridges in the B line is 
illuminated with telomeric signals. C) Example of FISH on the A line nuclei with an 
anaphase with two bridges is shown.  Interstitial telomeric signals are indicated by 
arrows, and the terminal signal by an arrowhead. Scale bar indicates 10 µm. 
B
 
A C 
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 chromosome. The telomeric signals are likely to be remnants of interstitial repeats and 
telomeric DNA trapped within chromosome fusion junctions. 
 
Rearrangement of subtelomeric sequences in A line calli.  Since we failed to detect 
telomeric sequences in both the A and B lines, we examined the status of subtelomeric 
DNA sequences.  Type I survivors in yeast do not have extended telomeric DNA tracts.  
Rather, they have dramatically amplified sub-telomeric Y’ elements and very short tracts 
of telomeric repeats are at the terminus (166).  Arabidopsis is unusual in that at least 
seven of the ten telomere tracts are abutted by unique sequences allowing us to follow 
the fate of individual chromosome arms (Heacock et al., 2004).  To further characterize 
the terminal structure in A line callus, we digested DNA with SpeI and PvuII, which 
release terminal restriction fragments containing both telomeric and subtelomeric DNA 
(FIG. 9A).  Hybridization with probes directed at specific chromosome arms reveals 
subtelomeric DNA tracts on individual chromosome ends. 
 
In both wild-type and tert mutants, hybridization with subtelomeric probes usually 
produced a single fragment (FIG. 9B, lanes 1, 2, 5 and 6), the size of which reflects the 
length of the telomere tract as well as the distance of subtelomeric sequence to the first 
restriction site (FIG. 9A) (230).  For chromosome 5L this distance is approximately 2.5 
kb, and for chromosome 2R it is 1.3 kb.  The A line callus produced a distinctly different 
pattern from wild-type and G3 tert plants.  Analysis of subtelomeric DNA from two 
passages yielded a complex digestion profile with fragments ranging in size from 2 kb to 
near limit mobility (FIG. 9B).  The restriction fragment profile changed in subsequent 
passages, suggesting chromosomal rearrangement was ongoing.  Analysis of later 
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FIG. 9.  DNA is rearranged in telomerase-independent callus, line A.   
A) Schematic diagram of subtelomeric TRF analysis. B)  Southern hybridization of a 
subtelomeric digestion of DNA from two different A line passages using probes for 
chromosome 5L and 2R is shown.  Both A line passages show a dramatic increase in 
copy number, as well as changes in restriction profile between passages.  C)  Southern 
of subtelomeric digestion of DNA from A line cells taken at approximately one year 
intervals is shown.  D) Schematic of Bal31 exonuclease digestion.  E)  Southern 
hybridization of DNA sequences digested with Bal31 exonuclease prior to restriction 
digestions.  Analysis of DNA from P12 and wild-type is shown.  Subtelomeric 
sequences from P12 callus are largely insensitive to Bal31 digestion while DNA from 
wild-type is rapidly degraded. 
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cultures revealed that the complexity of the restriction pattern was reduced relative to 
early passage cells.  The profile remained consistent for more than two years, arguing 
that rearrangement at these loci had decreased (FIG. 9C).  
 
To test directly whether the fragments hybridizing to the subtelomeric probe 
corresponded to sequences at the chromosome terminus, we performed Bal31  
exonuclease digestion (FIG. 9D).  DNA from P12 and wild-type callus was treated with 
Bal31 exonuclease for increasing times, and then the DNA was subjected to digestion 
with SpeI and PvuII.  Southern blot analysis was then performed with subtelomeric DNA 
probes for chromosomes 5L or 2R.  In this assay, Bal31 progressively degrades 
terminal sequences, and hence the corresponding restriction fragments will shorten or 
disappear upon extended treatment with Bal31 nuclease (FIG. 9D).  Sequences that are 
not located at the chromosome terminus will be refractory to Bal31 digestion.  As 
expected, subtelomeric DNA sequences from wild-type plants appeared as a single 
heterogeneous band that diminished over time (FIG. 9E, lanes 5-8 and 13-16).  In 
contrast, the majority of the hybridizing signals from P12 of the A line were largely 
insensitive to Bal31 treatment, suggesting that these sequences were internalized.   
 
Both A and B line cultures display mitotic irregularities.  To gauge the level of 
genome stability associated with telomerase-negative calli, we determined the ratio of 
normal to aberrant anaphases (with anaphase bridges or chromosome fragments) in 
each culture (Table 1).  Slides were prepared from samples taken from several 
independent calli from each line.  Samples of wild-type cultures showed a very low level 
of irregularities, with only five of 522 anaphases containing an anaphase bridge 
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Table 1.  Summarized results of normal and aberrant anaphases in all three calli lines.   
 Normal 
anaphases 
Aberrant anaphases Ratio of aberrant anaphases to all 
anaphases 
WT callus 517 5 0.0095 (0.95%) 
A line 54 45 0.45 (45%) 
B line 11 55 0.83 (83%) 
 
The number of anaphases and the ratio of aberrant anaphases to all anaphases are 
shown. 
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(0.95%). Typical wild-type callus nuclei are shown in FIG. 10A and D.  In contrast, G8 
tert plants, the progenitors of the A and B line, display a high proportion of anaphase 
bridges, up to 40% (230).  In the poorly growing B line, the proportion of anaphase 
bridges was twice as high as in G8 tert mutants with 83% of anaphases displaying 
aberations (55 out of 66).  Most anaphases contained multiple bridges  
 (FIG. 10B) and examples of huge polyploid nuclei were found (24 out of 264 mitotic 
figures) (FIG. 10E).  
 
In contrast to the B line, the nuclei of the A line were morphologically similar to wild-type 
nuclei (FIG. 10C and F).  Since the A line is phenotypically stable and fast growing, we 
presumed an alternative pathway of chromosome end protection had arisen in these 
cells and stabilized their genome. However, 45% of anaphases displayed bridges (45 
out of 99 anaphases) (Table 1).  Thus, despite the stabilized phenotype and rapid 
proliferation of A line cells, these cells have not engaged a mechanism that allows 
complete protection of chromosome ends.  
 
Genome variation in the B line and stability in the A line.  The presence of 
anaphase bridges in both telomerase-deficient lines may result in unequal distribution of 
genetic material into daughter nuclei, which can lead to aneuploidy and chromosomal 
rearrangements.  As we have previously shown, the participation of 25S rDNA loci in 
these fusions is ten times higher than expected for random fusion events (246).  To 
examine aneuploidy and genome rearrangement in the telomerase-deficient cell 
cultures, we estimated the DNA content for each nucleus to correlate it with the number 
of chromosomes and number of 25S rDNA loci.  In wild-type nuclei we observed a 
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FIG. 10.  Comparison of rDNA and centromeric FISH patterns. 
Comparison of FISH patterns on wild-type callus nuclei (A, D, G), B line (B, E, H), and A 
line (C, F, I) hybridized with 25S rDNA (yellow; A-I), and centromeric (blue; G-I) probe, 
counterstained with DAPI (red).  Note the differences among size of huge nuclei in B 
line and nuclei of the other two lines.  Wild-type nuclei show the standard FISH pattern 
with four dots of 25S rDNA (A, D, G).  In the B line, anaphase bridges (B) and huge 
polyploid nuclei (E) were frequently found.  Multiple rDNA loci are apparent in both 
figures.  The multiplication of rDNA loci was not found in the A line (C, F, I) despite the 
presence of anaphase bridges (C).  Wild-type interphase nuclei yielded four rDNA and 
ten centromeric hybridization signals (G).  Huge B line nuclei showing multiplication of 
25S rDNA and centromeric signals (H).  Nuclei of the A line hybridized with rDNA and 
centromeric probes (I). Note a similarity of the A line nuclei with wild-type with the 
exception of increased number of centromere signals. Scale bar indicates 10 µm in all 
images.
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standard hybridization pattern in most cases, 10 centromeric signals and four 25S rDNA 
spots, two larger spots representing rDNA from chromosome 4 and two minor signals 
coming from loci on chromosome 2 (FIG. 10G).  The 3D graph (FIG. 11A) shows the 
homogeneity of the wild-type cell line with respect to DNA content and number of rDNA 
and centromeric signals.  Only a few polyploid nuclei (6 out of 68 ~ 8.8%) were 
observed, which may be a result of in vitro cultivation.  We conclude that the genome of 
wild-type callus, under our in vitro conditions, is largely stable.  
 
A very different situation was observed in B line calli (FIG. 10H).  The 3D graph (FIG. 
11B) shows a high dispersion of values in all parameters measured.  In contrast to wild-
type nuclei, the DNA content in nuclei from B line calli displayed a much greater 
variation with a range of C-values (lowest and highest values) spanning one order of 
magnitude.  The B line cells frequently exhibited a large number of rDNA signals.  The 
number of chromosomes, as indicated by a centromeric probe, was also highly variable 
among nuclei.  
 
Although anaphase bridges were frequent in the A line culture (45%), this culture was 
much more homogeneous in all parameters than the B line (FIG. 11C).  All nuclei 
clustered to a single region on the 3D graph, and the median values were similar to 
wild-type, with fourteen centromeric and six 25S rDNA signals (FIG. 10I).  Thus, despite 
the high proportion of aberrant anaphases, A line cells did not display the variability 
found in the B line. 
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FIG. 11.  3D Graph evaluation of chromosome number, rDNA copies, and DNA content. 
3D-graph evaluation of chromosome number (number of centromeric signals; X axis), 
number of 25S rDNA signals (Y axis), and DNA content (integrated DAPI fluorescence; 
Z axis) in callus cultures.  A) The 3D-graph of the wild-type line shows homogeneity of 
nuclei with only a few irregularities likely due to in vitro cultivation.  B) For the B line a 
huge dispersion of values was found in all parameters measured without any correlation 
between them.  C) The distribution of values in the A line is rather homogeneous when 
compared to the B line calli and multiplication of rDNA signals correlates with the 
number of chromosomes.  Each point represents one nucleus.  68, 95, and 98 nuclei 
were evaluated in the wild-type, A line, and B line, respectively.  All graphs are in the 
same scale. 
BA C 
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We next asked whether there was a relationship between rDNA loci amplification and 
the ploidy level or number of chromosomes in individual nuclei.  The approach was to 
discriminate between 25S rDNA loci amplification caused by increased ploidy and the 
amplification caused by chromosomal rearrangements due to telomerase inactivation.  
We failed to detect a correlation between the number of chromosomes (measured as a 
number of centromeric signals) and the multiplication of 25S rDNA loci. Nuclei with a 
very high number of 25S rDNA signals and a relatively low level of chromosome 
number were observed as well as nuclei with the reverse situation.  Hence, the genome 
instability and resulting aneuploidy, demonstrated by the very high level of anaphase 
bridges (83%), is likely to be responsible for the heterogeneity of this culture.  The 
instability of rDNA loci is in agreement with our previous study which showed 
preferential involvement of rDNA bearing chromosome arms in chromosome fusions 
(246).   
 
To examine the influence of in vitro culture, we performed the same analysis on wild-
type and G8 tert mutant plants.  Wild-type calli showed a six-fold increase in the number 
of polyploid nuclei (6 out of 68 ~ 8.8%) compared to wild-type plants (2 out of 158 ~ 
1.3%).  Nuclei from G8 tert plants were generally similar to those from wild-type plants, 
with the exception of occasional small changes in the number of centromeric (9 or 11) 
and 25S rDNA loci (3 or 5) and the presence of anaphase bridges (Siroky et al., 2003; 
P. Bulankova, data not shown).  Therefore, we conclude that the dramatic changes in 
ploidy observed in mutant calli are not due to in vitro cultivation per se but to the 
instability caused by continual proliferation in the presence of telomere dysfunction.   
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A line calli are sensitive to DNA damaging agents.  Telomere dysfunction results in 
hypersensitivity to ionizing radiation (IR), due partly to the improper fusion of 
dysfunctional telomeres to the double-strand breaks resulting from IR (145).  To 
determine if mutant calli were hypersensitive to an increase in the number of DSBs, 
wild-type and A line cells were transferred to CIM media containing varying 
concentrations of the DNA damaging agents menadione which induces oxidative stress 
(225), methyl-methane sulfonate (MMS), an alkylating agent (188), and bleomycin, a 
radiomimetic drug that induces DNA single- and double-strand breaks (188).  As seen 
in FIG. 12, mutant calli were extremely sensitive to all three DNA damaging agents, and 
this sensitivity occurred at the lowest drug concentrations tested.  In contrast, wild-type 
cells continued to grow on all three drugs at concentrations eight times higher than 
shown in FIG. 12 (data not presented).  These data indicate that A line cells are highly 
sensitive to DNA damaging agents, arguing that the mechanism used to partially 
stabilize the genome in A line cells is unable to respond to even a small increase in 
DNA damage. 
 
DISCUSSION 
The importance of functional telomeres for genome stability was first elucidated by 
Barbara McClintock (185), and from these studies emerged the concept that telomeres 
cap and maintain chromosome structural integrity.  Loss of telomere function results in 
chromosome instability through telomere-to-telomere fusion and the onset of the 
breakage-fusion-bridge cycle.  Mechanisms to bypass the lethal consequences of 
telomere dysfunction in the absence of telomerase have been described.  To determine 
what mechanisms, if any, plants would employ to proliferate in the absence of 
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FIG. 12.  Hypersensitivity of telomerase-deficient calli to DNA damaging agents.   
Both wild-type and telomerase-deficient calli were transferred to media containing 
varying concentrations of menadione (Men), bleomycin (Bleo), or methyl-methane 
sulfonate (MMS).  Shown are results with the lowest concentrations tested (6.9 µg/ml 
menadione, 1.25 µg/ml bleomycin, 25 µg/ml MMS).  Mutant callus A shows extreme 
sensitivity when compared to wild-type callus. 
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telomerase, we followed the fate of cells that lack telomerase for a long period in 
culture.  Our data show that in two independent telomerase-negative cell lines, 
chromosome end-protection is not fully re-established, and yet both cell lines continue 
to proliferate.   
 
None of the previously characterized telomerase-independent pathways for 
chromosome end-maintenance have been engaged in Arabidopsis.  In telomerase-
negative Type I survivors of S. cerevisiae, recombinational amplification of subtelomeric 
Y' elements produces long arrays of tandem repeats that contain short stretches of 
telomeric DNA (166).  In contrast, we found that the subtelomeric repeats in 
telomerase-negative calli do not show gross amplification and are no longer associated 
with chromosome termini.  Our data also indicate that Arabidopsis has not activated a 
Type II or ALT survivor pathway.  Type II survivors in S. cerevisiae have extremely 
heterogeneous tracts of telomeric DNA (263), and this molecular phenotype is common 
among survivor pathways in other organisms, including K. lactis (186), humans (31), 
and perhaps mice (204).  Accumulating evidence suggests that this pathway occurs 
through a roll-and-spread mechanism, where a single telomere becomes elongated 
through rolling circle replication from an extra-chromosomal telomeric circle, which then 
serves as a substrate for break-induced replication to lengthen the remaining telomeres 
in the cell (203).  Since we are unable to detect terminal telomeric DNA in our mutants, 
recombinational amplification of telomeric DNA is not likely to be responsible for survival 
in our cell populations.  It is conceivable that Arabidopsis is capable of activating a 
Type-II or ALT like survivor pathway, but our experimental design was not optimal to 
detect it.   
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Our callus cultures were initiated from plants that already had critically shortened 
telomeres.  Such telomeres may have been too short to form the initiating extra-
chromosomal circle.  It is possible that if calli were induced from telomerase-mutant 
cells that had longer telomeres, a recombinational mechanism might arise.  Support for 
this possibility comes from experiments with rad50 Arabidopsis mutants (87).  
Telomeres from rad50 mutants are wild-type in length, but when callus is induced, 
telomeric DNA is rapidly lost.  Survivors arising from this crisis have longer telomeres 
than those observed in wild-type cultures. However, it is not clear whether the observed 
elongation is result of telomerase activity or recombination. 
 
Another mechanism for survival in the absence of telomerase is through chromosome 
circularization.  The three S. pombe chromosomes undergo circularisation in response 
to telomere dysfunction (201).  It has been hypothesized that the small number of 
chromosomes in S. pombe facilitates this mechanism; intra-molecular ligation becomes 
more likely as the number of ends available is reduced.  The relatively small number of 
chromosomes in Arabidopsis suggested that chromosome circularization is possible.  
However, attempts to PCR amplify fusion junctions between the left and right arms of 
individual chromosomes in A line cells were unsuccessful (J. Watson and D. Shippen, 
unpublished data).  This observation does not rule out the possibility that circular 
chromosomes form by ligation of novel ends created by breakage-fusion-bridge cycles.  
Arabidopsis chromosomes are generally too small to definitively determine whether they 
are circular.     
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Recently, Maringele and Lydall generated yeast cells that overcome the end-replication 
problem through a palindrome-mediated replication pathway (176).  Acquisition of this 
mechanism required the deletion of the telomerase RNA (TLC1) as well as RAD52, 
EXO1, and MRE11.  Interestingly, Exo1p and Mre11p contribute to signal DNA damage 
to the checkpoint kinase Mec1 (200).  Loss of this signaling may be required for 
continued cell division, which then allows for selection of cells that can overcome the 
end-replication problem.  In light of this, it is interesting that the A line callus is 
extremely sensitive to DNA damaging agents, and this sensitivity may be due to loss of 
checkpoint machinery.   
 
Cell culture is thought to promote genome instability due to the dedifferentiation that 
occurs as a consequence of removing cells from their normal organismal location to 
culture (184).  In Arabidopsis callus cultures, genome instability is mainly manifested by 
changes in chromosome number and polyploidization and the level of this instability is 
dependent on the ecotype and type of tissue (81). However, the frequency of 
polyploidization in wild-type callus in our experiment was considerably lower than in the 
B culture established from telomerase-deficient plants with ongoing genomic instability.  
In contrast to these observations, the A line retained a relatively stable amount of DNA 
content per nucleus. 
 
Arabidopsis has a small amount of repetitive sequences, clustered mainly within the 
pericentromeric heterochromatin and the nucleolar organizing regions (NORs).  It was 
recently shown that interphase chromosomes in Arabidopsis are randomly associated, 
with the exception of chromosomes 2 and 4, which contain the NORs (211).  
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Remarkably, NORs participate in chromosome fusion events with a ten fold higher 
frequency than expected in late generations of Arabidopsis tert plants (Siroky et al., 
2003).  Consistent with this observation, continuous rearrangement and rDNA 
amplification, which did not correlate with the number of chromosomes, was found in 
our B callus line. This supports the idea that genome in this cell line is destabilised by 
ongoing BFB cycles.  In contrast, the constant number of rDNA loci and their correlation 
with other nuclear parameters (number of chromosomes and DNA content) in the A line 
argues that genome is to a large extent stabilised.  
 
Although both telomerase-deficient cultures proliferate continuously, they display a high 
frequency of anaphase bridges, presumably as a result of the fusions of uncapped 
chromosome ends. This fact together with the lack of telomeric DNA and internalization 
of subtelomeric sequences suggests that both callus cultures lack functional telomeres.  
Interestingly, A line calli are hypersensitive to DNA damage agents. We hypothesize 
that when genotoxic drugs introduce additional DNA breaks, the mechanism 
responsible for the partial capping of chromosome ends becomes unable to cope with 
the increased damage.  The already high percentage of aberrant anaphases in mutant 
cultures argues that mechanisms for joining broken ends are functional.  However, by 
increasing the number of ends available for repair and joining, the genomic instability is 
likely to increase dramatically, resulting in the observed sensitivity.  It will be interesting 
to determine how these cells are capable of withstanding the large amount of genomic 
instability present even in the absence of exogenous damaging agents. 
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We propose a model whereby chromosome uncapping due to loss of telomeric DNA 
results in continuous breakage-fusion-bridge cycles.  The partial stabilization of the 
genome in the A line cells likely arose from a stochastic event, as an attempt to 
recapitulate this phenotype in another culture (the B line) was unsuccessful.  Despite 
the inability of cells in the B line to achieve even partial genome stability, they proliferate 
at a low level.  The apparent absence of checkpoint pathways that respond to telomere 
dysfunction in Arabidopsis could provide the B line with a mechanism to overcome the 
end-replication problem: survival through aneuploidy.  As long as a cell can maintain a 
genome that includes all genes essential for cell division, proliferation can continue.  
Moreover, acquisition of multiple copies of essential genes on different chromosomes 
through breakage-fusion-bridge cycles could facilitate cell survival. 
 
One mechanism that could offer partial end-protection in A line cells is through a 
heterochromatic barrier to DNA damage repair.  In Drosophila chromosome end-
protection is sequence non-specific, due at least in part to the localization of the protein 
HP1 to chromosome ends (71).  Perhaps a special heterochromatic structure partially 
protects the telomere ends in the A line cells.  When the end-replication problem results 
in loss of an entire heterochromatic region, the now unprotected end is fused.  
Alternatively, this heterochromatic barrier may be not as effective as the natural 
telomere machinery in disguising a chromosome end from the double-strand break 
repair machinery.    
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CHAPTER III 
TELOMERE RAPID DELETION REGULATES TELOMERE LENGTH IN 
Arabidopsis thaliana* 
 
SUMMARY 
Telomere length is maintained in species-specific equilibrium primarily through a 
competition between telomerase-mediated elongation and the loss of terminal DNA 
through the end-replication problem.  Recombinational activities are also capable of 
both lengthening and shortening telomeres.  Here we demonstrate that elongated 
telomeres in Arabidopsis ku70 mutants reach a new length set point after three 
generations.  Restoration of wild type KU70 in these mutants leads to discrete telomere 
shortening events consistent with telomere rapid deletion (TRD).  These findings imply 
that the longer telomere length set-point is achieved through competition between over-
active telomerase and TRD.  Surprisingly, in the absence of telomerase, a subset of 
elongated telomeres was further lengthened, suggesting that in this background 
telomerase-independent mechanisms operate.  Unexpectedly, we found that plants 
possessing wild type length telomeres exhibit TRD when telomerase is inactivated.  
TRD is stochastic and all chromosome ends appear to be equally susceptible.  The 
frequency of TRD decreases as telomeres shorten; telomeres less than 2 kb in length 
are rarely subject to TRD.  We conclude that TRD functions as a potent force to 
regulate telomere length in Arabidopsis.   
 
                                                 
*
 Reprinted with permission from Watson, J.M., and D. Shippen. 2006. Telomere rapid 
deletion regulates telomere length in Arabidopsis thaliana.  Mol Cell Biol In Press. 
Copyright © 2006 by the American Society for Microbiology.  (283). 
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INTRODUCTION 
Telomeres are dynamic nucleoprotein complexes at the end of eukaryotic 
chromosomes that consist of long stretches of a simple G-rich repeat and sequence-
specific DNA binding proteins.  The primary function of telomeres is to protect 
chromosome termini from being recognized as a double-strand break.  The extreme 3’ 
terminus of the chromosome is single-stranded and can undergo a protein-assisted 
conformational change, folding back upon and invading the duplex region to form a 
structure termed the t-loop (98).  The t-loop is thought to physically sequester the 
chromosome end, masking the telomere from DNA repair machinery (63). 
 
Telomeric DNA is maintained through a variety of mechanisms that compensate for loss 
of terminal DNA sequences that occurs as a consequence of nucleolytic processing or 
the end-replication problem (104, 175).  Slow loss of telomeric sequences during DNA 
replication can be offset by the action of telomerase, a ribonucleoprotein reverse 
transcriptase that extends the 3’ overhang through reiterative copying of its internal 
RNA template (reviewed in ref. (11).  Telomerase is subjected to both positive and 
negative regulation in cis on the chromosome terminus, mitigating its ability to extend 
any given telomere (7, 162, 174, 213, 252, 261, 273) 
 
The protein counting model posits that the primary means of telomere length regulation 
is through an ability to “count” the number of telomeric binding proteins (174).  If too 
many proteins are bound, the telomere will be recalcitrant to extension by telomerase, 
while if too few proteins are bound, the telomere will be in a more open conformation 
and will be accessible to telomerase activity.  Accordingly, telomerase extension results 
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in an increase in the number of binding sites for telomere proteins and hence an 
increase in protein occupancy.  On the other hand, telomere loss due to the end-
replication problem or nuclease attack results in a decrease in the number of sites and 
fewer proteins bound.  This model is strongly supported by studies in yeast (261), 
mammals (7, 111), and Arabidopsis (239), where telomerase has been shown to act 
preferentially on the shortest telomeres in the population.  Competition between the 
end-replication problem and telomerase results in a range of telomere lengths that 
fluctuate between species-specific boundaries.  For example, telomeres in S. cerevisiae 
are approximately 300 bp (167), in Arabidopsis from 2-8 kb (239), and in mice from 10-
60 kb (308).   
 
Positive and negative regulators of telomere length include the double-strand telomere 
binding proteins TRF1 (252), Rap1p (170), Taz1p (56) and the single strand-telomere 
binding protein POT1 (162).  Additionally, telomere length is influenced by KU, a 
heterodimer of 70 and 80 kda subunits that is an integral component of the non-
homologous end joining (NHEJ) DNA double-strand break repair pathway (229).  KU is 
a strong negative regulator of telomerase in Arabidopsis (34, 85, 232); its deletion 
results in rapid telomerase-dependent extension of telomere tracts (85, 231).  
Interestingly, in S. cerevisiae and humans, deletion of KU leads to telomere shortening 
(26, 199). 
 
In the absence of telomerase, telomeres progressively shorten until they reach a critical 
length that elicits a DNA damage checkpoint response (73).  If cells are forced to 
continue dividing, telomeres will become uncapped and fuse together.  The resulting 
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dicentric chromosomes may then break during the next mitosis only to fuse in the next 
cell cycle.  The resulting breakage-fusion-bridge cycle leads to genomic instability (187).  
Strong selective pressure against genome instability results in the formation of different 
types of survivors in yeast (166), whose chromosome ends are maintained through 
alternate means (146, 262).  Several different types of survival have been identified, 
including recombinational elongation and rolling circle amplification (113, 165).  In 
humans, this form of telomere maintenance is termed alternative lengthening of 
telomeres (ALT). 
 
Cells with elongated telomeres do not face the same selective pressure as cells with 
extremely short telomeres.  Indeed, Arabidopsis KU70 mutants maintain telomeres 
much longer than wild type, with no apparent affect on growth, development, or genome 
stability (232).   However, studies in yeast indicate that elongated telomeres are quickly 
returned to wild type length in a single-step event termed telomere rapid deletion (TRD) 
(153).   These deletion events are intra-chromosomal, and result in loss of the most 
terminal sequences (32).  A similar phenomenon has been described in humans and K. 
lactis.  Human cells expressing a mutant form of the telomere double-strand binding 
protein TRF2 undergo catastrophic telomere deletions, concomitant with the formation 
of extra-chromosomal telomere circles (ECTCs) the size of t-loops (280).  Similarly, in 
K. lactis mutants with elongated telomeres due to a mutation in Stn1p, reintroduction of 
Stn1p results in rapid loss of the elongated telomeres and a return to wild type length 
(120).   
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It has been proposed that branch migration of the displacement loop formed by the 
invading G-overhang within the t-loop structure results in a Holliday junction. This 
structure is then resolved, leading to the formation of a shortened telomere and an 
extra-chromosomal telomeric DNA fragment (169), which in mammals is a circle 
(ECTC).  In S. cerevisiae, TRD and the two major types of survivors are dependent 
upon Rad52p, indicating both processes are recombinational in nature (153, 166).  
Telomere lengthening in stn1 K. lactis mutants is similarly dependent upon Rad52p 
(120).  Sequestration of the MRX complex in human ALT cells results in slow loss of 
telomeric DNA and repression of the ALT mechanism of elongation (122).  Additionally, 
the RAD51 paralogue XRCC3, which may be a mammalian Holliday junction resolvase 
(159), is required for the TRD events observed in TRF2 mutants (280).   
 
Arabidopsis is a genetically tractable model that has been exploited for studies of 
telomere dynamics (187).  One important feature of this organism is that eight of the ten 
chromosome arms are abutted by unique subtelomeric sequences, making it possible to 
study the fate of individual telomeres in different genetic backgrounds.  Here we 
examine the fate of ultra-long telomeres in Arabidopsis ku70 mutants.  We demonstrate 
that elongated telomeres in this background can be rapidly shortened by TRD, either 
upon reintroduction of KU70 or through loss of telomerase.  In addition, we provide 
evidence for ALT in plants with elongated telomeres.  Finally, we show that wild type 
length telomeres are subject to both TRD and ALT, arguing that recombinational 
mechanisms play a role in regulating telomere length in wild type plants. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Plant growth conditions and mutants.  Plants were grown in EGC growth chambers 
(Chagrin Falls, Ohio) with a 16 hr photoperiod at 22°C.  Generation of ku70 and tert 
mutants was previously described (230, 232).  The ku70/rad51 paralogue double 
mutants were generous gifts from Dr. Karel Riha.  Characterization of the rad51 
mutants was described before (23).  Primers and genotyping conditions for tert, ku70, 
mre11, and the rad51 paralogs are as described (23, 108, 230, 232).   
 
TRF and FIGE analysis.  Genomic DNA was extracted using a CTAB based method 
(25).  For bulk telomere analysis, approximately 1µg of genomic DNA was digested with 
20 units of Tru1I overnight in 200 µL at 65°C.  For subtelomere analysis, approximately 
1.5 µg of genomic DNA was digested overnight with 10 units of SpeI and PvuII in 200 
µL at 37°C.  Digested DNA was precipitated and subjected to electrophoresis through 
0.7% agarose.  Field inversion gel electrophoresis (FIGE) was performed with a CHEF 
Mapper XA (BioRad Hercules, CA).  DNA was separated through 1% agarose in 0.5X 
TBE at 14°C.  Conditions were determined using the auto-algorithm function to separate 
4-50 kb molecules.  Conditions were 9 V/cm forward 6 V/cm reverse with a linear ramp 
from 0.08s s to 0.92 s with a total run time of 19 hr 2 min.  Transfer to nylon membranes 
and hybridization were performed as previously described (239).  Average telomere 
length was measured using telometric (93). 
 
Constructs and transformation.  T-DNA constructs were previously described (232).  
Briefly, the over-expression construct pCBK21 consists of the CaMV35S promoter 
driving the cDNA of KU70.  The genomic construct, pCBK22, consists of 6.7 kb of the 
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KU70 gene along with 1.6 kb of putative promoter sequence.  Primary transformants 
were designated T1, with successive generations being numbered sequentially. 
 
PETRA analysis.  PETRA was performed as discussed in (108) with slight 
modifications.  CTAB extracted DNA (25) from a single flower or leaf was resuspended 
in 30 µL of water.  Primer extension was carried out in a 20 µL reaction containing 8 µL 
DNA, 1X Ex-Taq Buffer (TAKARA), 125 µM dNTPs, 1 µM PETRA-T, 2 U Ex-Taq 
polymerase.  This reaction was incubated at 65°C for 5 min, 55°C for 1 min, and 72°C 
for 10 min.  1 µL of the reaction was used in a 20 µL  reaction containing 1X Ex-Taq 
buffer, 200 µM dNTPs, 0.25 µM PETRA-A, 0.25 µM telomere-specific primer, 0.5U Ex-
Taq.  These samples were incubated at 96°C for 2 min followed by 16-18 cycles of 
96°C 30 s, 60°C 30 s, 72°C 2 min 30 s, with a final incubation at 72°C for 5 min.  PCR 
products were subjected to Southern blotting and hybridization with a [32P] 5’ end-
labeled (T3AG3)4 probe.  Signals were visualized using a STORM phosphorimager (GE 
Healthcare) and were quantified using Imagequant (Molecular Dynamics).  To measure 
telomere length, a 6th order polynomial equation was fit using Excel to the distance 
migrated of a 1 kb+ DNA ladder (Invitrogen) and the length of a given PETRA signal 
was then converted to DNA size using this equation.  Finally, the distance of the PETRA 
primer to the telomere was subtracted from the total length measured by PETRA to give 
the actual length of the telomere tract. 
 
RESULTS 
Telomeres establish a new set point length in the absence of KU70.  We previously 
showed that telomeres in KU70-deficient mutants become rapidly elongated, and within 
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two generations run near limit mobility in regular agarose gels (232).  To more 
accurately determine the size of telomeres in these mutants, we performed TRF 
(terminal restriction fragment) analysis on successive generations of ku70.   Genomic 
DNA was digested with Tru1I, which cuts DNA in the subtelomere region and releases 
the terminal telomere tract.  The products were separated using field-inversion gel 
electrophoresis (FIGE) and hybridized with a telomere specific probe.  As expected, 
telomeric DNA from wild type plants migrated near the bottom of the gel consistent with 
its known size of 2-5 kb (FIG. 13A lane 1).  In contrast, first generation (G1) ku70 
mutants displayed elongated telomeres reaching 9 kb (FIG. 13A lane 2), while in G2 
bulk telomeres ranged from approximately 10 to 25 kb (FIG. 13A lane 3).  No further 
dramatic lengthening was observed in subsequent generations, and the average length 
of telomeres in G2-G7 mutants was 15.9 kb±2.1 kb (FIG. 13A lanes 4-8).  While bulk 
telomeres in ku70 ran as a heterogeneous smear, a smaller discrete telomeric fragment 
was visible at approximately 7 kb in the G7 ku70 DNA sample (FIG. 13A lane 8).  Of 48 
plants analyzed individually by TRD, 21 had similar hybridizing products (data not 
shown).  We were unable to determine the exact nature of these products, although 
they appeared to be inherited in a Mendelian fashion (data not shown).  One possibility 
is that they reflect point mutations in the elongated telomere tracts that produce novel 
Tru1I restriction sites.  A mutation of the wild type repeat, TTTAGGG to either 
TTTAAGG or TTAAGGG would allow cleavage by Tru1I. 
  
Restoration of KU70 leads to TRD.  We have previously shown that telomere 
elongation in the absence of KU70 is telomerase-dependent (231).   Thus, our data 
indicate that telomerase is capable of extending telomeres by as much as 15 kb within a 
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FIG. 13.  Telomere length homeostasis and TRD in ku70 mutants and rescues. 
A) FIGE of wild type and successive generations of ku70 mutants.  TRF analysis was 
carried out on DNA extracted from ~50 seedlings.  Asterisk denotes a specific 
hybridizing signal in the G7 line.  B)  Scheme for creating KU70 rescues.  G4 ku70 
mutant plants were transformed with either pCBK21 or pCBK22.  Plants selected in the 
next generation correspond to T1.  C) TRF analysis of non-transformed (NT) and 
selected plants.  D) Parent-progeny TRF analysis of two independent T1 transformants. 
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single generation (FIG. 13A compare lane 2 to 3).  Telomeres reach a maximum size of 
approximately 25 kb and do not continue to elongate.  This new set point could be 
established through telomerase inhibition at elongated telomeres.  Alternatively, ultra-
long telomeres may reach homeostasis through competition between telomerase and 
TRD.  We reasoned that reintroduction of KU70 would ultimately restore telomeres to 
their wild type length, allowing us to examine the dynamics of re-establishing the wild 
type telomere length set point.  If length equilibrium is achieved through telomerase 
inhibition, telomeres should slowly drift back down to the wild type length, losing 200-
500 bp per generation (76) as a consequence of the end-replication problem.  
Alternatively, if TRD was operational, telomeres should shorten much more rapidly.  We 
define TRD as any telomere shortening event that leads to a loss of more than 500 bp 
in a single plant generation. 
 
To examine the fate of elongated telomeres, we transformed G4 ku70 with either a 
construct over-expressing KU70 cDNA (35S::KU70, pCBK21) or a genomic copy of the 
KU70 gene (pCBK22), and then selected for T1 transformants (FIG. 13B).  As 
expected, telomeres from non-selected siblings migrated near limit mobility as a 
heterogeneous smear (FIG. 13C lanes 1-3).  In contrast, plants transformed with 
pCBK21 (FIG. 13C lanes 4-8) produced a TRF pattern with shortened telomeres.  Bulk 
telomeres in these plants shortened by an average of 0.5±0.3 kb.  Strikingly, all of the 
T1 plants transformed with pCBK22 displayed shortened telomeres.  In contrast to the 
pCBK21 transformants, telomeres in these plants showed a discrete banding profile 
reminiscent of telomerase mutants (76).  The shortest telomeres in the pCBK22 
transformants approached the wild type length of 4kb in a single generation, with an 
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average loss of 2.3±0.8 kb of telomeric DNA (FIG. 13C lanes 9-18).  The appearance of 
discrete hybridizing bands in the pCBK22 transformants implies that they were resistant 
to telomerase-mediated elongation.  Furthermore, this sharp banding pattern is not 
consistent with the action of exonucleases, which would likely produce a much more 
heterogeneous profile.  Notably, several telomeric fragments were not shortened in the 
pCBK22 transformants, and instead migrated near the length of the telomeres in their 
mutant siblings.  This observation indicates that individual telomeres are differentially 
processed. 
 
We conclude that a subpopulation of elongated telomeres shorten much more rapidly 
than can be accounted for by the end-replication problem, implying that they have been 
subjected to TRD.  Since most of the pCBK22 transformants displayed evidence for 
TRD all subsequent work was carried out on these lines.   
 
To further examine the dynamics of telomeres shortening, TRF analysis was carried out 
on T1 plants and their T2 progeny.  From T1 to T2, the longest telomeres continued to 
shorten in a stochastic manner (FIG. 13D).  Some T2 plants exhibited dramatic 
telomere shortening relative to their parent (FIG. 13D, compare lane 5 with lane 1, and 
lane 9 with lane 6), while other telomeres remained relatively unchanged (FIG. 13D 
compare lane 2 with lane 1).  On average, telomeres in T2 shortened by 1.9±1.2 kb.  
This stochastic shortening continued for the two subsequent generations that were 
analyzed.  Strikingly, the frequency of obvious TRD events decreased as telomeres 
returned to the wild type length.  The average rate of shortening also declined, with a 
loss of 0.45±0.36 kb from the T2 to T3 generation (data not shown).  Telomeres in T3 
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generation plants average 7±0.6 kb, within the wild type range of this ecotype of 
Arabidopsis.  Thus, over three generations, telomeres in plants where KU70 had been 
restored lost almost 9 kb of telomeric DNA (15.9 kb in G2-G7 ku70 to 7 kb in T3 
transformants).   
 
TRD is not dependent upon KU70.  We asked whether TRD was dependent upon 
reintroduction of KU70.  If TRD functions to limit telomere size in ku70 mutants, any 
telomere shortened by TRD would likely be re-extended by telomerase, thus masking 
TRD.  We therefore examined the fate of elongated telomeres in the absence of both 
TERT and KU70.  To accomplish this, plants heterozygous for TERT, the gene 
encoding the catalytic subunit of telomerase, and homozygous for ku70, were 
propagated for three generations to elongate telomeres.  Plants were transformed with 
pCBK22, and then segregated for tert in G4, generating a population of TERT+/+ku70-/- 
and tert-/-ku70-/- progeny, with or without the KU70 transgene (FIG. 14A).  
 
Telomeres in both telomerase-positive and telomerase-negative T1 plants shortened to 
similar lengths, though telomeres in tert mutants appeared as somewhat more sharp 
bands than in telomerase-positive plants (FIG. 14B lanes 5 and 6).  The average 
telomere length in pCBK22 transformed TERT+/+ plants was 12.3±0.2 kb and in tert-/- 
was 12±0.3 kb.  Telomerase-positive non-selected plants (genotype ku70-/-tert+/+) 
displayed the elongated telomeres of ku70 mutants, and telomeres averaged 13.4±0.3 
kb, several kb less than the average measured by FIGE.  This discrepancy is likely due 
to the poor resolution at high MW under these gel conditions (FIG. 14B lanes 7 and 8).  
Non-selected plants that were homozygous null for tert also showed TRD (FIG. 14B
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FIG. 14.  KU70 is not required for TRD.   
A) Schematic diagram for generating ku70 tert double mutants.  A plant heterozygous 
for ku70 was crossed to a plant heterozygous for tert.  Double heterozygotes for both 
genes were genotyped in the F1.  Selfed progeny of the F1 were genotyped to identify 
ku70-/-tert+/- (designated G1).  These plants were selfed, and progeny were maintained 
as ku70-/-tert+/- until G4.  G4 plants were transformed with pCBK22 prior to segregation 
for tert.  B) TRF analysis of T1 and non-selected (NS) progeny of a G4 plant 
transformed with pCBK22.  C) Subtelomere analysis of T1 parents and their T2 
progeny.  The subtelomere probe used for the experiments is indicated below each blot.  
The panels represent sequential hybridization of a single membrane. 
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lanes 9 and 10), although one plant of this genotype retained most of its telomeres at an 
elongated length (FIG. 14B lane 11).  The average size of telomeres in these ku70 tert 
double mutants was 11.9±1.4 kb.  These data indicate that TRD does not require KU70 
and can occur in the absence of telomerase.   
 
TRD is a stochastic process.  To more accurately gauge the rate of telomere 
shortening, we followed the fate of individual telomeres in the T2 progeny of these 
transformants (FIG. 14A, both tert-/- and tert+/+ plants were followed).  Genomic DNA 
was digested with restriction enzymes that cut several kb internal to the telomere, and 
then hybridized with probes directed to specific chromosomes arms.  As seen in FIG. 
14C, dramatic, stochastic changes in telomere length were detected between the parent 
and their progeny in both genetic backgrounds.  Again, telomerase-positive plants 
showed more heterogeneous signals at shorter lengths, consistent with telomerase 
acting on these shorter telomeres.  
 
The clearest example of telomere shortening was seen with the 1L telomere in tert 
mutant plants.  The parental plant had two prominent hybridizing signals at 
approximately 10.5 and 11 kb (FIG. 14C lane 1).  Additionally, a much less intense 
signal of approximately 7 kb was observed.  Four of the six progeny of this plant 
displayed a telomere of approximately 8 kb (FIG. 14C lanes 2 through 5), and two 
plants had completely lost the 10.5 and 11 kb signals (FIG. 14C lanes 4 and 5).  We 
can envision two ways in which the 1L telomere shown in lanes 4 and 5 arose.  First, 
TRD could shorten one of the prominent hybridizing signals in the parent, leading to a 
decrease of 2.5 kb.  Alternatively, telomeres in the progeny could arise through a 
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telomerase-independent lengthening of the weakly hybridizing 7 kb signal in the parent.  
We consider the latter possibility less likely; the very weak hybridization of the 7 kb 
telomere in the parent is more consistent with a somatic TRD event that occurred during 
plant development.   If this is true, the 7 kb fragment arose from a TRD event that 
shortened the 10.5 kb telomere by 3.5 kb, implying that TRD is capable of shortening an 
individual telomere by several kb in a single generation. 
The subtelomeric analysis also revealed a surprisingly complex array of products.  A 
plant can inherit a maximum of two different length telomeres (on the homologous 
chromosomes) from its parents.  Thus, the presence of more than two hybridizing 
bands for an individual subtelomere arm argues that shortened telomeres in the 
progeny are not simply due to the inheritance of an undetectable subset of shorter 
telomeres from the parent.  Rather, these telomeres must be derived from discrete 
telomere processing events in the progeny.  
 
Plants displaying multiple signals for one chromosome arm do not necessarily have 
multiple signals at other chromosome ends.  The tert mutant plant analyzed in FIG. 
14C, lanes 5 and 19, has a single hybridizing signal for the 1L telomere, and four 
hybridizing signals for the 2R telomeres.  Similarly, the telomerase-positive plant 
analyzed in FIG. 14C, lanes 14 and 28 gives rise to six hybridizing signals for 
chromosome 1L and only three signals for chromosome 2R.  Thus, the number of TRD 
events that occur upon restoration of KU70 is relatively small.  The presence of six 
hybridizing signals indicates that only four or five TRD events occurred at that telomere 
throughout the lifespan of this plant.  We conclude that TRD functions stochastically on 
different telomeres, and can shorten telomeres by at least 2.5 kb in a single generation.   
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TRD proceeds in Arabidopsis in the absence of genes required for TRD in other 
organisms.  We tested whether MRE11 and the available RAD51 paralogs are 
required for TRD in Arabidopsis.  Plants homozygous null for ku70 and heterozygous 
for an additional mutation in MRE11, RAD51B, RAD51C, XRCC2, or XRCC3 were 
propagated for several generations before transformation with pCBK22 (FIG. 15A).  The 
selected T1 plants were then genotyped for the presence of the additional mutant allele.  
FIG. 15B shows the TRF profile of T1 plants mutant for xrcc2, xrcc3, rad51B, and 
rad51C.  Deletion of any of these four genes did not inhibit TRD upon reintroduction of 
KU70.  This finding was verified through subtelomere analysis, with all four mutants 
showing multiple signals for at least one of two tested subtelomeric probes (data not 
shown).  
 
In three independent experiments, and in contrast to the other mutants tested, we were 
unable to select plants that were null for MRE11 in the T1 population (we recovered a 
total of 14 mre11+/+ and 22 mre11+/- in the three separate transformations).  Therefore, 
we genotyped T2 progeny of a T1 plant heterozygous for MRE11 and isolated 
individuals mutant for MRE11 (FIG. 15C).  Of the two plants mutant for MRE11, one 
showed four hybridizing signals for chromosome 2R (FIG. 15C lane 5), suggesting that 
MRE11 is also not required for observed TRD events.  From this data we conclude that 
genes previously shown to be required for TRD in other organisms are not necessary 
for TRD in Arabidopsis.   
  
ALT occurs at elongated Arabidopsis telomeres.  To date, no evidence for 
telomerase-independent telomere lengthening has been observed in Arabidopsis 
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FIG. 15.  TRD in Arabidopsis is not dependent upon known recombinases.   
A) Genetic scheme for obtaining rad51 mutants with elongated telomeres.  Plants null 
for ku70 and heterozygous for the indicated genotypes were transformed with pCBK22 
and the transformed progeny were genotyped to identify transformants homozygous 
null for the indicated genotype.  B) TRF analysis of T1 progeny of the indicated 
genotypes.  Transformants (+) and non-transformants (-) are indicated.  C) Parent 
progeny subtelomere analysis of a single T1 MRE11 heterozygous plants.  Selfed 
progeny of this plant were genotyped for MRE11 and for the presence of the pCBK22 
derived T-DNA.  Arrowheads denote additional products in one of the mre11 mutants.  
Probe is 2R. 
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mutants with critically shortened telomeres (282).  However, recent data from humans 
and K. lactis indicates that ALT can be driven by ECTCs generated as a byproduct of 
TRD (38, 120, 280).  Although we found no evidence for ECTCs by 2D gel analysis of 
pCBK22 transformants (data not shown), this could simply reflect the low frequency of 
TRD events.  Therefore, we looked for ALT in plants with evidence of TRD using the 
genetic approach described in FIG. 14A.  Specifically, we performed parent-progeny 
subtelomere analysis on T1 and T2 pCBK22 transformants that were mutant for ku70 
and tert.   
 
In one of three lines examined the 1L telomere of several progeny plants was 5-10 kb 
longer than the longest telomere in its parent (FIG. 16A lanes 3, 4, 9, and 11).  A  
trivial explanation for this finding is that subtelomeric DNA was rearranged changing the 
restriction profile of this telomere to make it appear elongated.  Several observations 
are inconsistent with this conclusion.  First, the elongated products hybridized with a 
telomeric probe (data not shown), suggesting they are in fact terminal.  Second, 
digestion of the DNA with other restriction enzymes that cleave in the subtelomeric 
region generated products of expected sizes (data not shown).  Third, other 
subtelomere arms were elongated (see below).  Taken together, these data argue that 
the subtelomeric sequence of 1L has not been grossly rearranged. 
 
Further analysis of individual telomeres in these plants conducted with three different 
subtelomere specific probes showed that telomeres behaved independently (FIG. 16B).  
For example, telomeres from the plants analyzed in FIG. 16B, lanes 5 and 6 showed no 
lengthening relative to their parent for any of the arms examined.  In contrast, telomeres 
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FIG. 16.  ALT in tert mutants with elongated telomeres.   
A) Parent progeny subtelomere analysis of a T1 pCBK22 transformant homozygous for 
tert.  Mutants were generated as described in FIG. 14A.  Asterisks denote telomeres 
that were elongated relative to the parent.  The hybridizing probe is 1L.  B) Sequential 
hybridization of three probes to a blot containing a subset of samples from panel A.  
Arrowheads denote interstitial hybridizing signals.  
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from the plant analyzed in lane 3 were all extended relative to their parent, while some 
telomeres from the plants in lanes 2, 4, and 7 were elongated, and others were 
shortened.  Rare elongation events in other lines were also observed (FIG. 14C lane 
16).  These data indicate that ALT like TRD is a stochastic event.  
 
TRD functions at telomeres with lengths in the wild type range.  We next asked 
whether telomeres in the wild type range are subjected to TRD.  For this analysis, we 
employed primer-extension telomere repeat amplification (PETRA), a sensitive method 
for accurately measuring telomere length at individual chromosome arms (108).  
Although the ultra-long telomeres in ku70 mutants are not good substrates for PETRA, 
this is the preferred method for single telomere analysis in plants with wild type length 
telomeres as minimal quantities of DNA (a single Arabidopsis leaf is sufficient) are 
required, and seven chromosome arms can be measured at the same time.  If TRD 
occurs in telomerase-positive tissues, the newly shortened telomere is likely to be 
efficiently elongated by telomerase.  To avoid this confounding factor, we examined the 
rate of telomere shortening in G1, G2, and G6 tert mutants.   
 
A representative gel with PETRA products is shown in FIG. 17A.  The parent is a G1 
tert mutant (FIG. 17A, left panel).  Notably, in  the heterozygous parent of this G1 
progeny, only the 2R telomere had undergone TRD (data not shown).  However, in the 
three G2 progeny shown (FIG. 17A, left panel), several examples of TRD were 
detected, as noted by asterisks.  
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FIG. 17.  TRD occurs in telomeres within the wild type range. 
A) Representative PETRA samples.  Changes defined as TRD are indicated by asterisks.  
The telomere that was monitored is indicated below each lane.  B)  Graph depicting the 
change in telomere length versus generation for different genotypes and their progeny.  
B) Graph depicting the change in telomere length from parent to progeny relative to the 
length of the telomere in the parent.   
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Table 2 shows the mean rate of telomere length change for all generations analyzed.  
Individual data points are displayed graphically in FIG. 17B. In wild type plants, there is 
a broad distribution of the change in telomere length, with most telomeres showing a 
net increase relative to their parent.  Strikingly, of 88 telomere changes measured in 
telomerase-positive plants, only a single telomere shortened by more than 500 bp.  A 
similar degree of stochastic telomere length changes are observed in G1 and G2 tert 
mutants.  However, as expected for telomerase mutants, the net change in telomere 
length is negative.  In contrast, there is very little change in telomere length for G6 tert 
mutants; the maximal shortening observed in the G6 population was 254 bp.  
Telomeres in both G1 and G2 tert mutants shortened by well over 1 kb in a single 
generation.  In a total of 355 telomere length changes measured in G1 and G2 tert 
mutants, 19 telomeres shortened by over 1 kb, and 66 shortened by more than 500 bp, 
twice the maximal shortening (254 bp) observed in the G6 tert mutants.  These data 
imply that telomeres in the G6 mutants shorten only via the end-replication problem, 
while telomeres in G1 and G2 tert mutants are also substrates for TRD.  The dramatic 
increase in TRD frequency in G1 and G2 tert mutants relative to wild type could indicate 
that TERT  protects against TRD.  Alternatively TRD products may simply be rapidly re-
extended by telomerase.  Taken together, these data support the conclusion the 
telomeres in early generation tert mutants, despite being within the wild type length 
range overall, are subjected to TRD. 
 
Interestingly, there are several examples of putative ALT events in tert mutants (FIG. 
17B).  In G6 tert mutants only a very small degree of elongation was observed (<73 bp), 
which may be due to errors in the accuracy of measurement.  Telomere elongation in  
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Table 2. Mean changes in telomere length from parents. 
Genotype  N  Mean  StDev 
       
Wild type  88  301  382 
G1 tert  88  -246  476 
G2-1 tert  85  -285  212 
G2-10 tert   96  -450  322 
G2-13 tert  86  -391  222 
G6 tert  82  -154  77 
 
. 
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G1 mutants is difficult to assess as telomeres could have been extended by telomerase 
in the previous generation.  In contrast, 5 of 265 telomeres in G2 tert mutants were 
lengthened from 90 to 288 bp; the greatest differential likely represents ALT events.  
Notably, the G2 tert mutants had a much higher frequency of these elongation events 
relative to the G6 tert mutant, supporting the notion of a mechanistic link between TRD 
and ALT. 
 
Finally, to specifically address whether TRD is length-dependent, we plotted the change 
in telomere length versus the parental telomere length (FIG. 17C).  In telomerase-
positive plants, and consistent with previous reports (239), the shortest telomeres were 
more likely to be elongated than the longer telomeres (compare the shortest wild type 
telomere to the longest).  Moreover, the shortest telomeres were elongated to a greater 
extent than the longest telomeres.  In G6 tert mutants, all telomeres shortened by the 
same amount, regardless of the initial telomere length.  Strikingly, telomeres in G2 tert 
mutants shortened by a much larger amount if the parental telomere was longer than 
approximately 2 kb.  Telomeres below 2 kb displayed a rate of shortening similar to G6 
tert mutants.  The frequency of TRD by initial telomere length is shown in Table 3.  
When queried by chromosome arm, all telomeres underwent TRD with approximately 
equal frequencies (between 16% and 34%, data not shown).  While there is no clear 
relationship between telomere lengths above 2 kb and the incidence of TRD, the 
frequency of TRD drops dramatically for telomeres that are less than 2 kb, which is the 
minimal size of telomeres in wild type plants.      
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Table 3.  Frequency of telomere length changes in G1 and G2 tert. 
Initial 
Length 
 Total  Gaina  0 to 500 
bp loss 
 500 to 1000 
bp loss 
 >1000 bp 
loss 
 Frequency of  
TRDb 
             
>3 kb  2  0  1  1  0  0.5 
2.5-3 kb  116  14  67  27  8  0.30 
2-2.5 kb  167  13  107  36  11  0.27 
<2 kb  70  3  65  2  0  0.03 
             
Total  355  30  240  66  19   
 
aNumber of progeny telomeres that were elongated relative to the parent. 
bThe number of telomeres that lost more than 500 bp of telomeric DNA divided by the 
total number examined. 
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DISCUSSION 
Telomere dynamics in ku70.  Cells must maintain a minimal telomere length to 
provide full protection for chromosome ends and to distinguish them from double-strand 
breaks.  Regulation of a maximal telomere length is also likely to be important to inhibit 
recombination and reduce the total amount of DNA synthesis.  In the absence of KU70, 
telomeres in Arabidopsis are dramatically elongated (34, 85, 232).   This feature, along 
with the unique subtelomeric sequences on most Arabidopsis chromosome arms, 
allowed us to examine the dynamics of ultra-long telomeres.  We find that a new, longer  
telomere length set point is established, and this set point is maintained primarily by a 
competition between a highly active telomerase and a TRD-like mechanism that 
shortens grossly elongated telomeres.  Re-introduction of KU70 results in dramatic 
telomere shortening, at a rate much greater than can be accounted for by the end-
replication problem.  A loss of at least 2.5kb is readily apparent in FIG. 14C, and several 
telomeres in the T2 generation appear to have shortened by up to 6 kb over two 
generations.  This rate of telomere attrition is not sufficient to offset 15 kb of telomerase-
dependent elongation observed in G1 to G2 ku mutants, suggesting either that 
telomerase is inhibited at extremely long telomeres, or that TRD can shorten telomeres 
by even larger amounts than those we observed.  We further demonstrated that TRD is 
not dependent upon reintroduction of KU70 itself, as segregating tert from ku70 mutants 
with long telomeres is sufficient to dramatically shorten telomeres. 
 
Our data are consistent with the dynamics of elongated telomeres in other organisms 
(48, 134, 144, 153), and argue that TRD is a highly conserved mechanism for telomere 
size control.  The role of the KU heterodimer in Arabidopsis TRD is unclear.  In yeast 
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(219), and perhaps humans (169), KU inhibits TRD.  In contrast, TRD events in ku70 
mutants rescued with pCBK22 were indistinguishable from plants doubly deficient for 
ku70 and tert.  Current models of the mechanism of TRD posit that the 3’ G-overhang 
invades the duplex telomeric DNA, forming a displaced loop at the site of invasion (38, 
169, 280).  Branch migration would then convert this structure into a replication 
intermediate resembling a Holliday-Junction (HJ), which could be resolved into a 
shortened telomere and an extra-chromosomal telomeric circle.  The genetic 
requirements for TRD in Arabidopsis are not clear.  Surprisingly, deletion of either 
MRE11 or XRCC3, which are shown to be required for TRD in mammals and yeast, 
does not result in loss of TRD in Arabidopsis. Several explanations for these findings 
can be considered.  First, there is extensive redundancy in the Arabidopsis genome (as 
much as 60% of the genome is present in duplications), and thus there may be another 
enzyme capable of resolving HJs in Arabidopsis (20).  Alternatively, the terminal 
structure formed at Arabidopsis telomeres may be slightly different than that formed in 
yeast or mammals. Interestingly, Mus81p, an enzyme that resolves HJ-like structures in 
S. pombe has two homologues in Arabidopsis.  A third consideration is that our assays 
can not fully distinguish between TRD events that occur in meiosis or mitosis.  It may be 
necessary to disrupt both processes to observe inhibition of TRD.   
  
ECTCs and ALT.  ECTCs have been shown to drive telomerase-independent 
lengthening of telomeres in K. lactis (203), and have been associated with ALT in 
mammals (38, 280).  In previous experiments designed to select for telomerase-
negative Arabidopsis cells using ALT, no telomere lengthening was observed (282).  
However, the cells used in these experiments had extremely short telomeres, and thus 
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would be unlikely substrates for TRD.  As a consequence, we speculate there would not 
be an accumulation of ECTCs to serve as substrates for telomere elongation and ALT 
through a roll-and-spread mechanism.  Although we failed to detect ECTCs in plants 
with elongated telomeres where we had restored KU70, we did find evidence for 
stochastic ALT events in the absence of tert.  Thus, our data support a model in which 
TRD and ALT are mechanistically linked. 
 
TRD as a means to regulate telomere length.  One important observation from our 
study is that the frequency of TRD is proportional the length of telomeres, arguing that 
TRD can function as a form of length regulation.  Although a role for TRD has been 
established in budding yeast (153), here we show that TRD not only shortens grossly 
elongated Arabidopsis telomeres, but also acts on telomeres within the wild type size 
range.  Notably, the extent of telomere shortening in G1 and G2 tert mutants is much 
greater than in G6 tert mutants.  Furthermore, the amount of DNA lost varies 
dramatically between different telomeres within the same cellular population.  These 
two findings indicate that TRD can function stochastically at wild type length telomeres 
in early generation tert mutants.  We found that the frequency of TRD decreases as 
telomere length declines, with a very sharp decrease when telomeres drop below 2 kb 
in length.  Intriguingly, the lower range of telomeres in wild type Arabidopsis is 2 kb.  
Thus, TRD might play a role in determining the minimal telomere length.  
 
Our findings argue that TRD acts in concert with telomerase and the end-replication 
problem as a potent force for controlling telomere length in Arabidopsis.  How could 
TRD regulate telomere length?  A protein counting model similar to one that regulates 
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telomerase activity is attractive, but what protein is counted?  KU is an interesting 
possibility.   KU is associated with telomeres in all organisms studied where it 
contributes to telomere length regulation as well as chromosome end-protection.  It is 
possible that KU serves as a roadblock to branch migration, and that as more KU binds 
to the telomere tract, roadblocks are more frequent.  One prediction of this model is that 
an increase in the amount of KU can prevent TRD.  While this model will require more 
extensive study, we note that over expressing KU70 in ku70 mutant plants results in a 
telomere profile distinct from restoration of the wild type construct (FIG. 13C). 
 
TRD events at telomeres in wild type plants place tremendous pressure on telomerase 
to extend the truncated telomeres.  An unlucky TRD event could result in a telomere 
that falls below the critical length, leading to telomere dysfunction.  Studies in 
mammalian cells reveal that even a single short telomere is sufficient to trigger genomic 
instability (111).  It is possible that telomerase actively inhibits TRD.  Such a model is 
supported by work in Caenorhabditis elegans, where loss of mrt-2 results in an ever-
shorter-telomere phenotype, while loss of telomerase results in sudden telomere 
shortening events (45).  Thus, telomerase appears to be critical either for extending 
telomeres subjected to TRD or for protecting them from TRD in the first place. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE FATE OF CELLS WITH TELOMERE FUSIONS 
 
SUMMARY 
In mice, shortened telomeres eventually lead to cell-cycle arrest via a p53 dependent 
cell-cycle checkpoint pathway.  In Arabidopsis, late generation tert plants eventually 
arrest as miniature, sterile, but metabolically active plants due to the inability of their 
cells to continue proliferating.  Although there is no p53 orthologue in Arabidopsis, 
deletion of the checkpoint kinase ATM in middle-generation tert plants leads to an 
earlier onset of developmental phenotypes.  One explanation for these data is that 
disruption of ATM releases a checkpoint response, allowing cells with dysfunctional 
telomeres to continue proliferating, leading to ongoing breakage-fusion-bridge cycles.   
In this study, we examine the fate of cells with dysfunctional telomeres.  In crosses 
between late-generation tert and wild type plants, telomeres are not fully restored to a 
wild type length.  However, telomere fusions in the tert parent are not propagated to the 
progeny, suggesting that cells with telomere fusions are not able to propagate for 
extended periods of time.  To monitor the fate of cells with dysfunctional telomeres that 
display a DNA damage response, we generated GFP-GUS reporter constructs that are 
driven by the promoters of two genes highly upregulated in response to DNA double-
strand breaks (DSBs).  Initial characterization of these lines is presented, and we 
believe they will be useful tools in studying the fate of cells with telomere fusions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Telomeres are the nucleoprotein structures that protect the ends of eukaryotic 
chromosomes from being recognized as DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs, reviewed in 
(18).  Telomeric DNA is composed of multiple repeats of a specific, short sequence 
referred to as the telomere repeat.  In Arabidopsis, the telomere repeat consists of the 
hepta-nucleotide sequence TTTAGGG (227), repeated between 300 and 1000 times, 
producing a telomere tract of between 2 and 7 kb (239).  In addition to the long ds 
telomeric DNA, a short 3’ overhang is a conserved characteristic of telomeres (reviewed 
in (284).  Telomeric DNA tracts are maintained through the action of telomerase, a 
specialized reverse-transcriptase that catalyzes the reiterative addition of telomeric 
DNA onto the 3’ end of existing telomere tracts (reviewed in (52).   
 
The absence of telomerase in mice causes gradual shortening of telomeres which 
ultimately elicits a cell-cycle checkpoint response, resulting in replicative senescence or 
apoptosis (24).  If cells are forced to continue dividing, telomeres shorten until they 
reach a critical length, below which they are recognized as DSBs and repaired, usually 
through telomere-to-telomere fusions (108).  In both mice and Arabidopsis, loss of 
telomerase is well-tolerated for several generations, until growth begins to be impaired.  
In mice, telomere dysfunction results in cellular apoptosis and senescence, most 
notable in the haematopoietic system and the male germline (147).  These lines are 
eventually unable to continue proliferation due to failure of the male and female 
germline.  This phenotype can be briefly rescued by inactivating the major DNA damage 
response protein p53 (46), allowing telomerase-deficient mice to propagate for two 
additional generations.  However, telomere dysfunction ultimately results in massive 
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genomic instability and an increase in the incidence of cancers.  Loss of p53 completely 
abrogates the G1 checkpoint response to DNA damage, and p53 activation during this 
phase of the cell cycle is partially dependent upon the action of ATM and ATR (1).  Mice 
lacking both ATM and TERT display increased apoptosis, demonstrating that ATM is 
not absolutely necessary for the apoptotic response to dysfunctional telomeres.  These 
results further demonstrate that loss of ATM exacerbates the cellular response to 
dysfunctional telomeres, suggesting that ATM plays a role in protecting critically 
shortened telomeres (221, 292). 
 
In contrast to mice, Arabidopsis mutants lacking telomerase eventually arrest during 
vegetative development, without undergoing apoptosis (230).  In these plants, loss of 
telomeric DNA results in the generation of telomere-to-telomere chromosome fusions 
(108).  The number of fusions increases with successive generations and the increase 
of cytogenetic abnormalities due to telomere fusions correlates well with the loss of 
proliferative potential in both vegetative and reproductive tissue (230).  Plants do not 
contain an obvious homolog of p53, the major protein required for eliciting checkpoint 
responses in mice.  However, they do contain homologs to ATM and ATR (60, 88).  
Interestingly, in contrast to mice where p53 deficiency results in partial relief from 
proliferation controls, deletion of the checkpoint kinase ATM in tert plants leads to a 
sudden onset of severe growth abnormalities in generation five, several generations 
before similar phenotypes are observed in tert plants (277).    This correlates well with 
data demonstrating increased genomic instability in mice deficient for both ATM and 
TERT (221, 292).  Two non-exclusive possibilities for this finding are that the loss of 
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ATM relieves a cell-cycle checkpoint, allowing continuous breakage-fusion-bridge 
cycles to occur, or that loss of ATM somehow protects shortened telomeres from fusion. 
 
In this study, we investigate the fate of Arabidopsis cells that contain a telomere-to-
telomere fusion, specifically determining whether that cell is capable of dividing, and if 
so, whether genome instability is increased in daughter cells.  To this end, we began by 
crossing late generation tert mutants with wild type plants to determine whether cells 
with telomere fusions were capable of progressing through meiosis and generating 
viable progeny.  We found that one generation in the presence of active telomerase is 
not sufficient to restore telomere length.  However, telomere fusions are not propagated 
in large numbers to F1 progeny, though abundant fusions are detected in pollen.  
Finally, we developed a DNA damage reporter system to directly monitor, in planta, the 
fate of cells with telomere fusions.   
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
DNA extraction, fusion PCR, and PETRA.  DNA was extracted from whole plants or 
the indicated tissue using a CTAB based protocol (25).  Fusion PCR and PETRA 
assays were performed as previously described (108). 
 
Generation of PARP-2 and BRCA-1 GFP-GUS reporter constructs.  1.4 kb of the 
BRCA-1 promoter and 1.2 kb of the PARP-2 promoter were PCR amplified using 
Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB) and primers 12attB1BRCA1 (AAA AAG 
CAG GCT CGA GCT TTA GCG CTT TAT ACT G) with 12attB2BRCA1 (AGA AAG CTG 
GGT ATT TCG ATC TTC ACT CAG AG) and 12attB1PARP2(AAA AAG CAG GCT 
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CGG GAC AGG CTG TAA TGT TAG) with 12attB2PARP2 (AGA AAG CTG GGT ATT 
TCG TCT TCT TCT TCA GAA G).  Two-step PCR was performed, with gene specific 
primers to amplify product from 1 µL of total genomic DNA in a 50 µL reaction with ten 
cycles of PCR.  10 µL of this reaction was then amplified with universal adapter primers 
attB1 UA (GGG GAC AAG TTT GTA CAA AAA AGC AGG CT) and attB2UA (GGG 
GAC CAC TTT GTA CAA GAA AGC TGG GT) with 10 cycles at 45°C followed by 20 
cycles at 55°C.  PCR products were then cloned into pDONR201 (Invitrogen) using BP 
Clonase II (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s instructions.  The promoters were 
then Gateway cloned into pBGWFS7, which expresses a GFP-GUS fusion from the 
transformed promoters (126).  Constructs were transformed into GV3101 and then into 
G4 tert mutant plants as previously described (232). 
 
GFP-GUS analysis.  GFP analysis was performed in the lab of Dr. Keerti Rathore in 
the Borlaug Center.  The microscope used was a Zeiss M2BIO Fluorescence 
Combination Zoom Stereo/Compound microscope fitted with GFP filters exciting at 
BP470/40 nm, a dichromatic beam splitter at 495 nm, a barrier filter at LP 500 nm, and 
a band-pass interference filter at 525/50 nm.  The light source is an HBO 100W mercury 
lamp, and photographs were taken with a Zeiss AxioCam color digital camera using 
Zeiss AxioVision 3.0.6 software.  GUS assays were performed in 1 ml total volume 
containing 100 µL 1M Na(PO4) pH 7.0, 50 µL 1 mg/ml X-Gluc, 5 µL Triton X-100, 10 µL 
0.5M EDTA, and 835 µL water .  Tissue was vacuum infiltrated with GUS staining 
solution for 10 min and then incubated for 24 hr at 37°C.  Tissue was de-stained twice 
with 70% EtOH for 12 hr.   
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RESULTS 
Telomerase expression in plants with short telomeres restores genome stability. 
Unpublished data from R. Idol and D. Shippen demonstrated when G5-G7 tert mutants 
are crossed to wild type, telomere length in the F1 progeny is intermediate relative to 
either parent.  The shortest telomeres in the F1 progeny were extended by 
approximately 250 bp, while the longest telomeres lost approximately 500 bp.  F2 
segregants from the F1 progeny were not examined.  Nevertheless, the data are 
consistent with work in Arabidopsis and yeast that demonstrates that not all telomeres 
are acted upon by telomerase, and telomerase preferentially extends the shortest 
telomeres (239, 261).  The Idol study further suggested that even G7 tert mutants were 
able to produce viable gametes for propagation.   
 
 Our first experiment was designed to test whether telomere fusions can be stabilized 
by the presence of telomerase.  Telomerase can stabilize broken chromosomes and 
disrupt the breakage-fusion-bridge cycle through a process termed “chromosome 
healing” (83, 95, 187).  In tissues with high levels of telomerase activity, new telomeres 
can be added to a broken end, resulting in stabilization of the chromosome and blocking 
further end-joining reactions.  We crossed generation 8 (G8) tert plants to wild type 
plants, generating plants heterozygous for TERT in the F1.  The F1 plants were then 
selfed to generate an F2 population containing wild type, heterozygous, and mutant 
plants.   The F1 progeny inherit a population of long telomeres from the wild type parent 
and a population of short telomeres from the G8 tert plant.  Analysis of telomere length 
in the F2 allows us to examine how telomeres behave when both long and short 
telomeres are present in the same cell.    
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The G8 tert plants were very sick, corresponding to a Type II phenotype (230).  The F1 
population of plants containing a single wild type copy of the TERT gene were 
phenotypically indistinguishable from wild type (data not shown), indicating that the 
decreased proliferation phenotype of tert mutants is rescued either by the presence of 
telomerase, or by an increase in the average telomere length.  The latter possibility is 
unlikely, as the shortest telomere, and not average telomere length, is critical for 
viability in mice (111).  Direct testing of this hypothesis will, however, require a cross 
between G8 tert and plants heterozygous for TERT with wild type length telomeres.   
 
We examined telomere length in several of the F1 and F2 plants using PETRA.  PETRA 
is a PCR based assay that utilizes primer extension to extend a tagged primer which 
has been annealed to the 3’-overhang of a functional telomere.  The primer extended 
product is PCR amplified with a primer directed at a unique subtelomere and a primer 
specific for the tagged primer used in the first step.  PCR amplified products are then 
hybridized to a telomeric probe following Southern blotting.  We arbitrarily measured the 
length of the 3L telomere to determine whether the length of this telomere correlated 
with the presence or absence of fusions. 
 
As seen in FIG. 18, lane 1, the 3L telomere in the mutant parent was extremely short, 
measuring approximately 750 bp, very close to the absolute minimal telomere length of 
350 bp (108).  In the F1, this telomere was extended by only 200 nucleotides (FIG. 18 
lanes 3 and 4) to just under 1 kb.  This extent of elongation is similar to that observed 
previously (R. Idol and D. Shippen, unpublished data).  The amount of telomeric DNA 
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FIG. 18.  Single telomere analysis of the F1 and F2 progeny of crosses between G8 tert 
and wild type plants.  
 In the left panel, the crossing scheme for generating tert mutants with long telomeres is 
diagrammed.  Heterozygous F1 progeny have inherited long telomeres from the wild 
type parent, and critically short telomeres from the G8 parent.  The F1 is heterozygous 
for TERT, and this gene can be segregated in the F2, producing wild type plants with 
short telomeres, or tert mutant plants with long and short telomeres.  The right panel is 
PETRA analysis on parents and F1 and F2 progeny performed using a primer directed 
at chromosome 3L.  Molecular weight markers have been adjusted to reflect the size of 
the telomere tract. 
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lost due to the end-replication problem is approximately 200-500 bp/generation (76).  
Interestingly, the gain in telomere length in the F1 is completely lost due to the end-
replication problem in F2 tert plants, as seen in FIG. 18 lane 7.  Thus, the net result of 
this gain and loss is that the 3L telomere in the F2 tert is the same length as in the G8 
tert parent.  Notably, telomeres in wild type F2 progeny were an intermediate length 
between the original parental plants.  This demonstrates that the shorter telomere was 
extended by telomerase while the longer telomere from the wild type parent was 
shortened due to the end-replication problem.  This finding provides further evidence for 
the presence of a mechanism that equalizes telomere length between homologous 
chromosomes (239).   
 
To evaluate the stability of the genome in F1 plants and their F2 progeny, we performed 
telomere fusion PCR (108).  This method takes advantage of the unique subtelomeric 
sequences at Arabidopsis subtelomeres.  PCR primers are directed towards the 
telomere, and PCR is performed with primers from two different subtelomeres.  If the 
two telomeres assayed are covalently joined, PCR products will be generated that 
hybridize to a telomeric probe after Southern blotting.  As seen in FIG. 19, telomere 
fusions are readily detectable in the G8 tert parental plant but no fusions products are 
generated in reactions with DNA from wild-type parents.  Surprisingly, only a very small 
number of fusions were detected in the F1 plants (FIG. 19 lane 4).  It is impossible to 
determine from this experiment whether the fusions present in this F1 plant were 
generated de novo after embryogenesis, or were inherited from the G8 tert parent.  It is 
worth noting that the F1 plant that had fusions was derived from a cross where the G8 
tert was the mother.  In contrast, no fusions were identified from the F1 where the G8 
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FIG. 19.  Telomere fusions in crosses between late generation tert and wild type plants. 
A diagram of the outline of telomere fusion PCR is shown on the left.  Following 
telomere-to-telomere fusion, primers directed towards the telomere will generate a PCR 
product.  Telomere fusion PCR was performed (right panel) using primers directed at 
chromosome 3L and 4R.  PCR products were subjected to agarose electrophoresis 
followed by Southern blotting and hybridization with a telomeric probe.  
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plants served as the father.   In mice, the male germline fails prior to the female, 
possibly due to the increased number of cell divisions required (147).  Thus the female 
gametes of Arabidopsis may have undergone fewer cell divisions with telomere fusions, 
resulting in less genomic instability and allowing for propagation of the telomere fusions 
to the progeny.   
 
Fusion PCR products were not detectable in any wild type F2 progeny.  The simplest 
explanation is that the telomere fusions present in the F1 were not stabilized through 
chromosome healing, and cells containing these fusion products were lost.  
Interestingly, a large number of fusions were detected in two of three F2 tert plants.  
The fusions in the F2 plants likely represent fusions generated de novo in these plants.   
 
To determine whether fusions were present in germline tissue that could be propagated 
to the progeny, we performed fusion PCR on pollen and embryos derived from G7 and 
G8 tert plants.  As seen in FIG. 20 fusions PCR products are evident in pollen, as well 
as in individual embryos from both generations.  The individual embryos represent a 
relatively small population of cells, yet the fusion PCR profile suggests multiple 
independent fusions are present.  While this finding does not rule out the possibility that 
fusions are inherited from parental gametes, it strongly suggests that a large number of 
fusions are derived de novo in the embryo.   
 
Development of reporter constructs to follow the fate of broken chromosomes.  In 
order to specifically determine the fate of cells with telomere-to-telomere fusions, we 
developed a novel reporter assay.  This assay takes advantage of the fact that the 
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FIG. 20.  Telomere fusion PCR in pollen and embryos. 
Fusion PCR was performed on tissues (whole plant, individual embryos, bulk pollen) 
from the indicated generations of tert mutants.  Primers were directed at chromosomes 
3L and 4R.  G7 embryos refers to the progeny of G7 tert plants. 
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resolution of anaphase bridges will result in DSBs in the daughter cell.  It is known that 
ionizing radiation induces DSBs and dramatic changes in the transcription profile to 
upregulate genes required for DSB repair.  Two well-characterized Arabidopsis genes 
that are dramatically upregulated under these conditions are PARP2 and BRCA1 (42, 
141).  Therefore, the DSBs that arise from resolution of anaphase bridges in mitosis are 
likely to result in a transcriptional up-regulation of either PARP-2 or BRCA-1 during the 
G1 phase.  By driving a GFP-GUS fusion construct from these promoters, DSBs should 
be visible at a cellular level. 
 
To follow the fate of cells showing a DNA damage response, the reporter constructs 
were generated by Gateway-cloning approximately 1.2 kb of the putative promoter 
sequence of either PARP-2 or BRCA-1 into a promoter-less vector containing the 
coding sequence for a GFP-GUS fusion protein.  The combination of GFP and GUS 
allows for live cell monitoring as well as sensitive histochemical staining (222).  These 
constructs were transformed into wild type, G4 tert, G2 ku/tert, G2 atr/tert, and Atm+/-
/tert. 
 
To test whether the PARP2 and BRCA1 promoters were effectively inducing expression 
in response to DNA damage, wild type transformants were grown on plates containing 
MMS, which induces post-replicative DSBs (188).  Both constructs properly expressed 
the GFP-GUS fusion in replicating root tips (FIG. 21), and there was some fluorescence 
in leaf tissue.  GUS staining loosely matched GFP expression, although the strongest 
staining in the PARP2 construct was evident in roots, while the BRCA1 construct 
resulted in the most intense staining in the leaf (data not shown).  Thus, it appears that 
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FIG. 21.  Response of GFP-GUS reporter constructs to DNA damage induced by MMS 
treatment. 
GFP fluorescence of two individual root tips and leaf fluorescence is presented.  The 
red signal in leaves is due to auto-fluorescence from chlorophyll, the yellowish signals 
represent GFP fluorescence.     
BRCA1 
PARP2 
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both constructs effectively transcribe the GFP-GUS fusion in response to DNA damage, 
although the promoters may be more efficient in different types of tissue.  Non-treated 
controls did not display fluorescence in root tips, though some fluorescence was still 
observed in leaves (data not shown).   
 
We next examined GFP staining in leaves from G6 tert mutants that were T2 for the 
PARP2 construct.  Unfortunately, both pollen and necrotic tissue auto-fluoresce quite 
strongly, making the initial analysis of these plants difficult to interpret.  In G6 tert plants, 
leaves displayed large areas in which several individual fluorescing cells were seen 
FIG. 22.  However, wild type cells also displayed similar patterns of GFP fluorescence 
FIG. 22.  Thus, at this early stage of telomere dysfunction, it is unclear whether these 
reporter constructs will accurately report the presence of telomere fusions.  As 
phenotypic abnormalities and telomere fusions increase with generational age, analysis 
of subsequent generations of transformants should prove useful in determining whether 
distinct patterns are evident between wild type and tert plants. 
 
DISCUSSION 
Telomere dynamics in plants with restored telomerase activity.  Although this study 
was not designed specifically to examine the changes in telomere length when 
telomerase activity is restored, several interesting points can be noted.  First, in the 
heterozygous F1 background, even very short telomeres are not dramatically extended.  
The 3L telomere in the G8 tert was only 750 bp long, just 400 bp above the absolute 
minimal telomere length of 350 bp (108).  Being so short, this telomere was elongated 
by only 200 bp in the F1 progeny.  In wild type backgrounds, telomerase can extend 
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FIG. 22.  GFP fluorescence of T1 wild type and T2 G6 tert plants. 
Two independent G6 tert leaves are shown.  Several individual cells, usually clustered 
in a small area are observed.  The area of clustering is indicated by a black, dashed 
line.  In wild type leaves, a similar situation is observed, though generally less 
fluorescent cells are present. 
T2 G6 tert T1 Wt 
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telomeres by 1 kb or more (Chapter III).  This very low rate of extension suggests that in 
the heterozygous F1 background, telomerase may be haploinsufficient, or may be 
incapable of long extensions when so many telomeres are critically short.  Telomerase 
is haploinsufficient in mammals, though short telomeres can be maintained (69).  This 
haploinsufficiency is evident when either TERT  or TER are heterozygous (180).    
 
The other interesting point is that the longer telomere derived from the wild type parent 
shortens quite dramatically.  In wild type F2 plants, chromosome 3L is composed of a 
single broad smear, between the lengths of the two parental telomeres, suggesting the 
cell has a mechanism to bring the telomeres of homologous chromosomes to 
approximately the same length.  While it is possible that a single telomeric smear arose 
from simple segregation of the parental telomeres, a single signal was observed for two 
different arms in three different plants.  The probability of six telomeres segregating in 
this manner is quite low (1 in 64).  While unique subtelomeric sequences allow us to 
distinguish specific chromosomes from one another, further direct analysis of this 
mechanism will require generation of ecotype specific subtelomeric markers to 
distinguish homologous chromosomes from different parents.   
 
Unpublished data from R. Idol and D. Shippen similarly demonstrate that bulk telomeres 
in F1 progeny reach a length intermediate between the two parental telomeres.  
However, those F1 plants were not propagated to the F2 generation.  It will be 
interesting to examine the changes in telomere length in crosses from different 
generation tert plants to wild type or TERT +/-.  One question that remains to be 
addressed is whether the average telomere length or the shortest telomere is critical for 
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cell proliferation in Arabidopsis as it is in mice (111).  Testing this will require a cross 
between tert and TERT+/- plants to generate tert plant with an average telomere length 
much higher than the tert parent.   
 
While late generation tert mutants contain a large number of telomere-to-telomere 
fusions, the evidence presented here suggests that these fusions are not propagated 
through the germline.  Restoration of TERT by crossing G8 tert plants with wild type 
plants results in F1 progeny with a very low abundance of telomere fusions.  If telomeric 
fusions were propagated through meiosis, the dicentric chromosomes produced would 
give rise to DSBs due to BFB cycles.  Broken maize chromosomes undergo 
chromosome healing in embryos, likely due to an increased activity of telomerase in 
embryonic tissue (246). We would therefore expect that chromosome healing would 
occur in F1 telomerase positive embryos, trapping the telomere fusions in the genome.  
The nearly complete absence of telomere fusions demonstrates that chromosome 
healing did not occur.  Many more F1 progeny will need to be examined to determine if 
chromosome healing can occur at a low frequency.   
 
Evidence for the absence of a breakage-fusion-bridge cycle in Arabidopsis tert 
plants.  The absence of telomere fusions in the F1 progeny of G8 tert and wild type 
plants prompted us to re-examine the data describing telomere fusions in Arabidopsis 
(230, 246).  Ongoing breakage-fusion-bridge cycles should result in at least some 
telomere fusions propagating through meiosis, which should be recovered by fusion 
PCR in F1 plants that have telomerase activity.  The absence of an abundance of fusion 
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PCR products suggested that perhaps breakage-fusion-bridge cycles do not commonly 
occur in tert plants. 
 
The proportion of cells in anaphase and metaphase is essentially the same in wild type 
and late generation tert plants (230), despite the large number of chromosome fusions 
present in mutant plants.  Furthermore, anaphase bridges are readily detectable 
beginning in G6, and the number of bridges and their frequency increases each 
generation (230).  These data indicate that telomere-to-telomere fusions are efficiently 
propagated through at least one mitosis.  Cells that progress through mitosis with a 
single anaphase bridge result in daughter cells that each obtain a single DSB.  In yeast, 
a single un-repaired DSB, even in a non-essential plasmid, usually results in cell cycle 
arrest, both in G1 and S/G2 (15).  Though similar experiments have yet to be carried 
out in plants, the conservation of checkpoint machinery suggests a similar outcome in 
plants with un-repaired breaks (238, 278).  The meristematic tissue of heavily irradiated 
plants does in fact result in a G1 arrest, though the exact cause of this arrest is unclear 
(109). 
 
If the single DSBs generated following mitosis were repaired and initiated breakage-
fusion-bridge cycles, the predicted outcome might likely be similar to that detailed in 
FIG. 23.  First, the newly broken end would likely not contain telomeric DNA if there is 
an equal probability of breakage anywhere on the chromosome arm.  If this DSB fuses 
with another chromosome, it would have to be a telomere, as there are no other DNA 
ends present in the cell.  This fusion would then be replicated during S phase, 
producing two dicentric chromosomes.  These two dicentrics could then be pulled to 
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FIG. 23.  The fate of a telomere fusion following repair in G1. 
An anaphase bridge is generated following formation of a dicentric chromosome.  
Chromosomes are represented as colored rectangles, centromeres as blue circles, 
telomeres as green wavy rectangles, and the fusion junction is represented as a red 
wavy rectangle.  The white arrows indicate direction of centromere movement and the 
red lightning bolt represents the location of the DNA break.  Black arrows indicate 
progression through the cell cycle.  If a single broken end is present during G1, repair 
will require fusion of the broken end to a telomere.  The dicentric chromosome will then 
be replicated during S phase, and in 50% of cases, the dicentric sister chromatids will 
be pulled to opposite pulls.  Breakage will occur randomly during mitosis, but each 
daughter cell will inherit two broken chromosomes.  These ends can join to one another, 
resulting in a dicentric chromosome that will continue through the cell cycle.  This model 
predicts a prevalence of two anaphase bridges being formed during mitosis, and an 
increase in non-telomeric DNA in the fusion junction. 
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separate poles during anaphase, producing an anaphase figure with two bridges before 
breaking in random positions.  
 
The daughter cells of this cell containing two dicentric chromosomes could then easily 
repair, as there are two broken ends present in the cell.  The fusion site in this case 
would be predominantly between internal DNA, devoid of telomeric or subtelomeric 
sequences.  Following replication, these daughter cells would once again have two 
dicentric chromosomes producing two anaphase bridges. 
 
An alternative possibility is detailed in FIG. 24.  In this case, the single DSB produced 
following formation of an anaphase bridge would not elicit a checkpoint response, and 
would instead proceed through S phase, likely resulting in fusions of the sister 
chromatids.  Such a breakage-fusion-bridge cycle would produce only a single 
anaphase bridge.   
 
Following telomere-to-telomere fusion, an average of only 250 bp of telomeric DNA 
remains present in the fusion junction (108).  Therefore, the likely location of the DSB is 
in internal regions of the fused chromosome.  However, this assumes that the fusion 
junction and telomeric DNA in general is no more prone to breakage than the rest of the 
chromosome.   Based on these models and this assumption, a critical outcome of the 
breakage-fusion-bridge cycle would be incorporation of non-telomere associated DNA 
in the fusion junction.  
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FIG. 24.  The fate of a telomere fusion following repair in S. 
 If a single broken end is present in G1, and is not repaired, but allowed to proceed 
through the cell cycle, fusion will likely occur between the broken end and its sister 
chromatid.  This dicentric chromosome will then be pulled to opposite poles, resulting in 
chromosome breakage, and a repeat of this cycle.  This model predicts a prevalence of 
single bridges in anaphase figures, and an increase in non-telomeric DNA at the 
junction. 
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Analysis of anaphase bridges in late generation tert mutants provides the following 
data.  First, the proportion of cells with a single anaphase bridge is always greater than 
the number of cells with two bridges (230), suggesting that the breakage of a single 
anaphase bridge does not result in chromosome fusion during G1.  Second, in FISH 
analysis of late generation tert mutants, the number of fusions containing telomeres 
derived from chromosome ends with rDNA clusters was significantly higher than 
expected.  This demonstrates that the type of DNA commonly found at fusion junctions 
is subtelomeric, and not internal as would be expected from continual breakage-fusion-
bridge cycles (246).  Thus, the current data argue against a continued breakage-fusion-
bridge cycle in tert mutants.   
 
The G1 checkpoint limits breakage-fusion-bridge cycles.  We suggest that 
breakage-fusion-bridge cycles are not an outcome of single telomere-to-telomere fusion 
events.  In cases where two dicentric chromosomes are generated, breakage-fusion-
bridge cycles should be able to proceed due to the presence of two DSBs in the G1 cell.  
However, in the presence of a single DSB, such as those following resolution of a single 
anaphase bridge, a G1 checkpoint should arrest the cell, as there are no other broken 
ends to fuse with (15). 
 
A likely candidate for regulation of the G1 checkpoint is the DNA damage response 
kinase ATM.  ATM plays roles in many different checkpoint responses, including the G1 
response to DSBs (131).  Plants doubly deficient for Atm and TERT display no 
synergistic defect for four generations (277).  However, G5 double mutants display a 
rapid onset of telomere fusions and developmental abnormalities resulting in a terminal 
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phenotype in this generation.  This finding is in stark contrast to tert mutants which 
develop progressively worse phenotypes and genomic instability over several 
generations (277).  One possible explanation is that in the absence of ATM, breakage-
fusion-bridge cycles occur unimpeded, resulting in an early onset of extreme aneuploidy 
and cessation of cell proliferation due to the loss of essential genetic information.   
 
As described above, one predicted outcome of continued breakage-fusion-bridge cycles 
is the presence of non-telomeric DNA in the fusion junction.  Indeed, fluorescent in situ 
hybridization with subtelomeric and telomeric DNA probes in tert and atm/tert mutants 
indicate that atm/tert mutants have a higher proportion of non-telomeric DNA in the 
fusion junctions (J. Siroky, L. Vespa, B. Vyskot, and D. Shippen, unpublished data).  
 
An alternate way to examine this proposed checkpoint response is to follow the fate of 
cells with telomere-to-telomere fusions.  We designed constructs that express a GFP-
GUS fusion protein in response to the presence of DSBs.  Our preliminary data indicate 
that the pattern of expression is indistinguishable between wild type and G6 tert plants.  
DSBs are expected to occur at some level naturally so it is not entirely surprising that 
wild type plants also express the reporter.  Examination of later generation tert plants 
will determine whether these reporter constructs will prove useful in following the fate of 
cells with telomere fusions.  Additional strategies to identify telomere fusions should 
also be examined, as these constructs may not prove effective in following fusions, and 
transcriptional activation of BRCA1 and PARP2 is likely to be dependent upon the 
checkpoint activity of ATM.   
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If cells with telomere-to-telomere fusions can be identified in planta, a large number of 
experiments can be performed.  Telomere length in the sector with fusions can be 
compared to sectors without fusions to determine which telomeres are the shortest and 
whether there are large changes in telomere length in the cells with fusions.  Telomere 
fusion PCR can be performed to determine which telomeres were joined.  By comparing 
these data with results from PETRA, we can determine whether the shortest telomere in 
a cell fuses to the next shortest telomere or if there other types of fusion events.  A 
system of this sort would not only provide a powerful tool in understanding the fate of 
cells with dysfunctional telomeres at the cellular level, but would also provide insight 
into the fate of cells with genome instability within the developmental context of an 
entire organism. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
TELOMERE BIOLOGY IN ARABIDOPSIS 
Telomere biology has become a major area of interest over the past two decades.  The 
discovery that telomerase is inactive in most somatic tissues but is expressed in >95% 
of all human tumors makes it an attractive target for cancer therapy (243).  The role of 
telomeres as “molecular clocks” was advanced following the discovery that telomerase 
expression could immortalize human cells (24).  Thus, telomerase may hold the key to 
an immortal, cancer-free life.  To understand telomere biology means understanding the 
complex protein-nucleic acid interactions that prevent recognition of the natural 
chromosome end as a double-strand break. 
 
While it is unlikely that Arabidopsis holds either the key to curing cancer or the map to 
the fountain of youth, studying telomere structure, function, and synthesis in this 
organism is providing unique tools and insights.  Several experiments that are difficult or 
impossible to perform in humans can be done with relative ease in Arabidopsis.   
 
The small sequenced genome, ease of genetic transformation, and relatively short 
generational time has made Arabidopsis the model plant system.  Vast germplasm 
libraries containing everything from point mutants to T-DNA insertion lines make the 
identification and characterization of mutants in novel genes a straightforward process.  
In addition to its general usefulness as a model organism, Arabidopsis has several key 
traits that make it especially suitable for the analysis of telomere biology.  Foremost is 
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the extremely high tolerance this plant has to DNA damage and genome instability.  
Whether this feature is dependent upon the developmental organization of plants or an 
evolutionary adaptation to genotoxic insult, or both, is unclear.  What is clear is that this 
trait allows us to study the effects of gene deletions that are lethal in mammals.  One of 
the prime examples is the checkpoint kinase ATR, which is absolutely essential in 
mammals, but completely dispensable for survival in Arabidopsis (277). 
 
Another unique aspect of Arabidopsis that has made it amenable to the study of 
telomere length dynamics is the small size of its terminal telomere tract relative to 
mammals.  At only 2-5 kb in the most useful ecotypes (239), relatively minor changes to 
telomere length can be easily measured with standard Southern blotting techniques.  
Further facilitating the measurement of telomere length are the unique subtelomeric 
sequences located on at least seven of ten chromosome arms.  Directing PCR primers 
and hybridization probes to these sequences has allowed us to measure the dynamics 
of individual telomere tracts without modifying the normal subtelomeric structure.  The 
discovery that changes in subtelomeric DNA methylation dramatically effect telomere 
length makes the study of completely unmodified chromosome ends even more 
important (90).    
 
ALTERNATIVE LENGTHENING OF TELOMERES IN ARABIDOPSIS 
In every organism studied to date, disruption of telomerase activity leads to gradual 
telomere loss followed by a period of crisis and cell death.  While most cells cease to 
proliferate, a small population is able to overcome telomerase deficiency and continue 
proliferation.  Most organisms find some way to re-extend their shortened telomeres.  
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Budding yeast (166, 203), fission yeast (201), humans (31) and mice (102) are all able 
to activate some form of recombination, the end result of which is the extension of 
telomeric DNA.   
 
Non-recombinational mechanisms have also been identified in several organisms.  
Dipteran insects evolved a transposon-based mechanism of telomere elongation, likely 
due to a deleterious mutation in the normal telomere machinery (210).  S. pombe is able 
to circularize its three chromosomes in response to telomere dysfunction, removing the 
end-replication problem all together (201).  Circular chromosomes have their own 
limitations, however, and S. pombe survivors are severely deficient in sexual 
reproduction.   The choice of chromosome circularization may be at least partly 
influenced by the total number of telomere ends present in a cell.  With only six 
telomeres, the probability that a chromosome end will randomly fuse to the end on the 
opposite side of its chromosome is high.   
 
In order to determine whether Arabidopsis could also activate mechanisms to maintain 
telomeres in the absence of telomerase, we generated a cell suspension culture from 
late generation tert mutants (Chapter II).  As expected, we were able to identify 
phenotypic changes in the cell culture consistent with crisis, and cells that were able to 
continue proliferating were identified.  Unexpectedly, such cells did not appear to use 
recombination to maintain telomeric DNA.  Telomere length analysis demonstrated that 
there were no telomeres longer than the size of interstitial repeats of approximately 400-
500 bp.  Using the unique subtelomeric sequences of Arabidopsis, we examined the 
structure of several individual chromosome arms.  The subtelomeric sequences were 
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recalcitrant to BAL31 exonuclease digestion, demonstrating that they were no longer 
located on the physical end of the chromosome.  This data suggested that telomere 
dysfunction had resulted in telomere-to-telomere fusions.  This was corroborated by the 
fact that the restriction profile of subtelomeric sequences remained unchanged for 
several years in culture.   
 
In contrast to the stability of the subtelomeric sequences, cytogenetic analysis of these 
cells showed that the genome was highly unstable.  Cells examined during the crisis 
period showed unprecedented levels of anaphase bridges and gross aneuploidy.  When 
individual cells were examined for three independent cytogenetic parameters, there was 
essentially no correlation between different cells, further demonstrating the severe 
genomic instability produced by crisis.  In contrast, cells that had survived this period 
were relatively homogenous for the three cytogenetic parameters.  Despite this fact, 
nearly half of the cells examined had anaphase bridges.  This finding demonstrated that 
how ever these cells were proliferating, they had not found a way to completely stabilize 
their genome. 
 
While the exact mechanism these cells employed to overcome the end-replication 
problem is not clear, several likely conclusions can be drawn.  First, and similar to 
human cells that lack telomerase, these survivors had probably lost several critical 
checkpoint proteins, possibly including ATM and/or ATR.  It would be interesting to 
examine the expression profile and post-translational modifications of these two 
kinases.  Second, these cells are unlikely to contain functional telomeres as they lack 
sufficient lengths of telomeric DNA.  While transposon activation similar to that 
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observed in Drosophila is a distinct possibility, examination of chromosomal DNA 
content did not demonstrate a significant increase in any single locus, which would be 
consistent with a transposon-based mechanism.   
 
Perhaps the most likely explanation is that these cells formed circular chromosomes.  A 
diploid Arabidopsis genome provides twenty distinct chromosomes ends, a much larger 
number than the six in S. pombe.  However, in the absence of telomerase, telomeres 
are expected to become dysfunctional over time, and not all together.  This could result 
in only a few chromosome ends being capable of fusion at any given point.  If these 
ends were located on the same chromosome, it could facilitate formation of circular 
chromosomes.   Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis examination of rare-cutting restriction 
profiles could answer whether this was in fact the mechanism of survival in these cells.   
 
A CONSERVED LINK BETWEEN TELOMERE RAPID DELETION AND ALT 
The absence of recombinational telomere elongation in late generation tert cells 
prompted us to examine whether recombinational shortening, also termed telomere 
rapid deletion (TRD), occurred in Arabidopsis.  Much of the early work by Arthur Lustig 
and coworkers in yeast demonstrated that TRD was a recombinational process where 
only the most terminal telomeric DNA was lost (32, 153, 169, 219).  Work in humans in 
2004 (38, 280), and in K. lactis in 2005 demonstrated that TRD (120) is in fact a 
conserved mechanism.  Recombinational deletion of telomeric DNA in these organisms 
produced as a by-product an extra-chromosomal telomeric circle (ECTC).  In all cases, 
TRD occurred at elongated telomeres. 
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To determine whether TRD could operate in Arabidopsis, we took advantage of the 
elongated telomeres in ku70 plants (Chapter III).  Loss of KU70 leads to rapid, 
telomerase-dependent telomere elongation.  Interestingly, we found that telomere 
elongation in these mutants appears to occur in two steps.  In G1 ku70 plants, 
telomeres become approximately twice as long as wild type plants, an extension of 4-5 
kb.  However, in G2, the longest telomeres were extended by as much as 15 kb.  This 
extension did not continue however.  The longest telomeres in G2 ku70 were 
approximately as long as those in the G3 plants, and no further extension was apparent 
for four more generations.  Thus, telomeres in ku70 mutants reach homeostasis, albeit 
at a much longer length than wild type telomeres. 
 
At least three distinct but not mutually exclusive mechanisms can be hypothesized for 
the new telomere length homeostasis.  First, telomerase is regulated by ds telomere 
binding proteins in other organisms.  Though homologous proteins have yet to be 
definitively identified in Arabidopsis, our lab has identified several strong candidates 
(125).   In this model, the elongated telomere tracts in ku70 plants would recruit more of 
the ds telomere binding proteins, and the combined negative regulatory effect of these 
proteins would overcome the loss of regulation by ku70.  This would result in 
telomerase not acting upon the longest telomeres.  If this were the only mechanism 
controlling telomere length, however, we might expect that most telomeres would reach 
homeostasis at a long length, but the distribution of lengths would likely be relatively 
small.  Overactive telomerase would extend all telomeres until they reached a length 
capable of recruiting enough ds telomere binding proteins to halt the action of 
telomerase. 
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A second mechanism could be an increase in the amount of telomeric DNA lost due to 
the end-replication problem.  KU is known to play a role in regulating origin firing (58), 
and one explanation for elongated 3’-overhangs in ku70/tert plants is that KU is involved 
in the proper positioning of RNA primers.  KU is associated with DNA Polymerase α, 
which is responsible for production of the RNA primers used during DNA replication 
(181).  Therefore, it is not inconceivable that the rate of nucleotide loss due to the end-
replication problem in ku70 plants may be higher than that observed in wild type.  
However, for this difference to contribute to telomere length regulation, it would need to 
affect long telomeres more severely.  There is no evidence to date for any length 
dependence in the rate of nucleotide loss due to the end-replication problem.  
Alternatively, an increased rate of telomere shortening could result from increased 
sensitivity to exonuclease digestion at long telomeres.  Again, there is no evidence for a 
length-dependent recruitment of exonucleases.  In the absence of telomerase, either of 
these mechanisms should produce heterogeneous smears for individual chromosome 
arms. 
 
The final possible mechanism is TRD.  TRD has been previously shown to be length 
dependent in budding yeast (153) and functions primarily at deregulated telomeres in 
humans that are elongated relative to wild type cells (38, 280).  In the absence of 
telomerase, TRD should be evident as dramatic telomere shortening events producing 
discrete products. 
 
We hypothesized that restoration of KU70 would restore proper telomerase regulation, 
allowing us to examine telomere dynamics as the elongated telomeres returned to a 
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wild type length.  We therefore transformed G4 ku70 plants with a construct 
overexpressing the cDNA of KU70 or a construct containing KU70 along with 1.5 kb of 
putative promoter sequence.   
 
Restoration of KU70 through either means resulted in a dramatic shortening of telomere 
length, demonstrating that homeostasis was achieved not solely through telomerase 
inhibition at elongated telomeres, but also through a mechanism that increased the rate 
of telomere loss.  The telomere profile in plants where KU70 was restored is consistent 
with TRD, as telomeres appeared as discrete products and not heterogeneous smears 
in TRF analysis.   We further demonstrated that TRD is not dependent upon a functional 
KU70 gene, and can instead be observed by disrupting telomerase function.  These 
findings demonstrate that TRD functions at elongated telomeres in Arabidopsis. 
 
TRD in other organisms produces a shortened telomere as well as an extra-
chromosomal telomeric circle (ECTC).  We used 2-dimensional gel electrophoresis to 
assay for the presence of circular molecules in plants undergoing TRD.  We were 
unable to detect ECTCs using this conventional assay.  In K. lactis, ECTCs can serve 
as substrates for rolling-circle amplification (203), resulting in telomerase-independent 
telomere elongation.  While we could not detect ECTCs by 2D-gel analysis, we 
hypothesized that if they were present they could serve as rolling circle substrates for 
telomere elongation.  This elongation would be evident in a tert background.  Therefore, 
we assayed several ku70/tert plants with elongated telomeres, and found in one line a 
large number of plants displaying telomeres that were elongated relative to their parent, 
indicating the presence of an ALT like mechanism in these plants. 
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It is somewhat surprising that ALT was discovered in this background, where telomeres, 
though long, are fully functional in capping.  In other organisms, ALT is preceded first by 
telomere dysfunction due to loss of telomerase (30) or by severely disrupting 
chromosome capping (120, 280).  Phenotypically, ku70/tert mutants are 
indistinguishable from wild type in early generations, suggesting that there is no severe 
defect in capping, and telomeres in the background we assayed were still extremely 
long relative to wild type.  This suggests that perhaps KU inhibits inter-chromosomal 
telomere recombination in Arabidopsis.  This is a known function of KU in both yeast 
and humans (36, 219).  Another possibility is that a low number of ECTCs formed 
during TRD can initiate telomere elongation in Arabidopsis, similar to the situation 
observed in K. lactis (120, 203).  Whether ECTCs function to promote ALT in humans is 
unclear, but they are present in cells utilizing this mechanism to maintain telomeres (38, 
280).  Thus, TRD events may in fact be a pre-requisite for ALT, forming a telomeric 
circle that can elongate shortened telomeres.   
 
The use of G8 tert mutants in the initial selection for telomerase-independent cell 
survivors may have severely biased our findings away from recombinational 
mechanisms of telomere elongation.  The extremely short telomeres present in these 
cells are unlikely substrates for ALT.  In yeast, breakage-induced replication (BIR) 
mechanisms of telomere elongation happen very early in response to telomere 
dysfunction (261).  However, at these early stages, the amount of DNA gained through 
these mechanisms is not enough to counteract the loss due to the end-replication 
problem.  Michael McEachern has proposed that formation of a telomeric circle, and 
subsequent elongation of a single telomere, is necessary to provide the long templates 
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needed for survival through these BIR mechanisms (268).  It may be possible then that 
rare elongation events due to BIR did in fact occur during early proliferation of the G8 
tert cells, but the lack of TRD at this shortened stage precluded the formation of the 
single elongated telomere necessary for survival.   
 
These data, combined with the data from other organisms, strongly suggest that 
recombination at telomeres is a conserved process.  Formation of an ECTC in a cellular 
context proficient for telomere elongation with the ECTC as a rolling-circle substrate 
may be the critical event necessary for survival in the absence of telomerase.  Once a 
single elongated telomere is generated, this telomere can serve as a BIR substrate for 
other chromosome ends.  Alternatively, this newly elongated telomere may undergo 
TRD, producing another ECTC that can serve as a rolling-circle substrate for other 
telomeres.  Analysis of individual chromosome ends from different organisms strongly 
supports a model in which stochastic TRD, ALT, and BIR events contribute to maintain 
telomeres within a very broad length range (68, 120, 262, 280). 
 
In yeast, deletion of RAD52 results in almost complete loss of survivor formation (44, 
166, 262) as well as dramatically curtailing of TRD (153).  Rad52p is a ss DNA binding 
protein that appears to facilitate the loading of Rad51p (254), which then promotes 
strand exchange (255), the first step of homologous recombination.  In humans, the 
Holliday junction resolvase XRCC3 and the MRE11/RAD50/NBS1 complex have been 
implicated in both ALT and TRD (122, 280).  The Arabidopsis genome does not contain 
a sequence-conserved homologue of RAD52 although homologues of XRCC3, RAD51, 
and MRE11 are easily identified.  Surprisingly, deletion of any of these three proteins in 
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Arabidopsis does not appear to negatively affect TRD.  The well-conserved nature of 
TRD and ALT in other organisms suggests that the deleted proteins may play a role in 
TRD, but are functionally redundant, either with other RAD51 homologues or other non-
related proteins.  Several candidates are discussed in more detail below.   
 
TRD AS A MEANS OF TELOMERE LENGTH REGULATION 
In S. cerevisiae, TRD appears to be a mechanism of preventing telomeres from being 
dramatically elongated.  While short telomeres must be maintained in order for cells to 
continue proliferating, the evolutionary advantage of limiting telomere elongation is not 
understood.  The most striking case is Type I survivors in yeast, where recombination 
results in up to 4% of the genome being comprised of telomeric and subtelomeric DNA 
(166).  The increase in the length of the cell cycle due to having to replicate through so 
much more additional DNA likely accounts for the loss of this survivor type when 
assayed in competition experiments with Type II survivors, which do not amplify their 
telomeric DNA so dramatically (263).  While this selective disadvantage is not likely to 
affect multi-cellular organisms so dramatically, replication through telomeres may 
generally be difficult, as S. pombe requires Taz1 for efficient semi-conservative 
replication through telomeres (190).   
 
Limiting telomere length may also be important if there is a limited pool of ds telomere 
binding proteins.  Extremely long telomeric DNA may bind all available ds telomere 
binding proteins.  If length regulation is dependent not only upon the number of ds 
telomere binding proteins associated with a telomere, but also on the relative 
distribution of the telomere binding proteins, a point could be reached where telomeres 
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become so long that there are not enough proteins available to negatively regulate 
telomeres.  In humans, TRF1 binds to approximately 20% of the telomeric repeats, 
regardless of the length of the telomere, suggesting if there is a length beyond which 
the pool of ds telomere binding proteins is limiting, it has not been reached (250). 
 
Finally, limiting telomere length may be important for inhibiting TRD, and thereby 
inhibiting ALT.  Elongated telomeres appear to be more susceptible to TRD, indicating 
that this mechanism has some length dependence.  Longer telomeres would be more 
susceptible to TRD, producing more ECTCs, and possible leading to loss of telomere 
length control due to an increase in ALT.   
 
Surprisingly, we demonstrated that TRD happens in Arabidopsis with a frequency of 
almost 30% in telomeres near the low end of the wild type range (2-3 kb).  Furthermore, 
the frequency of TRD dropped to below 5% when telomeres fell below the minimal wild 
type length of 2 kb.  This finding suggests that TRD serves to regulate telomere length 
not only in dramatically elongated telomeres, but also at telomeres within the wild type 
range.  The sharp cut-off at 2 kb further suggests that TRD may serve to define the 
minimal wild type length.  Two examples were noted where TRD resulted in telomeres 
that were under 1.2 kb, a limit below which telomeres become increasingly 
dysfunctional (108).  This places tremendous pressure on telomerase to extend these 
shortened telomeres, or face telomere-to-telomere fusions. 
 
This length dependence of TRD accounts for the apparent decrease in the amount of 
telomeric DNA lost due to the end-replication problem in later generation tert mutants 
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(230).  In this study, the end-replication problem is estimated to result in the loss of only 
150 bp of telomeric DNA per sexual generation, a number similar to that observed in 
late generation tert plants. 
 
Interestingly, TRD was not observed in plants with active telomerase.  Three models 
can be envisioned for this finding.  First, as we know telomerase preferentially extends 
the shortest telomeres in a population, TRD may simply provide a good substrate for 
telomerase due to its length.  Second, telomerase may actively prevent TRD, even 
when it is not extending a given telomere.  The continued debate on whether ALT and 
telomerase activity can co-exist in the same cell (79, 214), along with a growing body of 
work demonstrating additional roles for telomerase (77, 236), suggest this may be a 
possible explanation.  Finally, TRD may produce a substrate that is preferentially 
recognized by telomerase, not because of its length, but due in part to the end-structure 
formed by TRD.  Work in C. elegans has demonstrated that deletion of the checkpoint 
protein MRT-2 results in an inability to elongate telomeres by telomerase (3).  However, 
mutations in the catalytic subunit TRT-1 result in not only telomere loss due to the end-
replication problem, but also in shortened telomeres consistent with products of TRD 
(45).  This finding suggests that even in the absence of its ability to extend telomeres, 
TRT-1 is somehow capable of either preventing TRD from occurring or can extend the 
shortened products of TRD.   
 
THE FATE OF CELLS WITH TELOMERE FUSIONS 
In the absence of telomerase, telomeres continue to shorten until they become 
dysfunctional and are recruited into fusions with other telomeres.  In Arabidopsis, the 
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primary pathway for the formation of fusions is through the non-homologous end-joining 
mechanism (108).  Late generation tert mutants display an abundance of fusions, with 
as many as 50% of all anaphases having one or more cytologically visible bridges 
(230). 
   
To examine the fate of cells with telomere fusions, we crossed G8 tert plants displaying 
abundant fusions to wild type plants, restoring telomerase activity (Chapter IV).  The 
telomeric fusions present in the tert parents are not propagated to the F1 progeny.  If 
the fusions were propagated, the breakage-fusion-bridge process would likely be 
arrested due to chromosome healing in the embryo.  We further demonstrated that 
there are abundant fusions in the pollen of late generation tert mutants, ruling out the 
possibility that all gametes are selected to be free of telomere fusions.  This is in 
contrast to mice, where dramatic apoptosis results in loss of dysfunctional germinal 
tissue (147).  Furthermore, the distinct fusion PCR profile observed in sibling embryos 
from late generation tert mutants suggests that fusions arise predominantly de novo, 
and are not transmitted through the germline. 
 
Interestingly, restoration of telomerase for a single generation is not sufficient to 
elongate all telomeres more than several hundred bp.  In one instance, the elongated 
telomeric DNA in the F1 was completely lost due to the end-replication problem in the 
F2 tert plants.  This may suggest that TERT is haplo-insufficient or that in this cross, 
where half of the telomeres are critically short, telomerase is simply incapable of 
extending all the short telomeres by appreciable amounts.  Another interesting 
observation is apparent coordinate regulation of telomeres on homologous 
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chromosomes.  While two homologous telomeres of different lengths are present in the 
F1, only a single telomeric signal is present in the F2 plants, and the length is 
intermediate between the two parents.  This had previously been observed in 
Arabidopsis, as subtelomeric analysis of wild type plants generally produces a single 
hybridizing band (239).  While the mechanism regulating this process is unknown, tert 
plants generally have several hybridizing signals for individual chromosome arms, 
suggesting that telomerase may be required for this process.   
 
There is strong evidence for the lack of continuous breakage-fusion-bridge cycles in 
Arabidopsis with telomere fusions.  The strongest evidence for this is the prevalence of 
telomeric and subtelomeric DNA present in the fusion junctions of anaphase bridges 
(246).  ATM is a likely candidate for a checkpoint protein that limits cell proliferation in 
the presence of un-repaired DSBs, due to the rapid onset of developmental 
abnormalities and chromosome fusions in the G5 atm/tert background (277). 
 
In order to examine this putative checkpoint response, we constructed two reporter 
constructs to visualize cells with telomere fusions.  These constructs are based on the 
hypothesis that DNA breaks produced after dicentric chromosomes are pulled to 
opposite poles will elicit a DNA damage response.  Ionizing radiation, which produces 
large numbers of DSBs, results in the transcriptional upregulation of PARP2 and 
BRCA1 mRNA (42).  The constructs consist of either the BRCA1 or PARP2 promoter 
driving expression of a GFP-GUS fusion construct.   
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Wild type plants containing these constructs produce the reporter protein in response to 
treatment with MMS, which induces DSBs following DNA replication.  As expected, the 
highly proliferative cells in the root tip displayed GFP fluorescence and showed intense 
GUS staining.  The PARP2 promoter showed the strongest GUS signal in root tips, 
while BRCA1 had the strongest staining in leaf tissue.  This suggests that the two 
constructs may be more suited to different studies, depending on which tissue is to be 
examined. 
 
Only G6 tert mutants containing these constructs have been examined to date.  In these 
plants, which display minor developmental abnormalities and show a low incidence of 
telomere fusion, small clusters of individual fluorescing cells were observed.  The 
pattern of fluorescence was not consistent with a BFB cycle producing large sectors of 
cells.  Instead the pattern was more consistent with several independent cells in a small 
region of the leaf undergoing telomere fusions independently.  However, a similar 
pattern was observed in wild type leaf tissue, though generally fewer cells were found to 
be fluorescing.  Examination of the G7 tert progeny, which will have a much higher 
frequency of telomere fusions, will determine whether these constructs will be useful for 
following the fate of cells with telomere fusions. 
 
FUTURE EXPERIMENTS 
The results presented here suggest several obvious experiments.  If ALT does indeed 
require formation of a telomeric circle by TRD, generation of a tert suspension culture 
from earlier generation mutants (G2 or G3) may allow for ALT to occur.  A more useful 
approach may be the generation of ku70/tert plants, where tert is segregated following 
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telomere elongation in the absence of ku70 (similar to those derived in FIG. 14A, but 
with only a single generation of ku70 deficiency, to keep telomeres from becoming too 
elongated).  If ALT is able to effectively compensate for the loss of telomerase in these 
plants, it would be the first case of ALT functioning at the organism level.  Such plants 
would be useful for ascertaining the evolutionary advantage conferred by telomerase 
over recombination. 
 
Such a line would also be extremely useful in determining which genes are required for 
ALT and TRD in Arabidopsis.  EMS mutagenesis or T-DNA integration could be used to 
randomly mutagenize these ALT plants, and then screen for those that are no longer 
able to maintain telomeres.  While laborious, this may be the only way of identifying 
these genes.  ALT should result in a heterogeneous smear of telomeric DNA when 
visualized by Southern blotting.  Loss of this mechanism should result in the re-
appearance of distinct telomere bands.   
 
Without undertaking a large screen of this sort, we are left with a candidate gene 
approach.  The sterility phenotypes of xrcc3 and rad51 indicate they are essential for 
meiotic progression.  Based on the known function of these two proteins, as well as the 
sterility phenotype associated with the T-DNA mutants of xrcc3 and rad51, deletion of 
either severely impairs homologous recombination.  BLAST searches are unable to 
identify any obvious duplication of either XRCC3 or RAD51.  XRCC3 is required for 
resolution of Holliday junctions, and RAD51 is generally required for strand exchange.  
However, TRF2 is capable of forming t-loop structures in vitro, suggesting that the 
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RAD51 function may not be essential for TRD.   While t-loops may be able to form in 
the absence of RAD51, a Holliday junction resolvase is absolutely essential for TRD.   
 
While XRCC3 is apparently the mammalian Holliday junction resolvase, the nuclease 
required for resolution of meiotic crossover in S. pombe is Mus81p/Eme1p (84, 209).  
Differing requirements for Mus81p in S. pombe and S. cerevisiae led to the proposal 
that Mus81p cleaves cross-over DNA prior to formation of a double Holliday junction 
(209).  This structure may be more applicable to the single Holliday junction found in 
Lustig’s TRD model (169).  Two MUS81 homologues are present in Arabidopsis, 
At4g30870 and At5g39770.  At4g30870 has been recently characterized, and the 
authors provide evidence that At5g39770 is in fact a non-functional pseudo-gene (106).  
Crosses should be made to generate tert/mus81 mutants to determine whether this 
protein is required for TRD.  While mus81 plants are viable, it is possible that TRD can 
function through either MUS81 or XRCC3.  If this is indeed the case, a triple mutant 
would need to be generated, and the sterility of xrcc3 would provide only a single 
generation for analysis.   
 
The role of TRD in regulating telomere length is intriguing; however a direct test of its 
role will require identification of proteins required for its function.  If TRD mutants are not 
sterile, it will be extremely interesting to determine whether telomeres elongate.  Such 
experiments would provide direct evidence of length regulation by TRD.  Another 
interesting feature is the apparent absence of TRD in telomerase-positive plants.  One 
intriguing experiment would be to create a catalytically inactive tert gene and follow 
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TRD in this background.  This experiment would address whether TERT in fact protects 
against TRD.   
 
Finally, the role of ATM in telomere dysfunction is intriguing.  The GFP-GUS constructs 
generated to follow telomere fusions may prove useful in elucidating the fate of cells 
with dysfunctional telomeres in tert plants.  However, up-regulation of both PARP2 and 
BRCA1 may be ATM dependent, which would make these constructs worthless in 
examining the role of ATM in the proposed G1 checkpoint.  Alternate means of 
identifying and following telomere fusions in planta should be explored, in case these 
constructs are unable to be used in ATM deficient plants.   
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APPENDIX I 
ARTEMIS 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Artemis, an additional member of the non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) DNA double-
strand break (DSB) pathway, was recently identified as the gene mutated in a radiation 
sensitive form of severe combined immunodeficiency (RS-SCID) that results from an 
inability to produce antibody diversity via V(D)J recombination (194).  During V(D)J 
recombination, RAG1 and RAG2 cleave at the VD and DJ junction sites, releasing the D 
region from the chromosome and leaving hairpin junctions at the V and J regions (237).  
To properly ligate the VJ region, the hairpins must be opened and further processed 
prior to ligation.  Work by two independent labs demonstrated that Artemis was the 
protein responsible for this hairpin-opening activity (171, 194). 
 
The radiation sensitivity of Artemis patients indicated general defects in NHEJ beyond 
V(D)J recombination.  It was therefore not surprising that Artemis was found to 
associate directly with DNA-PK(cs) (171), an integral member of the NHEJ machinery.  
Artemis demonstrates single-strand 5’-3’ exonuclease activity.  Following association 
with DNA-PK(cs), Artemis acquires overhang endonuclease activity as well as hairpin 
opening activity (171).  Thus, the nuclease activity of Artemis changes, based on its 
association with other factors.   
 
Artemis contains a metallo-β-lactamase fold that contains the catalytic activity (218).  
Artemis has been classified as a member of the β-CASP family of metallo-β-lactamases 
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(35).  Members of the β-CASP family are found in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes and 
display a wide range of nuclease activities, including different preferences for DNA or 
RNA and roles in cellular metabolism ranging from DNA repair to mRNA processing 
(35).  Five proteins in Arabidopsis were found to have amino acid sequences that 
suggest they function on DNA and are partially related to Artemis. 
 
Several proteins involved in the NHEJ pathway play critically important roles at 
telomeres (229).  Interestingly, Artemis knockout mice display an increase in genomic 
instability, including a large number of telomere-to-telomere fusions (234).  More 
recently, a human homolog of Artemis was identified and named Apollo (151, 272).  
Apollo is localized to telomeres through a direct interaction with TRF2, and knockdown 
studies demonstrated that cells deficient in Apollo show telomere dysfunction 
specifically during S phase, indicating a role in telomere replication (151, 272).  
Intriguingly, purified Artemis demonstrates 5’-3’ exonuclease activity (151).  Formation 
of the protective t-loop structure requires a 3’-overhang (98), and while this overhang 
can be generated naturally during replication of the lagging strand, an overhang must 
be actively created through endo- or exo-nucleolytic processing on the leading strand.   
Further support for a role of Artemis/Apollo-like proteins at telomeres comes from C. 
elegans, where one Artemis related protein possesses an N-terminal domain with high 
sequence similarity to POT1 (35), the primary ss telomere binding protein in many 
organisms (250).  
 
In this study, we examine mutants in two Artemis-like genes in Arabidopsis.  Mutations 
in either ARTB or ARTE do not result in changes in telomere length.  As human Artemis 
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associates with DNA-PK(cs), we examined the association of four Artemis-like proteins 
from Arabidopsis with the related protein kinase, ATR.  ARTE interacted weakly and 
non-reproducibly with ATR, while none of the other three tested proteins showed 
interaction.  Further experiments to study the function of the remaining genes are 
suggested. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Identification of Artemis mutants.  The five predicted Arabidopsis proteins related to 
Artemis (35) are encoded by At1g19025 (ARTA), At1g27410 (ARTC), At1g66730 
(ARTB), At3g26680 (ARTD), and At2g45700 (ARTE).  TDNA insertion lines have been 
identified and ordered for all but At1g27410 and At3g26680.  Characterization of 
At3g26680 was recently reported, and this gene has been named AtSNM1 (193).   
 
cDNA synthesis, cloning, translation, and co-immunoprecipitation.  PCR products 
representing the full length cDNA of the different Artemis genes was performed as 
described (240).  First-strand Poly-A cDNA was PCR amplified with the following primer 
pairs: 
ArtAFLCF-2 TAC CCG GGG TCG ATA GAG ATG CCA AGA and 
ArtAFLCR TAG AGC TCC TAG AAA CTC AAG TGA TTC CG 
ArtBFLCF TAC CCG GGA TGG CCT CTG ATT CCG CC and 
ArtBFLCR TAG AGC TGT TAA TGT TGA GAA GTG ATG TTC AT 
ArtCFLCF-2 TAC CCG GGG GAG AGT GGT CTG ATA TCA and 
ArtCFLCR TAG AGC TCC TAA TCA ACC TCT AAA ATC TTT GC 
ArtDFLCF-2 TAC CCG GGG GAT TTT TCT GAT GAA GAC and 
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ArtDFLCR TAG AGC TCT CAG CGT CTG AGC CAT TA 
ArtEFLCF-1 TAG AAT TCT GTC GAA CAC CGT CGA AGA T and 
ArtEFLCR TAG AGC TCC TAC GTA ACC AAC AAA GAC 
No PCR products could be generated from ARTB using primers that should amplify the 
entire cDNA or primers designed to amplify the 5’ or 3’ halves of the gene.  Full-length 
cDNA were cloned into Pet28(a) using XmaI-SacI for ARTA, ARTC and ARTD and 
EcoRI-SacI for ARTE.  Translation and co-immunoprecipitation experiments were 
performed as described (125). 
 
Genotyping of T-DNA insertion mutants. For ARTB, At1g66730, three independent 
Salk lines were examined, SALK_079512, SALK_065305, and SALK_079499.  Primers 
used to genotype these lines are: 
For SALK_065307 ArtBLP ATC GC TGC CTT TAT TGC TGC and ArtBRP GAA AAC 
TAC AAA AAT GAC AAT GGA C. 
For SALK_079512 and SALK_079499 ArtCDLP CAA TGC AGG CTG TTG GCT CTT 
and ArtCDRP GGC ATC AGA AAA ACC AGA CAT GA. 
For ARTE, SALK_020527 was genotyped using ArtE1 ATG GTC ACA AGT TTT TGC 
CG and ArtE2 GCA GTC AAT CAA TGG CGT AAC.  In each case, the mutant product 
was amplified using the second primer in the set and LBb1 GCG TGG ACC GCT TGC 
TGC AAC T. 
 
DNA extraction and TRF analysis.  PCR genotyping was performed using a high-
throughput method (297) with the primers indicated above.  DNA extraction for TRF and 
TRF analysis were performed as described in Chapter III.   
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RESULTS 
A bioinformatics approach identified five predicted Arabidopsis proteins with sequence 
similarity to Artemis (35).  Three putative proteins were classified as SNM1C-like (a 
classification which includes both Artemis and Apollo), while two were classified as 
SNM1/PSO2-like.  Interestingly, an SNM1C-like protein from C. elegans also contains 
an N-terminal domain that shares high sequence homology to the second OB fold of 
POT1 proteins.  The three proteins classified as SNM1C-like were named ARTA, 
ARTB, and ARTC and correspond to genes At1g19025, At1g66730, and At1g27410, 
respectively.  The structure of these three proteins, as well as Artemis and C. elegans 
protein F39H2 are shown in FIG. 25.  The two predicted proteins classified as 
SNM1/PSO2-like are ARTD and ARTE, At3g26680 and At2g45700, respectively.   
 
Ligase I is involved in ligation of Okazaki fragments during DNA replication, suggesting 
that this protein may play a role in DNA replication (267).  Search of the SALK database 
identified three T-DNA insertion lines in putative exons near the middle and 3’-terminus 
of the gene.  Mutants were identified by PCR genotyping and TRF analysis was 
performed on wild type and mutant plants.  None of the three lines displayed a telomere 
length defect (FIG. 26).   
 
RT-PCR analysis failed to amplify a full length PCR product of ARTB, suggesting either 
that the gene prediction is incorrect, or that ARTB is expressed at very low levels.  The 
human Artemis protein interacts with DNA-PK(cs), however, no clear homolog of DNA-
PK(cs) has been identified in Arabidopsis.  ATR in Arabidopsis may share some 
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FIG. 25.  Structure of Artemis homologs. 
The structure of three putative Artemis homologs, as well as Artemis and a C. elegans 
protein are indicated.  The blue box represents the metallo-β-lactamase domain, the 
green box represents the β-CASP domain.  The purple box corresponds to a DNA 
Ligase I domain, and the red box represents the second OB fold of Pot1. 
At1g6630 
At1g274101  
At1g19025  
C. elegans  
Artemis 
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FIG. 26.  TRF analysis of three artb mutant alleles. 
The top figure represents the location of the three T-DNA insertions examined in this 
study (green arrow represents initiating ATG, and red arrow indicates stop).  Lines 
below the genomic construct display location of domains within the gene.  The predicted 
mRNA structure with associated domains is shown below (MBL is metallo-β-lactamase, 
B-CASP is β-CASP) .  Bottom, TRF analysis of three homozygous T-DNA mutants in 
At1g66730 (ARTB).  Wild type and mutant telomeres are in the wild type range of 2-5 
kb.  The SALK line number for each mutant line is indicated at the top.  Arrows indicate 
wild type samples and all other lanes show results for individual mutant plants. 
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functional relationship with DNA-PK(cs) (L. Vespa and D. Shippen, unpublished data), 
so we examined the interaction of ATR and the remaining Artemis homologs by co-
immunoprecipitation experiments.   
 
Full length cDNA corresponding to the predicted mRNA was generated by RT-PCR 
(FIG. 27A), and these products were cloned into a pET28 expression vector for in vitro 
translation.  Most cDNA products were translated well (FIG. 27B), though ARTD ran as 
a tightly spaced doublet, indicating either proteolytic cleavage or poor translation of this 
protein.   
 
To test for interactions between ATR and the four ART proteins, the ART proteins were 
expressed with N-terminal T7 tags, and ATR was radiolabeled with 35S-Met.  
Translation was terminated with cycloheximide and the reactions were mixed together 
and then immunoprecipitated with T7-tag antibody beads.  ARTE demonstrated a weak 
interaction with the N-terminus of ATR (FIG. 28).  However, reciprocal experiments 
where ARTE was radiolabeled failed to detect an interaction (data not shown), 
indicating the interaction may be weak, or that a T7 tag on ATR interferes with binding. 
 
To examine whether ARTE played a role at telomeres, a line (SALK_020527) 
containing a T-DNA insertion in the second exon was examined by TRF analysis. As 
seen in FIG. 29, no change in telomere length was observed in the mutant. 
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FIG. 27.  cDNA amplification and translation of putative Artemis genes. 
A) Full length cDNA products corresponding to the predicted mRNA are shown.  B)  
Coupled in vitro transcription/translation products.  Proteins were translated in the 
presence of 35S-Met for visualization.  The predicted MW of the proteins are: 62 kDa 
ARTA, 47 kDa for ARTC, 55kDa for ARTD, and 80 kDa for ARTE. 
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FIG. 28.  Co-IP of ATR and ART proteins. 
ATR proteins were in vitro translated as T7-tag fusions and mixed with the 35S-Met 
labeled N-terminus of ATR.  Radiolabeled proteins are indicated by asterisks.  The 
strong interaction between KU70 and KU80 serves as a positive control and the 
negative control is homo-dimerization of KU70.  S represents the supernatant input and 
B represents beads.  Signals in B lanes indicated interaction between the two tested 
proteins. 
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FIG. 29.  TRF analysis of an arte mutant allele. 
Top panel represents the T-DNA insertion line in ARTE.  The bottom panel is TRF 
analysis of pooled plants either wild type (W) heterozygous (H) or mutant (M) for the T-
DNA insertion in ARTE.   
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DISCUSSION 
Artemis was originally identified as a protein involved in V(D)J recombination (194), 
though it was later shown to also play a role in general NHEJ DNA repair (171).  The  
recent discovery that an Artemis homolog directly interacts with TRF2 (151, 272) 
warrants the study of homologous proteins in other organisms.  The identification of 3’-
overhang generating exonuclease activity (151) and prediction of an Artemis/Apollo-like 
protein with an N-terminal motif corresponding to Pot1 (35) further justifies study of 
these proteins. 
 
Five predicted Arabidopsis proteins with similarity to Artemis were identified through a  
bioinformatics study (35).  Characterization of one gene has recently been reported 
(193).  AtSNM1 (ARTD in my nomenclature) was shown to be involved in the repair of 
DNA oxidative damage.  The remaining four proteins have yet to be studied. 
 
Our data suggest that ARTB, an Artemis protein with a Ligase I domain at the extreme 
C-terminus, is likely mis-annotated as no mRNA products corresponding to this gene 
were amplified.  Furthermore, three independent T-DNA lines failed to display changes 
in telomere length.  Additional work should be performed to fully characterize ARTB, 
with the focus of determining whether the N terminal Artemis-like region is actually 
expressed.    
 
ARTE showed a weak and non-reproducible interaction with ATR.  Furthermore, T-DNA 
insertions in the second exon of this gene did not results in changes in telomere length.  
However, RT-PCR analysis should be performed to verify this insertion results in loss of 
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gene expression.  ARTE is more closely related to the SNM1/PSO2 family of DNA 
repair proteins, and is less closely related to Artemis.   
 
The two genes remaining to be characterized are ARTA and ARTC.  These two genes 
are the most closely related to human Artemis, and are both viable targets for study.  A 
T-DNA insertion in ARTA, SAIL_1175_F01, has been ordered but has not yet been 
genotyped.  The T-DNA is located in the fourth exon, approximately in the middle of the 
predicted mRNA.  ARTC has several GABI-Kat T-DNA lines as well as two lines from 
Cold Spring Harbor, all of which are located in predicted exons.  CSHL_ET9929 and 
CSHL_GT9350 are the two T-DNA lines in ARTC, and both are located in the first exon.   
 
While characterization of these proteins is in its infancy, they are viable targets for 
further study.  Exo- or endo-nucleases that produce 3’ overhangs on leading strand 
synthesized DNA must be present in all organisms, but direct demonstration of any 
nuclease responsible for this activity has yet to be presented.  Apollo makes an 
attractive target for such a nuclease due to its association with TRF2 as well as the 
modulation of nuclease activity by protein interaction seen in the related protein 
Artemis.  Apollo has so far been studied only by knockdown experiments in humans, 
making analysis of null mutants in Arabidopsis an attractive target.  In addition to T-DNA 
lines, I have generated full length cDNA clones that could prove useful for yeast two-
hybrid analysis.  Apollo’s interaction with TRF2 makes these proteins good candidates 
for bait in a large scale screen for putative TRF like proteins in Arabidopsis, or in direct 
interaction studies with the putative ds telomere binding proteins (125).  Thus, analysis 
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of the remaining Artemis-like proteins in Arabidopsis may provide fundamental 
information on telomere biology, not only in Arabidopsis, but in other organisms as well. 
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